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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Need for the Study 
Physical education is an integral part of the total field of educa-
tion. It can make a real contribution to the development of children 
and adults of all ages if effectively planned and organized. 
Scholars have indicated that, among the ancient people, the Greeks 
most fully realized the need for adequate programs of physical education; 
thus, to them must be credited the most effectively organized response 
to this need in ancient times. The development of the German, Swedish, 
and other European systems in the nineteenth century marked the beginning 
of modern social consciousness of the need for organized physical educa-
tion. But while this need has always existed and has always received 
some consideration, there is a strong belief among many thoughful stu-
dents of education that physical education, if intelligently planned and 
directed, may be more nearly indispensable to this generation than it 
was to earlier generations. This urgent necessity arises largely out of 
two contrasting considerations: the nature of man in light of his 
evolution; and the rapidly changing conditions of human existence in 
. 1 
today's world and in the foreseeable future. Therefore, a re-evaluation 
1John E. Nixon and Ann E. Jewett, An Introduction to Phy~ical 
Education (Philadelphia, 1969), pp. 15~-55. 
1 
of the educational structure should be made to determine what is the 
best type of education to foster behavioral, social, physical, mental, 
and emotional improvement. 2 In the last decades, curriculum developers 
and reformers have been updating content, reorganizing subject matter, 
3 
and introducing fresh approaches to methodology. So great has been 
the concern to restructure the curriculum and improve education in the 
United States that hundreds of separate research projects have been 
4 initiated, completed, and put to use at state and local levels. 
In light of the sums of money being appropriated by states for 
2 
physical education programs in colleges and universities, the effective-
ness of such programs should be evaluated. Programs prosper where 
staffs remain alert and are seriously re-examining programs in order to 
keep them in step with the whole advancing pattern of higher education. 5 
With the preceding statements in mind and a review of the litera-
ture available on evaluation of programs, there appears to have been no 
such research evaluating the physical education programs of Mississippi's 
state-supported four-year co-educational colleges and universities. 
Therefore, this study was undertaken to contribute to the existing 
knowledge concerning physical education program evaluation. Also this 
study will undoubtedly assist department heads at each institution in 
2 John I. Goodlad, The Changing School Curriculum (New York, 1966), 
pp. 28-J6. 
3Ibid., pp. 41-49. 
4Ibid., pp. 61-63. 
5Delbert Oberteuffer, "Evaluating the College Physical Education 
Program," Proceedings of the National College Physical Education 
Association for Men (Washington, 1964), p. 56. 
3 
facilitating the kinds of physical education programs which provide 
better educational experiences for the enrichment of the student served. 
Statement of the Problem 
The problem of this study was to evaluate the physical education 
programs of the co-educational four-year state-supported colleges and 
universities of Mississippi. The areas evaluated were as follows: 
(1) instructional staff, (2) facilities, (3) program organization, (~) 
program activities, (5) administration, (6) professional assistance, and 
(7) professional education program. 
The main purpose was to assess the quality of the physical educa-
tion programs against the standards set forth by the Neilson-Comer-
Griffin score card. As a secondary purpose, the results of Mississippi 
schools were compared with selected state schools previously evaluated 
6 by the use of the score card. 
Delimitations 
This study was limited to the seven state-supported, four-year 
co-educational colleges and universities in the State of Mississippi 
offering physical education programs. Institutions were included in 
the study if they met each of the following criteria: Each institution 
provides for teacher preparation in its curriculum, including program 
of study, training of personnel, and directed teaching procedures, all 
of which have been reviewed and officially approved by the Mississippi 
6Neil P. Neilson, James L. Comer, and Leon E. Griffin, ! Score Card 
~ Evaluating of Physical Education Programs for Colleges and 
Universities (Utah, 1965), p. 77. 
State Board of Education. Also, each college or university has been 
approved by the College Accrediting Commission of the State of 
Mississippi and/or the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. 7 
This study was also limited to the evaluation of specific areas of 
the men's physical education programs; namely, (1) instructional staff, 
(2) facilities, (J) administration, (4) program organization, (5) pro-
gram activities, (6) teacher education program, and (7) professional 
assistance as indicated in the Neilson-Comer-Griffin Score Card. 8 
Table I indicates information relative to each participating 
institution. 
Figure 1 shows a map of the State of Mississippi and the location 
of each participating institution. 
Basic Assumptions 
The following basic assumptions were applicable to this study: 
(1) The Neilson-Comer-Griffin Score Card was a valid 
instrument for evaluating four-year college and 
university physical education programs. 
(2) The score card was filled out by the persons in a 
position to give accurate assessments for each area 
of their physical education program. 
7state of Mississippi, Division of Instruction, Department of 
Education, Regulations for Certification, Bulletin No. 1JO (1974), p. 12. 
8Neilson, Comer, and Griffin, p. 77. 
TABLE I 
AN INDICATION OF SCHOOLS, LOCATION, YEAR FOUNDED, 
STUDENT SIZE, AND FACULTY SIZE 
1973-74: 
Year Student 
School Location Founded Size 
Alcorn State 
University Lorman 1871 2,254: 
Delta State 
University Cleveland 1924: 2,281 
Jack.son State 
University Jack.son 1877 4:,110 
Mississippi State 
University Starksville 1878 7,84:0 
Mississippi Valley 
State University Itta Bena 194:6 2,371 
University of 
Mississippi Oxford 184:4: 6,212 
University of 
Southern Mississippi Hattiesburg 1910 7,262 
5 
1973-74: 
Faculty 
Size 
125 
162 
309 
64:3 
123 
395 
721 
• OXFORD 
University of Mississippi 
Delta State University 
• ITTABENA 
Mississippi Valley 
State University 
• STARKSVILLE 
Mississippi State 
University 
eJACKSON 
Jackson State University 
eLORMAN 
Alcorn State University • HATTIESBURG' 
· University of Southern 
Mississippi 
Figure 1. State of Mississippi and Location of State-
Supported Four-Year Co-educational 
Universities 
6 
Definition of Terms 
Facilities: Both indoor and outdoor areas used for accomplishing 
the objectives of the physical education program. 
Evaluation: The objective examination of the items and areas of 
the physical education program by use of Neilson-Comer-Griffin Score 
Card. 
7 
Co-educational: Colleges and Universities offering physical educa-
tion programs for males and females. 
Administration: Referred to the administrative organization, 
general budget, budget ratio, salaries, and duties of staff in the 
Department of Physical Education. 
Physical Education Program: The instructional, intramural, inter-
collegiate, and professional preparation programs which are generally 
the ultimate responsibility of the head of the department. 
Program Activities: Physical education activities that are offered 
in the instructional, intramural, and intercollegiate athletic programs. 
Instructional Staff: Those individuals employed as personnel in 
the Department of Physical Education (part- and full-time). 
Four-Year Colleges and Universities: Colleges and universities 
that offer programs embracing freshman through senior preparation in 
physical education. 
Program Organization: Administrative policies which support and 
provide the opportunity for fulfillment of program objectives (student 
participation, class time allotment, records kept and used, teacher 
load and class size). 
.. 
Professional Assistance: The kinds of professional magazines, 
pamphlets, and books available for the physical educator at the college 
or university. 
Teacher Education Program: Those kinds of courses which are 
required of all students who pursue a teacher preparation program in 
the area of physical education • 
8 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction 
In keeping with the purpose of this study, an exploratory approach 
was used to identify and investigate literature related to evaluations 
and studies conducted of physical education programs. The literature 
reviewed indicated a marked interest in the investigation and evaluation 
of physical education programs for men at the national, regional, state, 
and local levels. Most of the investigations concentrated on improve-
ments or evaluations of the four-year college-university program. A 
variety of instruments have been developed, revised, refined, and made 
applicable to each of the physical education programs evaluated or 
studied. 
The objective of the present chapter was to bring into focus 
earlier research efforts which were related to this study. The liter-
ature reviewed is presented chronologically in the form of articles, 
theses, and dissertations. 
Articles 
As early as the 1920's several conferences, authorities, and 
associations were making headway toward improvement and evaluation of 
physical education programs, along with developing policies and 
9 
10 
standards. In 1927, the College Physical Education Association 
appointed a Committee on Curriculum Research, with William R. LaPorte 
as chairman, which later developed a basic physical education program 
. . 1 for boys accompanied with a score card as an evaluation instrument. 
By 1928, a state meeting was held at Santa Maria, California, for 
the purpose of developing a curriculum for professional preparation of 
physical education teachers for secondary schools. The work resulted in 
a five-year curriculum consisting of basic science courses in activity, 
techniques of teaching activities, and recommended courses in education 
and other fields for potential teachers. 2 
During 1933, there were two reports that related to professional 
preparation in physical education. One was a national committee report 
on training in physical education which considered three basic problems, 
namely: (1) standards for an institution to evaluate its training of 
general elementary teachers to teach physical education; (2) standards 
with which to evaluate the preparation of men as physical education 
teachers; and (3) standards wi~h which to evaluate women as physical 
education teachers. Specific recommendations were made pertaining to 
the following elements in professional preparation: (1) personnel, 
including experience and training of faculty and the teacher-pupil 
ratio; (2) student selection, including character, age, scholarship, 
health standards, and physical education skill tests; (3) indoor 
1G. B. Fitzgerald, "The Education of Man Teacher of Physical Educa-
tion for Public Schools Service in Selected Colleges and Universities," 
Research Quarterly, Vol. 6 (Washington, D. C., 1935), pp. ~8-55. 
2Neil P. Neilson, ~Curriculum for Professional Preparation of 
Physical Education Teachers for Secondary Schools, Bulletin No. E-1 
(1930), p. 109. 
11 
and outdoor facilities; (4) library; (5) health services; and (6) 
institutional policies and practices. 3 
The other report by Hughes was for the purpose of determining and 
evaluating the standards and policies concerning the administration of 
health and physical education for men in colleges and universities. 
There were seven aspects to the study which are listed as follows: 
(1) administrative plan, (2) health supervision, (3) health services, 
(4) health instruction, (5) required activities, (6) intramural, and 
(7) intercollegiate athletics. Hughes compiled a list of some eight 
hundred and fifty items, which was later refined by approximately ninety 
different persons in the professional physical education field. This 
refinement was later validated by a jury of experts who judged the items 
4 
as essential, or highly desirable standards. 
Dissertations and Theses 
Russell, in 1954, evaluated the required physical education program 
in the senior colleges of Texas. He developed one of the most comprehen-
sive lists of standards which was formulated into a detailed question-
naire. He surveyed 39 senior colleges of Texas, of which all were 
personally visited before the final prepartion of the questionnaire was 
completed. The standards were selected from a review of highly qualified 
jurors in the field of physical education throughout the United States. 
3committee on Teacher Training in Physical Education in the United 
States. Neil P. Neilson, Chairman, "Teacher Training in Physical Educa-
tion in the United States," Research Quarterly, Vol. 6 (Washington, 
D. C., 1933), pp. 51-67. 
4 W. L. Hughes, "The Administration of Health and Physical Education 
for Men in Colleges and Universities," Research Quarterly, Vol. 4 
(Washington, D. C., 1933), pp. 140-44. 
Based on his findings, Russell concluded that highly desirable 
standards for required physical education as they pertained to the 
questionnaire were generally not being met in a large percentage of 
the senior colleges and universities of Texas. 5 
Gingerich, in 1958, evaluated the physical education programs for 
12 
men in church-related colleges of Indiana. He attempted to formulate an 
objective score card, based on existing standards in the field of 
physical education, which could be used to evaluate the physical educa-
tion program at any college. He classified the areas of his scores as 
follows: (1) program planning, (2) aims and objectives, (J) student 
personnel, (~) indoor facilities, (5) outdoor facilities, (6) equipment 
and supplies, (7) class organization, and (8) evaluation of instruction. 
He found that the physical education program for men in church-related 
colleges and universities in Indiana varied greatly in their program 
offerings. 6 
Rink.er, in 1960, conducted a study of the physical education pro-
grams for women in selected United Presbyterian colleges and universi-
ties in the New England states. She devised a questionnaire which 
included facilities, organization, administration, and the service 
program. The service program revealed that (1) the majority of the 
schools had basic facilities which were well organized and capably 
administered; (2) the majority of the colleges offered satisfactory 
5L. O. Russell, "An Evaluation of Required Physical Education Pro-
grams for Men in Senior Colleges and Universities of Texas" (unpublished 
Ed.D. dissertation, University of Texas, Austin, 195~). 
6R. L. Gingerich, "An Evaluation of the Physical Education Programs 
for Men in the Church Related Senior Colleges and Universities of 
Indiana" (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, Indiana University, 1958). 
sports and dance programs, but programs of adapted physical education, 
camping, and recreation were inadequate. 7 
13 
Mcilroy, in 1961, conducted a study of 22 four-year college physical 
education programs for women in three northwest states. The status of 
each physical education program was determined by the use of a score 
card which she developed. The validity of the score card was based on 
acceptability of the standards by 16 qualified professional women in 
physical education. 
The colleges were found to be weak in facilities and evaluation. 
However, the service program, instruction, equipment, and supplies were 
comparatively strong. State-supported colleges met standards better 
than private colleges in all areas except extramural programs. The 
score card was found by Mcilroy to be a usable tool for determining the 
status of college women physical education programs. 8 
Baker, in 1962, used the Northwest Council Teacher Education Stan-
dards for Health, Physical Education and Recreation to appraise the 
professional programs in the state-supported institutions of Arkansas. 
The areas and standards evaluated were as follows: (1) general institu-
tional standards, (2) student personnel, (J) undergraduate physical edu-
cation curriculum standards, (4) facilities standards, (5) equipment 
standards, (6) library standards, and (7) staff standards. Some of the 
general conclusions of his study were: (1) the general institutional 
7J. Rinker, "An Evaluation of Programs of Physical Education for 
Women in United Presbyterian Colleges and Universities" (unpublished 
M.S. thesis, Smith College, Mass., 1960). 
8 J. s. Mcilroy, "An Evalu.ation of the Physical Education Programs 
for Women in Institutions of Higher Learning in Three Northwest States" 
(unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, Indiana University, 1961). 
14 
standards were adequately met by Arkansas institutions, (2) the under-
graduate physical education curriculum compared favorably to the 
standards, (3) the student personnel program standards were strong in 
the overall program, but were weak in the section designated as follow-
up of graduates. 9 
Kerr, in 1965, prepared a checklist which was validated by a jury 
of experts in the field of physical education. From the checklist, he 
developed a score card which reflected the jury's rating. He used the 
score card to evaluate the undergraduate physical education professional 
preparation programs of nine New England institutions. The following 
areas of the programs were included in the evaluation: (1) general 
instructional practices, (2) academic training of instructional staff, 
(J) teaching load, (4) required curriculum, (5) service program, (6) 
library facilities, and (7) facilities for the program. The summary of 
each area reflected a total score for each institution evaluated. A 
majority of the schools proved to have adequate programs of physical 
10 
education. 
Horn, in 1966, conducted an evaluation of four private and four 
state-supported institutions in Texas. The evaluating instrument 
utilized in this was the Northwest Council for Teacher Education Stan-
dards for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation. Besides reporting 
on the status of the institutions and making recommendations to each 
9w. B. Baker, "An Evaluation of Undergraduate Professional Prepara-
tion in Physical Education for Men in Seven State-Supported Institutions 
of Higher Learning in Arkansas" (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, 
University of Arkansas, 1962). 
10 R. W. Kerr, "The Status of Undergraduate Professional Preparation 
in Physical Education for Men in New England Colleges and Universities" 
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Indiana University, 1965). 
15 
with respect to professional preparation, he undertook to determine 
relationships between strengths and weaknesses of the institutional pro-
grams. The following variables were determined: (1) total school 
enrollment, (2) number of physical education majors, (3) mean faculty 
salary, (4) physical education budget, and (5) the number of staff 
members. A score of five on a zero to ten sliding scale for each stan-
dard was considered minimum in the study. Horn's study concluded that 
the physical education programs in the selected colleges and universi-
11 
ties ranged from a one to nine on different standards. 
Soffe, in 1966, evaluated the men's physical education programs in 
higher education institutions of Utah. He employed the very intensive 
and comprehensive Neilson-Comer-Griffin score card for his study. Some 
of the conclusions of his study, which were very meaningful to the par-
ticipating institutions, were as follows: (1) professional preparation 
of staff was good; (2) fitness, personality, character, and teaching 
efficiency of staff were superior; (3) school site and facilities were 
good; (4) supplies and equipment were inadequate; (5) the undergraduate 
program was generally superior; and (6) instructor salaries were as a 
12 
whole in keeping with the salaries of other faculty with equal rank. 
Also, Griffin, in 1966, selected 16 universities in the Western 
Athletic Conference, comprising essentially the Rocky Mountain states, 
to evaluate the physical education programs for men. With slight 
11n. D. Horn, "An Evaluation of Physical Education Teacher Education 
Programs in Selected Colleges of Texas" (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, 
East Texas State University, 1966). 
12 H. W. Soffe, "An Evaluation of the Physical Education Programs for 
Men in Colleges and Universities in Utah" (unpublished Ed.D. disserta-
tion, Brigham Young University, 1966). 
16 
modification of the Neilson-Comer score card, Griffin evaluated the fol-
lowing areas of the program: (1) instructional staff; (2) facilities; 
(J) program organization; (4) program activities; (5) administration; 
(6) professional assistance; and (7) professional education program. 
The major purpose of the study was to create an awareness and under-
standing of what was essential in the organization of a college physical 
education program for men. Griffin, on the basis of his study, highly 
recommended evaluation studies be made of the physical education pro-
grams for men in other colleges and universities in the United States. 13 
Livingston, in 1967, evaluated the eight state-supported institu-
tions of higher education of Alabama with the Bookwalter-Dollenger score 
card. His study was fourfold: (1) to determine status of programs; 
(2) to analyze the findings; (J) to use the findings as a basis for 
making recommendations fer improving the professional preparation pro-
grams for men's physical education; (4) to focus the attention on the 
characteristics of a good program with which each of the participating 
14 institutions could be compared. 
Jones, in 1967, conducted a study which had a twofold purpose. 
First, he evaluated the physical education programs for men in colleges 
and universities in Colorado offering a major in physical education; and 
second, he appraised the Neilson-Comer-Griffin Score Card used as an 
evaluation instrument. The study concluded two essential factors: 
13L. E. Griffin, "An Evaluation of the Physical Education Programs 
for Men in Universities" (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, University of 
Utah, 1966). 
14 W. M. Livingston, "An Evaluation and Analysis of Undergraduate 
Professional Preparation for Men in State Colleges and Universities of 
Alabama" (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, University of Alabama, 1967). 
17 
(1) the colleges and universities evaluated ranged from superior to 
inadequate in all the areas of the score card used in the study; and 
(2) the score card conclusions and findings did serve as a means for 
t . 1 t. . t . h . 1 d . 15 s imu a ing improvemen in p ysica e ucation programs. 
In 1969, Newton evaluated undergraduate professional preparation 
programs for men in physical education in Canadian degree-granting · 
institutions. The purposes of the study were as follows: (1) to iden-
tify reasons for the discrepancies which existed between the current 
standards of professional preparation for men in Canada, and (2) to make 
recommendations for revision of the standards. 
The survey method of research involving the collection, analysis, 
and interpretation of data was employed. The questionnaire used 
reflected the physical education recommended national standards on 
undergraduate professional preparation was constructed and used as an 
evaluative instrument in the study. Newton concluded that with a few 
exceptions, Canadian physical education programs appeared to be of high 
quality when evaluated in terms of the recommended standards. He also 
recommended that standards which were not met by the majority of the 
universities be studied by administrators and revised if needed; and 
further, that program evaluation should be a continuing characteristic 
of Canadian physical education in order to keep abreast of scientific 
advancements and to meet the changing community, provincial, and 
. 16 
national needs. 
15R. J. Jones, "An Evaluation of the Physical Education Programs 
for Men in Colleges and Universities and an Appraisal of the Score Card 
Employed" (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, Colorado State College, 1967). 
16n. K. Newton, "An Evaluation of Undergraduate Professional Prepa-
ration Programs in Physical Education for Men in Canadian Universities" 
(unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, Colorado State College, 1969). 
18 
In 1969 1 Miller evaluated the physical education programs for men 
in Texas state-supported colleges and universities offering a bachelor's 
and master's degree with a major in the area of physical education. He 
used the analytical survey method of research, that included a systematic 
collection and interpretation of the data. The Neilson-Comer-Griffin 
Score Card was the basic instrument used for scoring and analyzing each 
school. 
The highest score attained by a school in the study was 84 percent 
and the lowest score was 74 percent. The average score for the seven 
schools was 80 percent. 
Conclusions of Miller's study were as follows: (1) that the 
Neilson-Comer-Griffin Score Card as an instrument to analyze physical 
education programs will indicate the effectiveness and inadequate pro-
gram areas from which each institution can make a self-evaluation; (2) 
size of institution and number of program offerings correspond, due to 
facilities, and were particularly observable between the largest and 
smallest of the institutions; (J) the professional preparation of male 
physical education instructors was good; (4) membership of physical 
education instructors in professional organizations were poor, (5) 
attendance at professional meetings by physical education instructors 
was poor; and (6) library resources were good. 17 
In 1970, Smith conducted a study of the men's physical education 
program in Texas Baptist colleges and made a comparison of physical 
education programs in Texas Baptist colleges with selected Texas state 
17carl Miller, "An Evaluation of Physical Education Programs in 
Selected Texas State Colleges and Universities" (unpublished Ed.D. 
dissertation, Texas State University, 1969). 
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colleges and universities. The purpose of the study was twofold. 
First, the study was designed to determine the current efficiency of the 
physical education program of Baptist colleges in Texas. Second, the 
study was designed to determine the relationship between the physical 
education programs of Texas Baptist and selected Texas state colleges 
and universities. 
The survey method of research, involving the collection, analysis, 
and interpretation of facts, was used. The Neilson-Comer-Griffin Score 
Card was used as the basic instrument for scoring and analyzing the 
colleges. The data obtained in his study were compared with the data 
collected from seven selected Texas state colleges and universities by 
Carl Miller using the same instrument. 
Some of the findings and conclusions of the study were as follows: 
(1) the instructional staff of Texas Baptist colleges are well prepared 
in physical education, (2) practical student experience in a wide vari-
ety of activities is somewhat restricted at Baptist colleges, (J) the 
physical education facilities of the Texas state institutions are 
superior to the facilities of the Texas Baptist colleges, and (4) the 
selected Texas state institutions provide a more serviceable profes-
sional education program than do the Texas Baptist colleges. 18 
In 1970, Bowie evaluated the men's physical education programs in 
selected colleges of Alberta, Canada. The purpose of the study was to 
apply a valid and reliable instrument for the evaluation. The 
18 s . I • E C. R. mith, 'An Analysis of Men's Physical ducation Programs in 
Texas Baptist Colleges and a Comparison of Physical Education Programs 
in Texas Baptist Colleges With Selected Texas State Colleges and 
Universities" (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, North Texas State 
University, 1970). 
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evaluation instrument used with selected Alberta, Canada colleges was 
the Neilson-Comer-Griffin Score Card. 
Some of the findings and conclusions of the study were as follows: 
(1) standards under which the physical education departments were evalu-
ated generally scored high; (2) the professional preparation and experi-
ence of physical educators engaged by the selected Alberta colleges were 
generally above average; (J) the membership and participation in profes-
sional organizations generally were poor and needed improvement; and 
(4) generally, physical education facilities (indoor and outdoor), 
library resources, and professional preparation programs were below 
average, but supplies and equipment were adequate. It was also con-
eluded that the score card was relatively easy to administer when used 
by a scorer well versed in the contents of the score card and when the 
institutions being evaluated had prepared suggested materials for the 
. 19 
evaluation process. 
Also in 1970, Richerson evaluated the physical education programs 
for men in selected institutions of higher education in Missouri. The 
study was limited to the six institutions of higher education comprising 
Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic Association and to the areas contained 
in the Neilson-Comer-Griffin Score Card: (1) instructional staff, (2) 
facilities, (J) program organization, (4) program activities, (5) 
administration, (6) professional assistance, and (7) professional educa-
tion program. 
The analytical survey method of research was employed, utilizing 
19G. W. Bowie, "A Survey to Obtain Relevant Information From 
Selected Colleges in the Province of Alberta to Apply an Evaluation 
Instrument for Men's Physical Education Programs" (Unpublished Ph.D. 
dissertation, University of Utah, 1970). 
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score card, interview, and observation techniques. Scores were 
interpreted by percentages and applied to a rating score to determine 
the extent to which score card standards were achieved. 
Several of Richerson's findings and conclusions were: ( 1) the 
physical education programs for men of the Missouri Intercollegiate 
Athletic Association ranked from "average" to "poor" in terms of program 
effectiveness; (2) five of the six institutions made an effort to pro-
vide a well-rounded physical education program; (J) in general, the 
programs were particularly lacking in fieldhouse areas, swimming 
facilities, exercise rooms, classrooms, supply rooms, and research 
laboratory facilities and equipment, and (4) outdoor facilities were 
generally inadequate regarding the amount of suitable space designed for 
play 20 areas. 
Finally, in 1971, Bennett evaluated the physical education programs 
for men in selected universities in North Carolina. The survey was 
limited to those institutions offering the graduate degree in physical 
education for men and to the areas contained in the Neilson-Comer-
Griffin Score Card: (1) instructional staff, (2) facilities, (J) pro-
gram organization, (4) program activities, (5) administration, (6) 
professional assistance, and (7) professional education program. 
The analytical survey method of research was employed in the study 
utilizing the score card, interview, and observation techniques. Scores 
were interpreted by percentages and applied to a rating scale to deter-
mine the extent to which the score card standards were achieved. 
20William Wesley Richerson, "An Evaluation of Physical Education 
Programs for Men in Selected Institutions of Higher Education in 
Missouri" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Utah, 1970). 
22 
The study concluded that the item scores analyzed showed that J4 
of the 47 items evaluated scored an average of 80 percent or above. 
Also, the majoriety of the institutions surveyed achieved "good" or 
. 21 better ratings. 
Summary 
The ultimate purpose of the review of literature was to find what 
other closely related studies and activities have revealed relative to 
the problems of this study. With an abundance of studies evaluating 
physical education programs in colleges and universities, it appears 
that authorities and students in the educational fields are aware of 
the need for continuous upgrading of the field of physical education. 
The literature of this study revealed that the Neilson-Comer-
Griff in Score Card has been used in previous studies evaluating college 
and university physical education programs. Also, it was noted from the 
research that the score card (N.C.G.) being utilized in this study was 
highly recommended for future research efforts. 
21Jesse Carl Bennett, "An Evaluation of Physical Education Programs 
for Men in Selected Universities of North Carolina" (unpublished Ph.D. 
dissertation, University of Utah, 1971). 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
The problem of this study was to evaluate the physical education 
programs in state-supported four-year co-educational colleges and uni-
versities in Mississippi. The following areas of each program were 
evaluated: (1) instructional staff, (2) facilities, (J) program organi-
zation, (~) program activities, (5) administration, (6) professional 
assistance, and (7) professional education program. The quality of each 
area was measured against the standards set forth by the Neilson-Comer-
G . . 1 r1ff 1n Score Card. 
This chapter includes the following information about: (1) the 
instrument, (2) the pilot application, (J) collection of data, and (~) 
treatment of data. 
The Instrument 
The literature revealed that the N.C.G. Score Card had been <level-
oped and proven to be a valid, reliable, and discriminatory instrument 
for evaluating college physical education programs. 
1Neil P. Neilson, James L. Comer, and Leon E. Griffin, A Score Card 
for Evaluation of Physical Education Programs for Colleges and 
Universities (Utah, 1965), p. 77. 
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According to Vandenburgh: 
Physical education, embracing the activity program; the 
graduate and undergraduate professional major and minor 
sequence of study; the intramural programs; and intercol-
legiate athletics, are facing perhaps the most crucial period 
in their existence. Today the acceptance of physical educa-
tion as an integral part of the curriculum scene in some 
colleges and universities is being questioned. If physical 
education is to successfully survive the critics and remain 
a dynamic part of higher education, administrators and the 
public must be assured that physical education programs in 
the respective institutions are sound educational ventures. 
To determine this, a valid and reliable instrument for pro-
gram evaluation is desirable. 
The Neilson-Comer-Griffin Score Card for the Evaluation of 
Physical Education Programs for Men in Colleges and Universi-
ties is such an instrument. The program of activity as well 
as the many other facets of physical education may effectively 
be appraised by this score card. It should be realized, how-
ever, that this is not merely an instrument for an appraisal 
of what exists, but also shows the proper direction for future 
development of programs in physical education. 2 
The score card was a 77 page booklet which included seven divi-
sions, listed below: 
A. Instructional Staff 
Professional Preparation (Kind) 
Professional Preparation (Extent) 
Professional Preparation (Recency) 
Membership in Professional Organizations 
Attendance at Professional Meetings 
Teaching Experience (Length) 
Personality and Character of Staff Members 
Teaching Efficiency and Effectiveness of Instructor 
B. Facilities 
Area of School Site 
Placement of Buildings of School Site 
Indoor Facilities 
Outdoor Facilities 
Equipment 
Supplies (General) 
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2William G. Vandenburgh, Chairman, Department of Health and Physical 
Education and Associate Dean of Instruction, California State College at 
Hayward (California, 1965), p. 1. 
C. Program (Organization) 
Percentage of Students Enrolled 
Time Allotment for Physical Education Classes 
Health Examination of Students by Physician, Dentist, 
and Nurse 
Clinical Examination of Students by Physical Education 
Instructors 
Assignment of Students to Classes 
Size of Activity Classes (Normal Group) 
Size of Classes (Corrective or Restricted Group) 
Teaching Load (Assigned Times) 
Records Kept and Used 
Credit 
Grading in Activity Courses 
Athletic Award Systems 
D. Program (Activities) 
Instructional Program (Service Program) 
Intramural Athletics 
Intercollegiate Athletics 
E. Administration 
Administrative Organization 
General Budget 
Source of Budget Support 
Budget Ratio 
Rank of Staff 
Duties of Staff 
Recruiting Athletes 
Assignment of Grants-in-Aid to Athletes 
Distribution of Grants-in-Aid to Athletes 
F. Professional Assistance 
Professional Magazines 
Professional Books 
Micro cards 
G. Teacher Education Programs 
Undergraduate Program 
Graduate Program 
Master's Degree Program 
Doctor's Degree Program3 
This score card contains a point system, with allocations to each 
sub-division. The total possible points are 5,000. The attempt was 
made in forming the card to make each unit as objective as possible; 
but according to one of the authors, certain units, such as those 
3Neilson, Comer, and Griffin, 77 pp. 
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concerned with personality and fitness of teachers, could neither be 
made objective nor eliminated because of their importance to profes-
sional preparation. 
From a review of the literature, it was found that several instru-
ments such as questionnaires and checklists have been developed and used 
to evaluate various areas of physical education programs. The litera-
ture revealed that the N.C.G. has been used to evaluate only four-year 
colleges' and universities' physical education programs. Examples of 
such studies using the score card were as follows: Griffin, 4 Jones, 5 
Smith,6 Miller, 7 Bowie, 8 Richerson, 9 and Bennett. 10 
4Leon E. Griffin, "An Evaluation of the Physical Education Programs 
for Men in Universities" (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, University of 
Utah, 1966). 
5Richard J. Jones, "An Evaluation of the Physical Education Pro-
grams for Men in Colorado Colleges and Universities, and an Appraisal of 
the Score Card Employed" (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, Colorado State 
College, 1967). 
6· C. R. Smith, "An Analysis of Men's Physical Education Programs in 
Texas Baptist Colleges and a Comparison of Physical Education Programs 
in Texas Baptist Colleges with Selected Texas State Colleges and Univer-
sities" (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, North Texas State University, 
1970). 
7c. Miller, "An Evaluation of Physical Education Programs in 
Selected Texas State Colleges and Universities" (unpublished Ed.D. dis-
sertation, North Texas State University, 1969). 
8 G. W. Bowie, "A Survey to Obtain Relevant Information from 
Selected Colleges in Province of Alberta to Apply an Evaluation Instru-
ment for Men's Physical Education Programs" (unpublished Ph.D. disserta-
tion, University of Utah, 1970). 
9w. W. Richerson, "An Evaluation of Physical Education Programs for 
Men in Selected Institutions of Higher Education in Missouri" (unpub-
lished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Utah, 1970). 
10J. c. Bennett, "An Evaluation of Physical Education Programs for 
Men in Selected Universities of North Carolina" (unpublished Ph.D. dis-
sertation, University of Utah, 1971). 
Pilot Application 
The Department of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, 
<klahoma State University, Stillwater, agreed to engage in the pilot 
application. 
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The pilot study revealed that time would 'be a factor in the com-
pletion of certain divisions of the score card, particularly those 
divisions that required information and data to be furnished by the 
department head. Also, the pilot revealed that much of data necessary 
for the study could be collected successfully by obtaining vitas or 
resumes, catalogs, inventory sheets, transcripts, departmental self-
studies, and other files. 
Collection of Data 
The Neilson-Comer-Griffin Score Card was used in the study for the 
purpose of gathering data. In education score cards have been used in 
appraising facilities, instructional and recreational programs, educa-
tional qualifications of teachers, and in connection with accredita-
tion.11 Colleges and universities are frequently evaluated in terms of 
such elements as size of endowment and proportion of faculty members 
holding the earned doctoral degree, pupil-teacher ratio, and number of 
volumes in the library. 12 The method of research employed in this study 
11 
Neilson, Comer, and Griffin, 77 pp. 
12J. W. Best, Research in Education (New Jersey, 1959), p. 166. 
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was an analytical survey type, which utilized score card, interview, and 
. . 13 
observational techniques. 
Research studies to be undertaken in Mississippi state-supported 
colleges and universities must be granted approval by the chancellor or 
president of each respective institution. Each institution has been 
granted the authority by the State Board of Trustees to approve or dis-
approve a request by a researcher to include his institution in a study. 
Consequently, a letter was sent to the president or chancellor of each 
state-supported four-year co-educational college or university in 
Mississippi which offered a physical education program. The letter 
encouraged each to participate in the study and to allow the areas of 
his physical education program to be evaluated. All seven of the 
presidents or chancellors responded in a favorable manner giving per-
mission to contact the department head and to include their institution 
in the study (see Appendix B for letters). 
Upon receiving a letter of approval from each school, the investi-
gator proceeded to contact each department head by phone, letter, or 
in person to arrange a time and date for a visit to the campus. After 
arriving on campus, the investigator had a meeting with the department 
head, explaining exactly what was needed to complete the study success-
fully. Each department to be evaluated presented a need for a different 
approach in terms of the data collection process due to size, location, 
department structure, and records available at the time for the investi-
gator. At the completion of the visitations, which ranged from one to 
13A. H. Steinhaus, "Why This Research," Research Methods in Health, 
Physical Education, and Recreation (AAHPER, Washington, 1959), pp. 6-7. 
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five days depending on the campus, materials were gathered and reviewed 
for the evaluation. 
Treatment of Data 
The problem of this study was to evaluate the physical education 
programs of the state-supported four-year co-educati9nal colleges and 
universities in Mississippi. The main purpose was to assess the quality 
of the programs in relation to the criteria set forth by Neilson-Comer-
Griffin Score Card. The score card included those measurable elements 
which one would expect to find in a well-rounded physical education 
program. 
Each item had point values which were totaled according to the 
degree to which the existing elements in an actual program corresponded 
to the standards of the score card. The scores for each item were not 
added to obtain a total score for each institution, simply because each 
school was guaranteed anonymity of being ranked and compared with the 
participating schools. The raw score of each item and unit was repre-
sented in percentage of attainment and rating of each division. In 
order to analyze the percentage scores and rating, a classification 
method had to be selected and used in determining the degree to which 
the physical education programs corresponded to the standards of the 
ideal program as presented in the score card. 
The rating scale selected provided a qualitative description of a 
limited number of aspects of each department evaluated. Best states 
that the classifications may be set up in five to seven categories in 
such terms as: (1) superior, above average, average, fair, and 
inferior; (2) excellent, good, average, below average, and poor; and 
JO 
(J) always, frequently, occasionally, rarely, and never. 14 
The percentage scores representing the divisions of the score card 
were interpreted and rated in this study as follows: (1) 90 percent 
and above--excellent; (2) 80 to 89 percent--good; (J) up to 79 percent--
average; (4) 60 to 69 percent--below average; and (5) 59 percent and 
below--poor. The percentage score for each division was attained by 
dividing the total number of points scored, and then multiplying by 100. 
As a secondary purpose of the study, the author selected to compare 
the results and data of the seven previous studies evaluating colleges 
and universities by the use of the (N.C.G.) Score Card. There were 
limitations to the techniques used by different authors in determining 
their classification systems for the schools evaluated. However, the 
method used in totaling each division was the same as in this study 
which justifies the comparison. Graphs and tables were developed to 
indicate divisions scores along with analysis for each participating 
institution in Chapter IV. 
14 
Best, pp. 164-65. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA AND DISCUSSION Of RESULTS 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to assess the quality of the physical 
education programs for men in state-supported four-year co-educational 
colleges and universities of Mississippi by evaluating the instructional 
staff, the facilities, the program organization, the program activities, 
the administration, the professional assistance, and the professional 
education program of each participating institution. A secondary pur-
pose of the study was to compare the results and data obtained from 
Mississippi schools with those of selected state colleges and uni-
versities previously evaluated by the use of the (N.C.G.) score card. 
The quality of each program was measured against the standards set forth 
by the score card. 
This chapter includes, specifically, an analysis of the score card 
results~ departmental purpose(s), computed percentages of attainment, 
ratings, comparison of Mississippi schools composite results and data 
with that of the seven previous studies, and finally, suggestions for 
future physical education program improvement for each institution. 
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School 11A11 
Departmental Purpose 
The primary purpose of the Department of Health, Physical Educa-
tion, and Recreation was to educate future leaders in the broad fields 
of athletics administration and coaching, health, physical education, 
and recreation. In addition, the department provided opportunities for 
all members of the university to participate in programs or elective 
courses which would contribute to their education, health, and general 
well-being. 
Figure 2 shows graphically school 11A11 percentage of attainment, 
rating, and divisional units. 
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Figure 2. An Indication of School 11 A11 Percentage of 
Attainment and Rating 
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Evaluation 
The data for school 11A11 are found in Figure 2 and Table II. The 
division units, the rating, the analysis, and the percentage of 
attainment were given. 
Six of seven divisions scored 90 percent or above at college 11A11 
and received a rating of "excellent." 
Table II shows divisional units evaluated and the total score 
card summary of school 11A11 • 
An analysis of Figure 2 and Table II indicated the following: 
1. The rating given school 11A11 was "excellent." 
2. Only one division scored lower than 90 percent attainment 
and received a rating of "good. 11 
J. At school "A" there were no divisions which had a rating 
of "average," "below average," or "poor." 
TABLE II 
SCORE CARD SUMMARY OF SCHOOL "A" 
Unit 
Professional Preparation (Kind) 
Professional Preparation (Extent) 
Professional Preparation (Recency) 
Membership in Professional Organizations 
A Attendance at Professional Meetings 
T Teaching Experience (Length) 
Personality and Character of Staff 
Members 
Teaching Efficiency of Instructor 
Total for A-Instructional Staff 
Area of School Site 
Placement of Buildings of School Site 
Indoor Facilities 
Outdoor Facilities 
B Equipment 
c 
Supplies (General) 
Provision for Prevention and Emergency 
Care of Injuries 
Total for B-,Facili ties 
Percentage of Students Enrolled 
Time Allotment for Physical Education 
Classes 
Health Examination of Student by 
Physician, Dentist, and Nurse 
Clinical Examination of Students by 
Physical Education Instructors 
Assignment of Students to Classes 
Size of Activity Classes (Normal Group) 
Size of Classes (Corrective or 
restricted group) 
Teaching Load (Assigned time) 
Score 
Possible 
175 
150 
75 
50 
50 
150 
125 
150 
925 
150 
50 
150 
150 
125 
125 
50 
800 
125 
75 
50 
75 
35 
75 
25 
100 
Score 
Given 
162 
150 
75 
50 
50 
150 
117 
135 
859 
150 
50 
97 
106 
125 
125 
16 
666 
125 
75 
50 
75 
25 
75 
5 
100 
35 
Per 
Cent 
92% 
Unit 
Records Kept and Used 
Credit 
TABLE II (Continued) 
Grading in Activity Courses 
Athletic Award Systems 
Total £or C-Program Organization 
Instructional Period (Service Program) 
D Intramural Athletics 
Intercollegiate Athletics 
Total £or D-Program (Activities) 
Administrative Organization 
General Budget 
Source 0£ Budget Support 
Budget Ratio 
Rank 0£ Sta££ 
E Salaries 0£ Sta££ 
Duties 0£ Sta££ 
Recruiting Athletes 
Assignment 0£ Grants-in-Aid to Athletes 
Distribution 0£ Grant-in-Aid to Athletes 
Total £or E-Administration 
Professional Magazines 
F Professional Books 
Microcards 
Total £or F-Pro£essional Assistance 
Undergraduate Program 
G Master's Degree Program 
Doctor's Degree Program 
Total £or G-Pro£essional Education 
Program 
Score 
Possible 
50 
75 
45 
70 
800 
J50 
250 
200 
800 
75 
50 
75 
50 
J5 
75 
50 
JO 
JO 
JO 
500 
100 
150 
50 
JOO 
J92 
208 
200 
Boo 
Score 
Given 
50 
75 
45 
70 
760 
JJ1 
2J5 
162 
728 
60 
20 
75 
50 
25 
40 
50 
JO 
JO 
JO 
410 
100 
150 
50 
JOO 
J92 
208 
200 
800 
J6 
Per 
Cent 
90% 
9J% 
100% 
100% 
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School 11B11 
Departmental Purpose 
The Department of Health and Physical Education sought to promote 
in students the fundamental capacities for human leadership and profes-
sional skill. It also sought to aid the individual in his own personal 
growth and development. 
The program had three basic aspects: 
1. Service classes were designed for the development of neuro-
muscular skills and understandings through selected activi-
ties and hygiene courses. Also selected activities and 
hygiene courses were designed to develop desirable health 
habits, attitudes, and knowledge. 
2. The intramural program which combined various phases of 
physical education was designed primarily to give students 
majoring in that field an opportunity to learn, practice, 
and officiate in a variety of sports. 
3. The teacher-education curriculum was designed to prepare 
students to become health and physical education instructors 
on the elementary and/or secondary school levels as well 
as to prepare those students who desire positions as 
recreation or community center leaders or coaches. The 
curriculum was organized so that the student would have 
the opportunity to develop proficiency and skills in major 
and minor sports, together with an understanding of health, 
physical education, recreation, and athletics. 
Figure 3 shows graphically the percentage of attainment, rating, 
and divisional units of school "B". 
Table III shows divisional units evaluated and the total score 
card summary of school "B" (see pp. 40-41). 
An analysis of Figure 3 and Table III indicated the following: 
1. The rating given school "B" was "good." 
2. Four of the seven division units scored 90 percentage 
attainment or above for a rating of "excellent." 
3. There were three divisions that scored below a 70 percent 
attainment and received a rating of "below average" and 
"poor. 11 
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TABIE III 
SCORE CARD SUMMARY OF SCHOOL 11 B11 
Unit 
Professional Preparation (Kind) 
Professional Preparation (Extent) 
Professional Preparation (Recency) 
Membership in Professional Organizations 
A Attendance at Professional Meetings 
Teaching Experience (Length) 
Personality and Character of Staff 
Members 
Teaching Efficiency of Instructor 
Total for A-Instructional Staff 
Area of School Site 
Placement of Buildings on School Site 
Indoor Facilities 
Outdoor Facilities 
B Equipment 
Supplies (General) 
Provision for Prevention and Emergency 
Care of Injuries 
Total for B-Facilities 
Percentage of Students Enrolled 
Time Allotment for Physical Education 
Classes 
C Health Examination of Student by 
Physician, Dentist, and Nurse 
Clinical Examination of Students by 
Physical Education Instructors 
Assignment of Students to Classes 
Size of Activity Classes (Normal Group) 
Size of Classes (Corrective or restricted 
group) 
Teaching Load (Assigned time) 
Score 
Possible 
175 
150 
75 
50 
50. 
150 
125 
150 
925 
150 
50 
150 
150 
125 
125 
50 
Boo 
125 
75 
50 
75 
35 
75 
25 
100 
Score 
Given 
128 
109 
4:5 
20 
4:0 
100 
125 
118 
685 
150 
50 
150 
150 
80 
70 
125 
60 
50 
75 
35 
75 
5 
100 
4:0 
Per 
Cent 
64:% 
90% 
Unit 
Records Kept and Used 
Credit 
TABLE III (Continued) 
Grading in Activity Courses 
Athletic Award Systems 
Total for C-Program Organization 
Instructional Period (Service Program) 
D Intramural Athletics 
Intercollegiate Athletics 
Total for D-Program (Activities) 
Administrative Organization 
General Budget 
Source of Budget Support 
Budget Ratio 
Rank of Staff 
E Salaries of Staff 
Duties of Staff 
Recruiting Athletes 
Assignment of Grants-in-Aid to Athletes 
Distribution of Grant-in-Aid to Athletes 
Total for E-Administration 
Professional Magazines 
F Professional Books 
Micro cards 
Total for F-Professional Assistance 
Undergraduate Program 
G Master's Degree Program 
Doctor's Degree Program 
Total for G-Prof essional Education 
Program 
Score 
Possible 
50 
75 
45 
70 
Boo 
350 
250 
200 
Boo 
75 
50 
75 
50 
35 
75 
50 
30 
30 
30 
500 
100 
150 
50 
300 
392 
20B 
200 
392 
Score 
Given 
41 
75 
45 
70 
741 
235 
1BO 
197 
612 
60 
35 
75 
50 
25 
75 
50 
30 
30 
30 
455 
46 
54 
0 
100 
372 
41 
Per 
Cent 
76% 
Not Evaluated 
Not Evaluated 
372 9B% 
School "C" 
Departmental Purpose 
The Department of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation was 
concerned with all facets of the field. The three purposes of the 
department were as follows: 
1. To make provision for professional background information, 
experiences, and attitudes which enabled students to 
qualify for careers in the field. 
2. To make provisions for learning experiences that enabled 
men and women to function effectively as individuals in 
a contemporary society. 
J. To make provisions for opportunities that complement 
educational experiences in disciplines other than health, 
physical education, recreation, and athletics. 
Figure Lt shows graphically the percentage of attainment, rating, 
and divisional units for school "C". 
Evaluation 
The data for school 11C" are found in Figure Lt and Table IV. The 
division units, the rating, the analysis, and the percentage of 
attainment are given. 
Four of seven divisions scored 90 percent or above at college "C" 
and received a rating of "excellent" (see pp. 4A-It5). 
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Rating 
TABLE IV 
SCORE CARD SUMMARY OF SCHOOL 11C11 
Unit 
Professional Preparation (Kind) 
Professional Preparation (Extent) 
Professional Preparation (Recency) 
Membership in Professional Organizations 
A Attendance at Professional Meetings 
Teaching Experience (Length) 
Personality and Character of Staff 
Members 
Teaching Efficiency of Instructor 
Total for A-Instructional Staff 
Area of School Site 
Placement of Buildings on School Site 
Indoor Facilities 
Outdoor Facilities 
B Equipment 
Supplies (General) 
Provision for Prevention and Emergency 
Care of Injuries 
Total for B-Facilities 
Percentage of Students Enrolled 
Time Allotment for Physi·cal Education 
Classes 
C Health Examination of Student by 
Physician, Dentist, and Nurse 
Clinical Examination of Students by 
Physical Education Instructors 
Assignment of Students to Classes 
Size of Activity Classes (Normal Group) 
Size of Classes (Corrective or 
restricted group) 
Teaching load (Assigned time) 
Score 
Possible 
175 
150 
75 
50 
50 
150 
125 
150 
925 
150 
50 
150 
150 
125 
125 
50 
800 
125 
75 
50 
75 
35 
75 
25 
100 
Score 
Given 
146 
150 
75 
50 
50 
95 
114 
128 
818 
110 
50 
150 
150 
125 
100 
24 
715 
60 
50 
75 
35 
75 
5 
100 
4A 
Per 
Cent 
88% 
Unit 
Records Kept and Used 
Credit 
TABIE IV (Continued) 
Grading in Activity Courses 
Athletic Award Systems 
Total for C-Program Organization 
Instructional Period (Service Program) 
D Intramural Athletics 
Intercollegiate Athletics 
Total for D-Program (Activities) 
Administrative Organization 
General Budget 
Source of Budget Support 
Budget Ratio 
Rank of Staff 
E Salaries of Staff 
Duties of Staff 
Recruiting Athletes 
Assignment of Grants-in-Aid to Athletes 
Distribution of Grant-in-Aid to Athletes 
Total for E-Administration 
Professional Magazines 
F Professional Books 
Micro cards 
Total for F-Professional Assistance 
Undergraduate Program 
G Master's Degree Program 
Doctor's Degree Program 
Total for G-Professional Education 
Program 
Score 
Possible 
50 
75 
45 
70 
800 
350 
250 
200 
800 
75 
50 
75 
50 
35 
75 
50 
30 
30 
30 
500 
100 
150 
50 
300 
392 
208 
200 
600 
Score 
Given 
41 
75 
45 
64 
722 
319 
235 
190 
744 
60 
35 
75 
50 
25 
40 
50 
30 
30 
30 
445 
100 
150 
0 
250 
386 
208 
Per 
Cent 
83o/o 
Not Evaluated 
An analysis of Figure 4 and Table IV indicated the following: 
1. The rating given school 11C 11 was "excellent." 
2. Four of the seven divisional units scored 90 percent 
attainment or above and received a rating of "excellent." 
J. Three divisions scored lower than 90 percent and had a 
rating of "good." 
School 11 D11 
Departmental Purpose 
46 
The Department of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation 
offered professional courses to both undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents who were preparing to become health and physical education 
teachers, recreation leaders, or athletic coaches. Also, the department 
provided activities and experiences for all students throughout the 
university. 
Figure 5 shows graphically the percentage of attainment, rating, 
and divisional units for school 11D11 • 
Evaluation 
The data for school 11D11 are found in Table V. The division units, 
the rating, the analysis, and the percentage of attainment were given. 
Five of seven divisions scored 90 percent or above at college "D" 
and received a rating of "excellent." 
Table V shows divisional units evaluated and the total score card 
summary of school "D" (see pp. 48-49). 
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Figure 5. An Indication of School "D" Percentage of 
Attainment and Rating 
47 
TABlE V 
SCORE CARD SUMMARY OF SCHOOL 11 D11 
Unit 
Pro£essional Preparation (Kind) 
Pro£essional Preparation (Extent) 
Pro£essional Preparation (Recency} 
Membership in Pro£essional Organizations 
A Attendance at Pro£essional Meetings 
Teaching Experience (Length) 
Personality and Character 0£ Sta££ 
Members 
Teaching E££iciency 0£ Instructor 
Total £or A-Instructional Sta££ 
Area 0£ School Site 
Placement 0£ Buildings on School Site 
Indoor Facilities 
Outdoor Facilities 
B Equipment 
Supplies (General) 
Provision £or Prevention and Emergency 
Care 0£ Injuries 
Total £or B-Facilities 
Percentage 0£ Students Enrolled 
Time Allotment £or Physical Education 
Classes 
C Health Examination 0£ Student by 
Physican, Dentist, and Nurse 
Clinical Examination of Students by 
Physical Education Instructors 
Assignment of Students to Classes 
Size of Activity Classes (Normal Group) 
Size of Classes (Corrective or 
restricted group) 
Teaching Load (Assigned time) 
Score 
Possible 
175 
150 
75 
50 
50 
150 
125 
150 
925 
150 
50 
150 
150 
125 
125 
50 
800 
125 
75 
50 
75 
35 
75 
25 
100 
Score 
Given 
163 
150 
75 
50 
50 
150 
103 
150 
891 
150 
50 
84 
150 
125 
125 
32 
716 
85 
60 
50 
75 
35 
75 
5 
69 
48 
Per 
Cent 
90% 
88% 
Unit 
Records Kept and Used 
Credit 
TABLE V (Continued) 
Grading in Activity Courses 
Athletic Award Systems 
Total for C-Program Organization 
Instructional Period (Service Program) 
D Intramural Athletics 
Intercollegiate Athletics 
Total for D-Program (Activities) 
Administrative Organization 
General Budget 
Source of Budget Support 
Budget Ratio 
Rank of Staff 
E Salaries of Staff 
Duties of Staff 
Recruiting Athletes 
Assignment of Grants-in-Aid to Athletes 
Distribution of Grant-in-Aid to Athletes 
Total for E-Administration 
Professional Magazines 
F Professional Books 
Micro cards 
Total for F-Professional Assistance 
Undergraduate Program 
G Master 1 s Degree Program 
Doctor's Degree Program 
Total for G-Professional Education 
Program 
Score 
Possible 
50 
75 
45 
70 
800 
J50 
250 
200 
800 
75 
50 
75 
50 
J5 
75 
50 
JO 
JO 
JO 
500 
100 
150 
50 
JOO 
J92 
208 
200 
800 
Score 
Given 
J01 
2J5 
187 
72J 
60 
J5 
75 
50 
25 
40 
50 
JO 
JO 
JO 
425 
100 
92 
50 
242 
J86 
208 
200 
Per 
Cent 
91% 
92% 
80% 
98% 
An analysis of Figure 5 and Table V indicated the following: 
1. The rating given school "D" was "excellent." 
2. Only two divisions scored lower than 90 percent attainment 
and had a rating of "good. 11 
3. There was no di vision scored at school "D" that rated an 
"average," "below average," or 11poor. 11 
School 11 E 11 
Departmental Purpose 
50 
The Department of Health and Physical Education offered instruction 
and practical experiences in five areas. They were as follows: 
1. The required core or required program. 
2. The intramural sports. 
3. The interscholastic athletic program. 
~. The co-recreational program. 
5. The adaptive (corrective) program. 
The ultimate purpose of the department was to contribute to the 
physical, mental, social, and emotional development of students within 
the state and the nation, primarily through the medium of selected 
and guided activities. 
Figure 6 shows graphically the percentage of attainment, rating, 
and divisional units for school 11E 11 • 
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Figure 6. An Indication of School "E" Percentage of 
Attainment and Rating 
Evaluation 
The data for school "E" are found in Figure 6 and Table VI. 
The division unit, the rating, the analysis, and the percentage of 
attainment are given. 
52 
Three of seven divisions scored 90 percent or above at college "E" 
and received a rating of "excellent." 
Table VI shows divisional units evaluated and the total score card 
summary of school "E" (pp. 53-54). 
An analysis of Figure 6 and Table VI indicated the following: 
1. The rating given school "E" was "good." 
2. Only four of seven divisions scored 90 percent or above 
for a rating of "excellent." 
3. There was one divisions that scored a rating of "average," 
one "good," and one "poor." 
I I I 
TABLE VI 
SCORE CARD SUMMARY OF SCHOOL 11E 11 
Unit 
Professional Preparation (Kind) 
Professional Preparation (Extent) 
Professional Preparation (Recency) 
Membership in Professional Organizations 
A Attendance at Professional Meetings 
Teaching Experience (Length) 
Personality and Character of Staff 
Members 
Teaching Efficiency of Instructor 
Total for A-Instructional Staff 
Area of School Site 
Placement of Buildings on School Site 
Indoor Facilities 
Outdoor Facilities 
B Equipment 
Supplies (General) 
Provision for Prevention and Emergency 
Care of Injuries 
Total for B-Facilities 
Percentage of Students Enrolled 
Time Allotment for Physical Education 
Classes 
C Health Examination of Student by 
Physician, Dentist, and Nurse 
Clinical Examination of Students by 
Physical Education Instructors 
Assignment of Students to Classes 
Size of Activity Classes (Normal Group) 
Size of Classes (Corrective or 
restricted group) 
Teaching Load (Assigned time) 
Score 
Possible 
175 
150 
75 
50 
50 
150 
125 
150 
925 
150 
50 
150 
150 
125 
125 
50 
800 
125 
75 
50 
75 
35 
75 
25 
100 
Score 
Given 
1J6 
110 
75 
50 
JO 
129 
125 
150 
750 
150 
0 
150 
150 
125 
125 
JO 
720 
85 
75 
50 
75 
J5 
75 
0 
42 
5J 
Per 
Cent 
72% 
90% 
Unit 
Records Kept and Used 
Credit 
TABLE VI (Continued) 
Grading in Activity Courses 
Athletic Award Systems 
Total for C-Program Organization 
Instructional Period (Service Program) 
D Intramural Athletics 
Intercollegiate Athletics 
Total for D-Program (Activities) 
Administrative Organization 
General Budget 
Source of Budget Support 
Budget Ratio 
Rank of Staff 
E Salaries of Staff 
Duties of Staff 
Recruiting Athletes 
Assignment of Grants-in-Aid to Athletes 
Distribution of Grant-in-Aid to Athletes 
Total for E-Administration 
Professional Magazines 
F Professional Books 
Micro cards 
Total for F-Professional Assistance 
Undergraduate Program 
G Master's Degree Program 
Doctor's Degree Program 
Total for G-Professional Education 
Program 
Score 
Possible 
50 
75 
lJ:5 
70 
800 
J50 
250 
200 
800 
75 
50 
75 
50 
J5 
75 
50 
JO 
JO 
JO 
500 
100 
150 
50 
JOO 
392 
208 
200 
J92 
Score 
Given 
50 
75 
lJ:5 
70 
712 
J50 
185 
200 
7J5 
60 
J5 
75 
50 
25 
w 
50 
JO 
JO 
JO 
lJ:25 
50 
75 
0 
125 
J20 
5lJ: 
Per 
Cent 
Not Evaluated 
Not Evaluated 
J20 81% 
55 
School 11F 11 
Departmental Purpose 
The Department of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation had a 
twofold purpose: 
1. To develop a campus-wide program of health, safety, 
physical education, and recreation experiences to help 
all students achieve and maintain a high level of mental, 
physical, and social competence; 
2. To train teachers, coaches, and recreation leaders 
capable of advancing high standards in their profession. 
Figure 7 shows graphically the percentage of attainment, rating, 
and divisional uni ts for school "F". 
Evaluation 
The data for school 11F 11 were found in Figure 7 and Table VII. The 
division unit, the rating, the analysis, and the percentage of attain-
ment are given. 
Four of seven divisions scored 90 percent or above at college "F" 
and received a rating of "excellent." 
Table VII shows divisional units evaluated and the total score 
card summary of school "F" (see pp. 57-58). 
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Figure 7. An Indication of .School 11F" Percentage of 
Attainment and Rating 
TABIB VII 
SCORE CARD SUMMARY OF SCHOOL 11F 11 
Unit 
Professional Preparation (Kind) 
Professional Preparation (Extent) 
Professional Preparation (Recency) 
Membership in Professional Organizations 
A Attendance at Professional Meetings 
Teaching ~xperience (Length) 
Personality and Character of Staff 
Members 
Teaching Efficiency of Instructor 
Total for A-Instructional Staff 
Area of School Site 
Placement of Buildings on School Site 
Indoor Facilities 
Outdoor Facilities 
B Equipment 
Supplies (General) 
Provision for Prevention and Emergency 
Care of Injuries 
Total for B-Facilities 
Percentage of Students Enrolled 
Time Allotment for Physical Education 
Classes 
C Health Examination of Student by 
Physician, Dentist, and Nurse 
Clinical Examination of Students by 
Physical Education Instructors 
Assignment of Students to Classes 
Size of Activity Classes (Normal Group) 
Size of Classes (Corrective or 
restricted group) 
Teaching Load (Assigned time) 
Score 
Possible 
175 
150 
75 
50 
50 
150 
125 
150 
925 
150 
50 
150 
150 
125 
125 
50 
800 
125 
75 
50 
75 
35 
75 
25 
100 
Score 
Given 
158 
150 
75 
50 
50 
1lt:8 
114 
139 
897 
150 
50 
106 
150 
125 
100 
8 
699 
85 
75 
50 
75 
35 
75 
5 
68 
57 
Per 
Cent 
95% 
Unit 
Records Kept and Used 
Credit 
TABIE VII (Continued) 
Grading in Activity Courses 
Athletic Award Systems 
Total for C-Program Organization 
Instructional Period (Service Program) 
D Intramural Athletics 
Intercollegiate Athletics 
Total for D-Program (Activities) 
Administrative Organization 
General Budget 
Source of Budget Support 
Budget Ratio 
Rank of Staff 
E Salaries of Staff 
Duties of Staff 
Recruiting Athletes 
Assignment of Grants-in-Aid to Athletes 
Distribution of Grant-in-Aid to Athletes 
Total for E-Administration 
Professional Magazines 
F Professional Books 
Micro cards 
Total for F-Professional Assistance 
Undergraduate Program 
G Master's Degree Program 
Doctor's Degree Program 
Total for G-Professional Education 
Program 
Score 
Possible 
50 
75 
45 
70 
Boo 
J50 
250 
200 
Boo 
75 
50 
75 
50 
35 
75 
50 
JO 
JO 
JO 
500 
100 
150 
50 
JOO 
J92 
20B 
200 
600 
Score 
Given 
50 
75 
45 
70 
717 
J13 
22J 
1Bo 
716 
60 
50 
75 
50 
25 
40 
50 
JO 
JO 
JO 
445 
100 
150 
0 
250 
J7B 
20B 
5B 
Per 
Cent 
BJ% 
Not Evaluated 
5B6 95% 
An analysis of Figure 7 and Table VII indicated the following: 
1. The rating given school 11F 11 was "excellent." 
2. Only three divisions scored lower than 90 percent attain-
ment and had a rating of "good." 
J. There were no divisions scored at school "F" that rated an 
"average," "below average," or 11 poor. 11 
School 11 G11 
Departmental Purpose 
59 
The Department of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation was 
responsible for organizing the curriculum and providing instruction for 
the education of physical education ·teachers, athletic coaches, and 
recreation directors. It was also responsible for organizing and con-
ducting the physical education program for other students throughout 
the campus. 
Figure 8 shows both graphically the percentage of attainment, 
rating, and divisional units for school 11 G11 • 
Evaluation 
The data pertaining to school "G" are found in Figure 8 and Table 
VIII. The division unit, the rating, the analysis, and the percentage 
of attainment were given. 
Four of seven divisions scored 90 percent or above at college 11 G11 
and received a rating of "excellent." 
Table VIII shows divisional units evaluated and the total score 
card summary of school 11 G11 (see pp. 61-62). 
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Figure 8. An Indication of School 11 G11 Percentage of 
Attainment and Rating 
60 
TABLE VIII 
SCORE CARD SUMMARY OF SCHOOL 11 G11 
Unit 
Professional Preparation (Kind) 
Professional Preparation (Extent) 
Professional Preparation (Recency) 
Membership in Professional Organizations 
A Attendance at Professional Meetings 
Teaching Experience (Length) 
Personality and Character of Staff 
Members 
Teaching Efficiency of Instructor 
Total for A-Instructional Staff 
Area of School Site 
Placement of Buildings on School Site 
Indoor Facilities 
Outdoor Facilities 
B Equipment 
Supplies (General) 
Provision for Prevention and Emergency 
Care of Injuries 
Total for B-Facilities 
Percentage of Students Enrolled 
Time Allotment for Physical Education 
Classes 
C Health Examination of Student by 
Physician, Dentist, and Nurse 
Clinical Examination of Students by 
Physical Education Instructors 
Assignment of Students to Classes 
Size of Activity Classes (Normal Group) 
Size of Classes (Corrective or 
restricted group) 
Teaching Load (Assigned time) 
Score 
Possible 
175 
150 
75 
50 
50 
150 
125 
150 
925 
150 
50 
150 
150 
125 
125 
50 
Boo 
125 
75 
50 
75 
35 
75 
25 
100 
Score 
Given 
165 
150 
75 
50 
50 
11±8 
107 
11±1 
886 
116 
50 
80 
150 
97 
80 
50 
623 
85 
60 
50 
75 
35 
75 
5 
100 
61 
Per 
Cent 
92% 
TABIE VIII (Continued) 
Unit 
Records Kept and Used 
Credit 
Grading in Activity Courses 
Athletic Award Systems 
Total for C-Program Organization 
Instructional Period (Service Program) 
D Intramural Athletics 
Intercollegiate Athletics 
Total for D-Program (Activities) 
Administrative Organization 
General Budget 
Source of Budget Support 
Budget Ratio 
Rank of Staff 
E Salaries of Staff 
Duties of Staff 
Recruiting Athletes 
Assignment of Grants-in-Aid to Athletes 
Distribution of Grant-in-Aid to Athletes 
Total for E-Administration 
Professional Magazines 
F Professional Books 
Microcards 
Total for F-Professional Assistance 
Undergraduate Program 
G Master's Degree Program 
Doctor's Degree Program 
Total for G-Professional Education 
Program 
Score 
Possible 
50 
75 
45 
70 
800 
J50 
250 
200 
800 
75 
50 
75 
50 
J5 
75 
50 
JO 
JO 
JO 
500 
100 
150 
50 
JOO 
J92 
208 
200 
600 
Score 
Given 
41 
75 
45 
70 
741 
J19 
241 
156 
716 
60 
J5 
75 
50 
25 
75 
50 
JO 
JO 
JO 
460 
100 
150 
0 
250 
J78 
208 
62 
Per 
Cent 
91% 
88% 
92% 
8J% 
Not Evaluated 
586 95% 
An analysis of Figure 8 and Table VIII indicated the following: 
1. The rating given school "G" was "excellent. 11 
2. Four of seven division units scored 90 percent or above 
and received a rating of "excellent." 
J. Two division units received a rating of 11 good. 11 
4. Only one of the divisional units scored received a rating 
of "average." 
63 
Figure 9 shows graphically the total percentage of attainment and 
rating of each school evaluated. 
An analysis of Figure 9 indicated the following: 
1. Three of seven schools received a composite rating of 
"excellent" on all seven units of the score card. 
2. Three schools received a composite rating of 11 good 11 on all 
seven units of the score card. 
J. Only one school received a composite rating of "average" 
on all units. 
4. There were no schools that received a composite rating of 
"below average," or 11 poor 11 on the seven units of the 
score card. 
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The problem of this study was to evaluate the physical education 
programs of co-educational four-year state-supported colleges and 
universities of Mississippi. The main purpose was to assess the quality 
of the physical education programs against the standards set forth by 
the Neilson-Comer-Griffin Score Card. Also, as a secondary purpose, 
the study was to compare the results and data obtained by Mississippi 
schools with that of selected state colleges and universities prev-
iously evaluated by the use of the score card. 
The results and data of the seven previous studies evaluating 
colleges and universities through use of the (N.C.G.) score card are 
included in subsequent data for this chapter. The inclusion of schools 
from the seven different studies seemed to justify the incorporation of 
this data in order to get the best appraisal possible of the physical 
education programs of Mississippi schools. 
Figure 10 shows graphically the percentage of attainment and 
rating of instructional staff of Mississippi schools compared with 
instructional staff of selected state colleges and universities. 
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Figure 10. An Indication of Instructional Staff of Mississippi 
Schools Compared With Selected ~tate Colleges and 
Universities 
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An analysis of Figure 10 indicated the following: 
1. The ratings given all state colleges and universities on 
instructional staff ranged from "average" to "excellent." 
2. Five received a rating of "good" from previous studies 
of Mississippi, Alberta, Canada, Texas, Colorado, and 
North Carolina colleges and universities. 
3. Two received a rating of "average" from previous studies 
of Texas Baptist colleges and Missouri Intercollegiate 
Athletic Conference colleges and universities. 
4:. One received a rating of "excellent," the Western 
Athletic Conference colleges and universities. 
Figure 11 shows graphically the percentage of attainment and 
rating of facilities of Mississippi schools compared with those of 
selected colleges and universities. 
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Figure 11. An Indication of Facilities of Mississippi Schools 
Compared With Selected State Colleges and 
Universities 
An analysis of Figure 11 indicated the following: 
1. The ratings given all state colleges and universities on 
facilities ranged from 11poor 11 to "good. 11 
2. None received a rating of "excellent." 
3. Five received rating of "good" which included state 
colleges and universities of Colorado, Texas, North 
Carolina, Mississippi and the Western Athletic 
Conference. 
4. Three received a rating of "average" which included 
Texas Baptist, Missouri Intercollegiate Conference, and 
the Alberta, Canada colleges and universities. 
Figure 12 shows graphically the percentage of attainment and 
rating of program organization of Mississippi schools compared with 
program organization of selected state colleges and universities. 
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Figure 12. An Indication of Program Organization of 
Mississippi Schools Compared With Selected 
State Colleges and Universities 
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An analysis of Figure 12 indicated the following: 
1. The ratings given all state colleges and universities 
on program organization ranged from "average" to 
"excellent." 
2. Two received a rating of "excellent" which included 
Mississippi and North Carolina colleges and universities. 
J. Two received a rating of 11 good 11 which included Alberta, 
Canada and the Western Athletic Conference state colleges 
and universities. 
4. Three received a rating of "average" on the unit of pro-
gram organization which included Texas State, Texas 
Baptist, and Colorado state colleges and universities. 
5. The Missouri Intercollegiate schools received a rating 
of "poor." 
Figure 13 shows graphically the percentage of attainment and 
rating of program activities of Mississippi schools compared with 
program activities of selected state colleges and universities. 
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Figure 13. An Indication of Program Activities of Mississippi 
Schools Compared With Selected State Colleges 
and Universities 
An analysis of Figure 13 indicated the following: 
1. The ratings given all state colleges and universities on 
program activities ranged from "poor" to "good." 
2. One received a rating of "poor" which was the Texas 
Baptist colleges and universities. 
3. Four received a rating of 11 good11 which included 
Mississippi, Western Athletic Conference, Texas, and 
Colorado state colleges and universities. 
1±. Three received a rating of "average" on program activ-
ities which included Alberta, Canada, North Carolina, 
and the Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic Conference 
schools. 
Figure 14 shows graphically the percentage of attainment and 
rating of administration of Mississippi schools compared with adminis-
tration of selected state colleges and universities. 
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An Indication of Administration of Mississippi 
Schools Compared With Selected State Colleges 
and Universities 
An analysis of Figure 14 indicated the following: 
1. The ratings given all state colleges and universities on 
administration ranged from "average" to "excellent." 
2. Only one received a rating of "excellent" which was 
Mississippi state colleges and universities. 
3. Four received a rating of "good" which included colleges 
and universities of North Carolina, Western Athletic 
Conference, Texas, and Colorado. 
4. Three received a rating of "average" on administration 
which included Texas Baptist, Alberta, Canada, and the 
Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic Conference colleges 
and universities. 
Figure 15 shows graphically the percentage of attainment and 
rating of professional assistance of Mississippi schools compared with 
professional assistance of selected state colleges and universities. 
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Figure 15. An Indication of Professional Assistance of 
Mississippi Schools Compared With Selected 
State Colleges and Universities 
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An analysis of Figure 15 indicated the following: 
1. The ratings given all state colleges and universities on 
professional assistance ranged from "poor" to "excellent." 
2. Three received a rating of "good" which included Western 
Athletic Conference, Texas, and Colorado state colleges 
and universities. 
3. One received a rating of "excellent" which was South 
Carolina colleges and universities. 
1±. One received a rating of "average" which was Mississippi 
state colleges and universities. 
5. Three received a rating of 11poor 11 which included Texas 
Baptist, Alberta~ Canada, and the Missouri Intercollegiate 
Athletic Conference colleges and universities. 
Figure 16 shows graphically the percentage of attainment and 
rating of professional education programs of Mississippi schools com-
pared with professional education programs of selected state colleges 
and universities. 
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Figure 16. An Indication of Professional Education Program 
of Mississippi Schools Compared With Selected 
State Colleges and Universities 
Analysis of Figure 16 indicated the following: 
1. The rating given all state colleges and universities on 
professional preparation programs ranged from "average" 
to "excellent." 
2. Three received a rating of 11 good 11 which included North 
Carolina, Western Athletic Conference, and Colorado state 
colleges and universities. 
3. Four received a rating of "average" which included the 
Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic Conference, Texas 
Baptist, Texas State, and the Alberta, Canada colleges 
and universities. 
4:. One received a rating of "excellent" on professional 
education program which was Mississippi state colleges 
and universities. 
Figure 17 shows graphically the total percentage of attainment 
and rating of all state colleges and universities evaluated by the 
use of the Neilson-Comer-Griffin Score Card. 
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An analysis of Figure 17 indicated the following: 
1. The total rating given all state colleges and universities 
previously evaluated by the use of the Neilson-Comer-Griffin 
Score Card ranged from "poor" to 11 good. 11 
2. Five received a rating of 11 good 11 which included North 
Carolina, the Western Athletic Conference, Mississippi, 
Colorado, and Texas State colleges and universities. 
3. Two received a total rating of "average" which included 
Alberta, Canada and the Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference colleges and universities. 
~- Only Texas Baptist colleges and universities received a 
total rating of 11 poor11 of all the state schools previously 
evaluated by use of the Neilson-Comer-Griffin Score Card. 
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CHAP1ER V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS 
The purpose of this study was to assess the quality of physical 
education programs for men in state-supported four-year co-educational 
colleges and universities of Mississippi by evaluating the instructional 
staff, the facilities, the program organization, the program activities, 
the administration, the professional assistance, and the professional 
education program of each participating institution. The quality was 
measured against the standards set forth by the Neilson-Comer-Griffin 
Score Card. 
Throughout this study, the author depended upon the cooperation of 
the university presidents and chairmen of physical education departments 
for collecting data needed to complete the research successfully. 
From an evaluation of the results and data obtained from each 
school by use of the N.C.G. Score Card, it appears that the physical 
education programs in the colleges and universities are adequate as 
reflected by their rankings of "good to excellent." However, it is 
also obvious that all of the programs can be improved in certain 
selected areas. 
It is with this in mind that the following recommendations are 
made. 
It is anticipated that the suggestions for future program improve-
ment will assist department heads at each institution in facilitating 
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the kinds of physical education programs which will provide better edu-
cational experiences for the enrichment of the students served. 
As a result of the data obtained from the evaluation of the state-
supported colleges and universities in Mississippi, the following 
general suggestions and recommendations are presented for future 
improvement of the physical education programs. The following recom-
mendations are made because these seem to be general weaknesses in most 
schools but not necessarily all. 
1. A corrective and adapted program in physical education 
should be established to meet better the needs of handi-
capped students. The objectives in physical education 
at the college and university levels are for students to 
acquire knowledge about physical education; develop 
desirable interests, attitudes, emotions, and ideals in 
activities; maintain and develop skills in known activi-
ties; acquire new skills in additional activities; and 
to develop or maintain a reasonable degree of strength, 
muscular endurance, and cardio-respiratory endurance. By 
offering such activities, students needing individual 
exercises to correct or improve atypical conditions will 
have a greater opportunity to secure the many contribu-
tions to development and adjustment which are inherent 
in physical activities. 
2. Provision for prevention and emergency care of injuries that 
occur in physical education activities should be made. 
Provisions should include the following: 
a. Stretchers should be available to the student and 
instructor. 
b. Basic first-aid supplies should be kept by the 
department and made available in case of an injury. 
c. Written procedures should be followed by instructors 
in their rendering of first-aid and emergency care. 
J. Since all schools already have general physical educa-
tion requirements for all students, efforts should be 
made to resist any attempt to eliminate this requirement. 
When credit is required for graduation in other subjects 
but not for physical education, it tends to give students 
and others the impression that physical education is 
unimportant. 
4. All athletic coaches hired in the future to teach physical 
education classes should have qualifications in physical 
education equal to those of other members of the physical 
education department. With all things being equal, it can 
be assumed that a specialized area of teaching preparation 
will give an instructor an advantage which will be reflected 
in the progress of the students. 
5. All staff members should be encouraged to join and parti-
cipate in professional meetings and organizations. It 
is generally conceded that staff members benefit from the 
stimulation gained through frequent contacts with others 
in their own field or in education generally. If one is 
interested in professional developmen~ growth should 
result from voluntary attendance at meetings where 
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educational and related professional problems are 
discussed. 
6. Adequate supplies (general) and equipment should be made 
available to those parts of the instructional program 
where deficiencies were noted. Some activities desirable 
in the physical education program are possible only when 
certain types of equipment and supplies are on hand. 
7. Each school should move toward sponsoring additional 
sports in their intercollegiate program. Consideration 
should be given particularly (when finances become avail-
able) to gymnastics and wrestling. Both sports are 
practically non-existent in the state. 
8. Each department of physical education should encourage 
the library of the school to subscribe to as many resource 
materials as possible in the areas of health, physical 
education, and recreation. And should organize instruc-
tional programs so that such resources are utilized by 
both staff and students. Books, magazines, and other 
printed materials contain the ideas of the people in 
written form. Professional development of a staff member 
depends partly upon his desire and ability to receive from 
printed sources ideas which will help him in his work. 
Improvement of each staff member in his thinking, orga-
nization, and methods of work will create possibilities 
for students to improve in the understanding of the 
physical education program. To be of most help, the 
books, magazines, and microcards should be available 
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either at the general library of the school or in the 
physical education departmental library. 
9. At each school the intramural program offerings should 
be reviewed and studied for possible expansion by offering 
a wider choice of program activities. The time allotment, 
and size of classes make it difficult for students to 
acquire a desirable amount of efficiency in neuro-
muscular skills during the instructional period. To give 
students this opportunity and to provide them with whole-
some recreation during their leisure time, the physical 
education department should conduct an extensive intra-
mural athletic program. 
In addition to these general recommendations, the following 
specific suggestions and recommendations for future improvement of the 
physical education program at school "A" are made. 
School 11A11 
1. The indoor facilities need to be improved to meet better 
the needs of the students and the objectives of the total 
program. Specifically, ihe following are needed: addi-
tional office space for staff members, dressing rooms, 
locker space, showers, toilet facilities, handball and 
basketball courts. 
2. The Department of Physical Education and the Department 
of Intercollegiate Athletics should analyze their respective 
positions regarding administrative organization and their 
relationship to the total education program of the 
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institution. Administrative changes are suggested in 
the following areas: (1) general budget appropriations 
for each department, (2) source of budget support, (3) 
budget ratio, and (4) salaries and duties of staff 
members. 
3. Future construction of physical education facilities and 
proper placement of buildings should be given serious 
consideration. Not only should the school site include 
enough acreage to meet better the needs of the department 
(indoor and outdoor activities), but it will be important 
that future buildings be placed on the site so as to leave 
uninterrupted and safe play space for physical education 
purposes. 
4. At the present time, approximately sixty percent of the 
male students are enrolled in the service program. A 
physical education program, no matter how "excellent," 
cannot be considered complete unless it strives to 
affect all of the students in the institution. Addi-
tional effort should be made to enroll and maintain a 
greater percentage of students in the service program. 
School "B" 
Based on the evaluation data, the following specific suggestions 
and recommendations for future improvement of the physical education 
program at school "B 11 are made. 
1. From the evaluation, a lack of staff participation in pro-
fessional organizations was evident. One criterion of 
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professional attitude is the willingness to contribute 
support by voluntary affiliation with local, state, 
and national organizations. All staff members should 
be encouraged to join and participate in professional 
organizations and meetings. 
2. All future departmental activities should be planned and 
conducted to utilize better the much needed new facilities 
recently finished. This would include all activities 
offered in the service required, intramural and inter-
collegiate athletic program. 
J. The college should sponsor additional sports in its 
intercollegiate athletic program for both males and 
females. Consideration should be given particularly 
to golf, gymnastics, and tennis which presently are not 
a part of the program of life long activity. 
~. Additional professional literature in the area of physical 
education should be added to the present materials avail-
able in the library. Areas showing deficiencies were 
professional book.s and microcards. Microcards may be 
ordered from the School of Health, Physical Education 
and Recreation, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon. 
5. There appears to be a shortage of funds in the department 
of physical education and athletics for the purchasing 
of needed supplies (office), equipment (uniforms and 
instructional materials), and general travel allowances 
(recruiting and professional meetings). Budgetary allo-
cations in these areas should be increased. 
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6. An intramural program should be organized and conducted 
based on the activities and skills developed within the 
framework of the present physical education program. 
Activities such as badminton, archery, bowling, swimming, 
and track and field. 
School 11C 11 
Based on the evaluation data, the following specific suggestions 
and recommendations for future improvement of the physical education 
program at school 11C 11 are made. 
1. Effort should be made to secure additional outside play 
area to help meet better the needs and objectives of the 
physical education program. Areas and space for ballfields 
and other activities are needed, to permit more than one 
group to utilize the outside play area during the same 
activity period. 
2. Needed supplies (general) and equipment should be made 
available to the instructional and intramural programs. 
Such needed supplies and equipment as balls, bats, gloves, 
nets, scales, hurdles, and bases. Most activities can be 
taught properly only when certain types of equipment are 
on hand. 
3. Departmental records (inventory) of instructional materials 
such as supplies and equipment should be kept where they 
are readily accessible if needed. 
4. Additional professional books, magazines and microcards 
in the area of physical education should be made available 
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in the main institution library or physical education 
department for the students and teachers. 
School 11 D11 
Based on the evaluation data, the following specific suggestions 
and recommendations for future improvement of the physical education 
program at school 11 D11 are made. They are as follows: 
1. All staff members hired for future employment should be 
carefully selected and screened on the basis of qualifi-
cations and needs of the physical education and athletic 
department. At present, eight of the thirteen member 
staff have full-time coahing responsibilities. 
2. The quality and quantity of the instructional areas 
should be increased. This would enable the department 
to offer a more comprehensive program to a greater 
percentage of their enrolled students. Specifically 
needed are additional office space for staff members, 
dressing rooms, classrooms, locker space, and floors. 
_'3. At present, the department does not maintain records of 
supplies such as bats, balls, gloves, and all other 
teaching related materials. An up-to-date inventory of 
I 
supplies should be made. 
~- The department should encourage the main library of the 
school to subscribe to resource materials in the areas 
of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation. Such 
professional printed materials include books, magazines, 
pamphlets, and microcards. To be of help to the student 
and instructor, the books, magazines, and microcards 
should be available either at the main library of the 
institution or in the physical education library. 
5. The present intramural program offerings should 
be expanded. Specifically, wrestling, track and 
field, table tennis and soccer should be offered. In 
order to give more students an opportunity to partici-
pate and to provide them with wholesome recreation 
during their leisure an extensive intramural program 
is needed. 
School "E" 
Based on the evaluation data, the following specific suggestions 
and recommendations for future improvement of the physical education 
program at school "E" are made. 
1. Certain staff members in the department should be 
encouraged to acquire additional college credit in the 
area of physical education. All other things being 
equal, it is assumed that extended professional prepa-
ration gives the instructor or professor an advantage 
which will be reflected in the progress of his students. 
2. Heavy teaching loads exist in the department. Additional 
staff members should be employed to reduce the assignments 
of present staff members. Reduction should be made in the 
following areas: (1) activity assigned teaching hours and 
(2) theory assigned teaching hours. However, an instructor 
should put forth his maximum effort each period of the day 
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whether he teaches ten or forty clock hours a week. A 
heavy teaching load means less opportunity and inclina-
tion to give students the needed individual attention •. 
3. At present, the intramural activities offered do not 
reflect the offerings of the physical education depart-
ment. The program should be better organized and 
conducted based on the skills and activities developed 
in the physical education program. Activities that 
should be offered are as follows: (1) handball, (2) 
soccer, (3) gymnastics, (4) swimming, and (5) wrestling. 
The physical education department should seek to gain 
administrative control of the program rather than being 
administered by the student activity directory. 
4. Reso1U'ces economically available should be added to the 
present library materials available in the areas of health, 
physical education, and recreation. Microcards may be 
ordered from the School of Health, Physical Education, and 
Recreation, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon. These 
holdings place emphasis on unpublished research materials, 
doctoral dissertations, masters' theses, and upon selected 
books now out of print. 
School 11F 11 
Based on the evaluation data, the following specific suggestions 
and recommendations for future improvement of the physical education 
program at school "F" are made. 
1. Plans should be made to improve the indoor instructional 
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facilities and areas. Specifically, exercise floors, 
storage space for heavy equipment, and office space for 
staff members. If students are to be suitably dressed 
during activity, shower after taking part in a well-
balanced program of activities, then certain indoor 
facilities are essential. Adequate dressing rooms, 
locker space, toilet facilities, showers, and others 
mentioned above are necessary. 
2. Heavy teaching loads (assigned time) should be reduced 
if the quality of the program is being affected by the 
amount of time required of certain faculty members. An 
instructor should put forth his maximum effort each period 
of the day whether he teacher ten or fifty contact hours 
per week. However, a heavy teaching load means less 
opportunity and inclination to give students the needed 
individual attention. 
3. Particular attention should be given to improving and 
providing for more activities than are presently offered 
by the intramural program. Suggested activities include: 
(1) archery, (2) tennis, (3) cross country, and (~) 
handball. 
~. Efforts should be made to purchase professional resources 
for students to help improve their contact with the 
physical education profession. Microcards may be pur-
chased from the School of Health, Physical Education, 
and Recreation, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon. 
Emphasis has been placed upon unpublished research 
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materials, doctoral dissertations, masters' theses, and 
upon selected books now out of print. 
School 11G11 
Based on the evaluation data, the following specific suggestions 
and recommendations for future improvement of the physical education 
program at school "G" are made. 
1. Additional equipment and supplies should be provided for 
instructional purposes in activity classes where needed. 
Supplies and equipment should include various types of 
balls, nets, bats, bases, score books, etc., which must 
be continually replaced. Not only should supplies be 
stored on shelves in the storeroom, but a sufficient amount 
of equipment be made readily available to the instructors. 
2. Departmental inventory records of all equipment should be 
made and kept neat, complete, and current. 
3. Microcards should be purchased by the library and made 
available to the students in areas of health, physical 
education, and recreation. Microcards may be ordered 
from the School of Health, Physical Education, and 
Recreation, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon. 
Emphasis has been placed upon unpublished research mater-
ials, doctoral dissertations, masters' theses, and upon 
selected books now out of print. By making microcards 
available to students will create possibilities for 
students to improve in their contact with the physical 
education profession. 
9'-± 
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Although this was not a comprehensive list of all the improvements 
that can be made by schools, these were classified as critical areas 
requiring attention in the evaluation process. However, the effective-
ness of each program can be improved by continuously evaluating all 
areas of the program. 
CHAPTER VI 
S UMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Over sixteen centuries ago physical education programs played an 
important part in the training of the Greek citizen. During the Middle 
Ages, it disappeared with other established forms of education. It was 
hindered in its rebirth at the time of the Renaissance by the idea that 
the physical was evil and that the spirit alone was the true reality of 
life. 
In early years, the physical education program in the United States 
was largely borrowed from foreign countries; it grew up outside educa-
tional institutions and was administered by students without the profes-
sional leadership which such important activities merit. More recently, 
schools and colleges have developed programs of their own with definite 
educ ational and developmental objectives, competent professional leader-
ship, and a varied program better adapted to the needs of youth in a 
democratic soc iety. Also, physical education programs have become 
prominent because educators have recognized them as an important factor 
in education,because of the general extension of recreational facilities 
and public participation therein, and because of the fundamental support 
given to physi cal education by sciences, especially psychology, physiol-
ogy, sociology, and anthropology. 
The ultimate justification for any educational program is its 
contribution to the fullest possible development of the individual who 
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participates in it. If physical education programs are to play their 
part in the education and development of adults, children, and youth, 
their philosophy, objectives, and program must conform to the philosophy 
and objectives of modern education. The physical educator must concern 
himself not only with the educational objectives of his program but also 
with the methods for bringing them about; he must establish definite and 
defensible administrative policies and procedures regarding organization, 
personnel, program, and facilities which make possible the conduct of an 
educational and developmental program. 
While the department head carries the major responsibility for 
administration, all faculty and staff have administrative responsibili-
ties and duties that contribute to the realization of desired outcomes. 
Regardless of program size, the operation and continual improvement of 
the program will do much to insure progress toward attaining educational 
goals and objectives. 
The Problem 
The problem of this study was to evaluate the physical education 
programs of co-educational four-year state-supported colleges and uni-
versities in Mississippi. The areas evaluated were as follows: (1) 
instructional staff, (2) facilities, (J) program organization, (~) 
program activities (5) administration, (6) professional assistance, and 
(7) professional education program. 
The main purpose was twofold: first, to assess the quality of the 
physical education programs against the standards set forth by the 
Neilson-Comer~Griffin Score Card, and secondly, to compare the results 
and data obtained by Mississippi schools with that of selected state 
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colleges and universities previously evaluated by the use of the score 
card (N.C.G.). 
Delimitations 
This study was limited to the seven state-supported four-year 
co-educational colleges and universities in Mississippi offering physical 
education programs. Institutions were included in the study if they met 
each of the following criteria: Each institution provides for teacher 
preparation in its curriculum including program of study, training of 
personnel, and directed teaching procedures all of which have been 
reviewed and officially approved by the Mississippi State Board of 
Education. Each college or university had been approved by the College 
Accrediting Commission of the State of Mississippi and/or the Southern 
Association of Colleges and Schools. Also, this study included only 
data and results of selected state colleges and universities previously 
evaluated by the use of the same score card. 
Pilot Application 
The Department of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, 
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, agreed to engage in the pilot 
application. 
The pilot revealed that time would be a factor in the completion of 
certain divisions that required information and data to be furnished by 
the department head. Also, the pilot revealed that much of the data 
necessary for the study could be completed successfully by obtaining 
vitas or resumes, catalogs, inventory sheets, transcripts, departmental 
self-studies, and other files. 
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Collection of Data 
A letter was sent to the president or chancellor of each institu-
tion which was a state-supported four-year co-educational college or 
university offering a physical education program. The letter encouraged 
each to participate in the study, and the parts of his physical educa-
tion program to be evaluated. All seven of the presidents or chancellors 
responded in a favorable manner giving permission to contact the depart-
ment head, and to include their institution in the study. 
Upon receiving in writing a letter of approval from each school, 
the investigator proceeded to contact each department head by phone, 
letter, or in person to pre-arrange a time and date for a visit to his 
campus. After arriving on campus, the investigator had a meeting with 
the department head to explain exactly what was needed to complete the 
study successfully. 
Each department evaluated presented a need for a different approach 
in terms of the data collecting process due to size, location, depart-
ment structure, and records available at the time for the investigator. 
At the completion of the visitations, which ranged from one to five days 
depending on the campus, materials were gathered and reviewed for the 
evaluation. 
Treatment of Data 
The raw scores of each item and unit represented in the score card 
were added to obtain a total score for each unit. The percentage scores 
representing the divisions of the score card were interpreted and rated 
as follows: (1) 90 percent and above--excellent, (2) 80 to 89 percent--
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good, (J) 70 to 79 percent--average, (4) 60 to 69 percent--below average, 
and (5) 59 percent and below--poor. The percentage score was attained 
by dividing the total number of points scored, and then multiplying by 
100. 
Conclusions 
On the basis of the data presented in this study, the following 
conclusions appear warranted: 
(1) The physical education programs for men in Mississippi 
four-year state-supported co-educational colleges and 
universities received ratings from "average" to "excellent" 
in terms of program effectiveness. Five of the seven 
institutions had "excellent" programs according to the 
standards set forth by the score card as essential ele-
ments for a well-rounded physical education program. 
The remaining two schools had "good" programs. 
(2) The instructional staffs of Mississippi schools were 
"good." 
(J) Indoor and outdoor facilities were "good" for conducting 
an adequate program. 
(4) Generally, program activities offerings were "good." 
(5) Program organization was "excellent." 
(6) Administration was "excellent." 
(7) Professional ;,ssistance was "average." 
(8) Professional education program was "excellent." 
Mississippi schools compared favorably with schools previously 
studied in Texas, Colorado, Alberta, Canada, Missouri, North Carolina, 
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and the Western Athletic Conference. The schools' summaries were as 
follows: 
Recommendations 
In light of the findings of the study, the writer submits the fol-
lowing recommendations: 
(1) The score card authors are urged to revise or reduce the 
size of this evaluating instrument from 47 to 40 items. 
The seven items requested to be discarded seemed to lend 
themselves to a more subjective evaluation by a scorer. 
These items w.ere as follows: (1) professional prepara-
tion (kind); (2) fitness of staff members; (3) area of 
school site; (4) personality and character of staff mem-
bers; (5) recruiting of athletes; (6) assignment of 
grant-in-aid to athletes; (7) distribution of grant-in-
aid to athletes. 
(2) A score card should be developed to determine the status 
of master's and doctoral programs in physical education. 
(3) A follow-up study of the physical education programs 
should be done in three years to see if the colleges and 
universities have maintained, increased or decreased 
their percentage of attainment score. 
(4) Future studies of the physical education programs should 
be continued regionally, nationally, and locally using 
the Neilson-Comer-Griffin Score Card. 
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Alc.01r.n st4.te Unive.lr.6Uy 
LolrJll4n, Mi6.6.i6.6-lppl 39096 
'Dealt '01t. WMh.lng.ton: 
STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA, 74074 
COLVIN PHYSICAL EDUCATION C::ENTER 
(405) 372-6211, EXT. 6371 · 
Ma.y 23, 1914 
I am a na.ti.ve. M.lu.i.6.6-lpp.ia.n IAkJ1tklng .toWIVl.d a 'OoCtoJtate. 'Oe.g1te.e. 
.in h.lgheJr. e.duc.a.t..lon w.l:th a .6pe.c..la.Uz.a.t.lon -ln Health and Phy.6-i.c.al 
Educ.a.t.i.on a:t Okl4homa St:a.te. UniveJUiUy. My adv.i601ty commltte.e h4.6 
appJWved a .6tud.y o 6 the Men 1.6 Phy.6-i.c.al Education PMg~ -ln St:a.te.' 
Suppoltte.d Co-Educ.a.tional Co.Ue.ge.6 and Unive.lr.6.l:tle.6 -ln M.i.6.6.i.6.6-lpp.l 
601t 1913-14. The. .6tu.dy will i.nclil.de. the 60.Uowing alte.a-6 06 youJr. 
pltOgJUUn: ( 1 ) -i.ti.6:tJr.uc;tlo Ml pJtogJUUn ( 2 ) 6a.c.U.U;.le.6 ( 3) pltOgJUUn · 
(01tganiza.tion) (4) a.dmln.l6:tM,t..{pn (5) pltOgJUUn (act.lv.ltie.61 
(6) pM6e.6.6.i,onal a.44.l.4t4nce and (71 tea.c.heJr. educa;Uon plt0glt4m. 
Since the. 4UCCe.6.6 06 th.i.6 .6tu.dy de.penc:U upon the. appJWva.l 06 
the P1te.6.i.de.nt and coopeM.tion 06 the. Cha..iltma.n ·06 the. He.aU:h and 
Phy.6-i.c.al Educ.a:tibn 'Oe.paJt.tme.nt, I IAkJui.d gJr.e.atly i:Lpp1te.c..ia:te. youJr. 
.6chool'.6 pa!tt.lc..lpation -ln th.£6 .6tu.dy. Howe.veJr., U .6hou1.d be 
me.nt.loned th4t ea.ch co.Ue.ge 01t u.n-lveMUy tha.t pa!tt.lc..lpa:te.6 w.lU 
be. a.6.6-isned an a.lpha.be,tic.a.l let.:teJr. .to gUlllWltee anonymUy. It .i6 
hoped tha.t the. .6tu.dy w.lU pJLOve. to be. 06 Jte.a.l value. .to yowr. 
.ln.6.tltt.c;t;.lo n. 
Upon Jte.cuv-lng yowr. appJLOva.l, I wu.t. contac;t; the ChaMman 06 
the. He.aU:h and Phy.6.ieat Educ.a.t.i.on 'Oe.palttment .to aMange. convenien;U.y 
601t h.i6 coopvi.a.Uon -ln the. 4tu.dy. · 
I look 60~ .to healring 6Jr.Om you. a:t yuwr. ealtUut convenience.. 
Pleau .6e.nd youJr. 1te.6ponae. .to my .6wrllleJL addlr.e.6.6, Po.6.t Box 892, 
Cle.~ M.Wi.UU,,p.i. 38732. . 
M/mlun 
SlnceJr.e.ly, 
ALtRC'O AR.RillGTON 
'Oe.p.t. 06 Heali:h, Phy4.ieat 
Educ.a.tion 8 Re.c1te.a..tion 
Qlzla.h.oma sta.te. Un-lve11.4Uy 
St.il..tJArUeJr., OIC 14014 
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MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY 
MISSISSIPPI ST.A.TE, MISSISSIPPI 39762 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
Mr. Alfred Arrington 
Department of Health, Physical 
Education & Recreation 
Oklahoma. State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
Dear Mr. Arrington: 
June 10, 1974 
In response to your letter indicating your desire to obtain our 
cooperation in pursuing a study of "Men's Physical Education 
Programs in State Supported Co-Educational Colleges and Univer-
sities in Mississippi for 1973-74," I am happy to inform you 
that Dean M. M. Hawkins, of the College of Education, joins me 
in as~uring you that we shall be glad to work with you. 
I suggest that you get in touch with the Head of our Department 
of Physical Education, Health Education and Recreation, Dr. Dono-
von Horn, and I am certain that he will be glad to cooperate with 
you. 
mw 
cc: Dean M. M. Hawkins 
Dr. Donovan Horn 
Sincerely yours, 
.~/.~~ 
William L. Giles 
President 
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OFFICE OF. 
THE PRESIDENT 
JACKSON STATE COLLEGE 
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI 39217 
June 5, 1974 
Mr. Alfred Arrington 
Department of Health, Physical Education 
. and Recr~ation 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
Dear Mr. Arrington: 
This is to grant you permission to contact 
l)r. Melvin I. Evafls, F!ead, Department of Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation, regarding our 
~articipation in your study. 
Best wishes for a successful project. 
Sincerely yours, 
JAP:frm 
Copy: Dr. Melvin I. Evans 
Dr. Estus Smith 
Dr. Cleopatra D. Thompson 
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OFFICE OP TllE PRESIDENT 
ALCORN A. AND M. COLLEGE 
LORMAN, MISSISSIPPI 39096 
June 5, 1974 
Mr. Alfred Arrington 
Department of Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
Dear Mr. Arrington: 
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Congratulations on your success in your school work to 
have eome to the point of writing. I grant permission for 
you to include Alcorn State University in your study. 
WW/ejh 
Sincerely yours, 
/ ' 
fl// JI I/· II/ d .. f.t.,f., 1-v'Z-' 1i .,i·-~::,., r/L/J.._, 
Walter Washington ,· 
President · / 
Office of the 
PRESIDENT 
DELTA STATE COLLEGE 
Cleveland, Mississippi 38732 
June 5, 1974 
Mr. Alfred Arrington 
P. O. Box 892 
Cleveland, Mississippi 38732 
Dear Mr. Arrington: 
It was indeed a pleasure to talk with you on June 4, 
1974. I am pleased to approve your including the 
Delta State Physical Education Department in your 
dissertation research, and by carbon copy of this 
letter I am requesting Dr. Johnny McDaniel, 
Chairman of the Department of Health, Physical 
Education, and Recreation, to work with you. 
Please stay in contact with us as you complete 
requirements for your degree. 
Sincere best wishes on your dissertation research. 
AKL/bd 
car.. y you:;(: 
4~! ~d. ~~ ~.nLucas 
President 
cc: Dr. Johnny B. McDaniel 
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Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor 
THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI 
UNIVERSITY, MISSISSIPPI 38677 
Mr. Alfred Arrington 
Department of Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
Dear Mr. Arrington: 
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June 11, 1974 
In response to your letter of May 23, 1974, to the University, we are 
granting you permission.to contact Dr. J. Robert Blackburn regarding 
the study you propose to make as a portion of your doctoral program at 
Oklahoma State University. Doctor Blackburn will speak for the Univer-
sity in determining how much information and support we can give you. 
We wish you success in your educational career. 
Sincerely, 
1-;J.1~ "LJ.1 
Executive Vice Chancellor 
cc: Dr. J. Robert Blackburn, Chairman 
Department of Health, Physical 
Education and RecreatiQn 
University of Mississippi 
University, Mississippi 38677 
OLE MISS 
ANNIVERSARY 
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flinluEJij,ity of Southe'tn c:/ll( ij,j,ij,j,ifafai 
.Sou.tfu'tn .Sta.tlon, !Box 7 
c:Jlattu~u"f}, cllllwluippi 
39401 
June 5, 1974 
~r. Alfred Arrington 
Department of Health, Physical 
Education & Recreation 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, OK 74074 
Dear Mr. Arrington: 
Your letter of May 23, 1974! h~s 
been received. You have my permission 
to contact Dr. Walter E. Cooper, Dean, 
SChool of Health, Physical Education, 
and Recreation, Southern Station, Box 
5142, Hattiesburg, Mississippi, con-
cerning your study. 
Best 
study. 
WDM/sdj 
o you in your doctoral 
• Yo·=it :IL.:... . ~ .. .._ 
-- --~:-Jiam D. McC~fn 
President 
cc: Dr. Walter E. Cooper 
(i 
tlt11st111itppi ltaUeg &tate lntuerstty 
ITTA BENA, MISSISSIPPI 38941 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
Mr. Alfred Arrington 
Departm~t of Health, Physical Education 
and Recreation 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
Dear Mr. Arrington: 
June 18, 1974 
Mississippi Valley State University is pleased to participate in your study 
on the Men's Physical Education Programs in State Supported Co-Educational 
Colleges ilnd Universities in Mississippi for 1973-74. I am requesting Mr. 
William Brown to serve p.s our liason person and to cooperate with you in this 
study. 
If I can be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
EAB:ms 
Sincerely yours, 
E. A. Boykins 
PRESIDENT 
cc: Mr. William Brown, Acting Department Head of Health & Physical Education 
. Dean of Instruction 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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A SCORE CARD FOR EVAJ ... UATION OE PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PROGRf~NS FOR l':EN IN COJ,LEG?!:S A.HD UNIV'..!:RSITIES 
M.~. Meilson 
Professor of Physical Education for Men 
Brigham Young University, Provo1 Utah 
James L. Comer 
Coordinator, Intercollegiate Athletics 
California State College, Hayward, CaJ.iforr:ia 
Leon ·E. Griffin 
Instructor of Physical Education 
University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah 
PUBLISHED BY 
M.P~ NZILSOH 
Brighar.i Young Univ~rsity 
\ Proyo, Utah 
1965 
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FORB'.-10.RD 
Physical educat.j_ofi, embracing the activity program; the graduate 
·and.undergraduate prof.essional major and minor sequences of study; thE;. 
intramural and extramural programs; and intercollegiate athletics, are 
facing perhaps the most crucial period in their existence. Today the 
acceptance of physical education as an integral part of the curricular 
scene in some colleges and universities is be~ng questioned. If physical 
education is to successfully survive the critics and remain a_dynamic 
part of higher education, administrators and the public must be assured 
.that physical education programs in the respective institutions are 
sound educational ventures. To determine this, a valid and reliable 
instrument for program evaluation is desirable. 
This Score Card for the Evaluation of Physical Education Programs 
for ~fen in Colleges and Universities is such an instrument. The program 
of activity as well as the many other -facets of pqysical education may 
be effectivaly appraised by this Score Card. It should be realized, 
however, that this is not merely an instrument for an appraisal of 
what exists, but also shows the proper direction for future development 
of programs in physical education. . The authors have made a significant 
contribution not only to the present, but also to the future d-~vclopmant 
of the discipline physical education. 
William G. Vandenburgh 
iii 
Chairman, Department of Health and 
Physical Education 
Associate Dean of Instruction 
California State College at Hayward 
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PREFACE 
• A score card for the evaluation of physical education programs for high 
school boys was begun in February, 1929, at a r·~gional conference held in 
California. Under the direction of N.P. Neilson, then State Supervisor of 
Physical Education for California, twelve regional conferences were held 
and at each one a discussion of the score card problem brought forth ma11y 
valuable ideas. As each unit t-ras considered for inclusion in the score 
card, it was checked ai:;ainst the followinr; criteria: (1) Docs the unit 
have validity? (2) Does the unit justify its inclusion in terms of object-
ives? 0) Do~s the unit justify its inclusion in terms of concepts of 
physical education which are generally accepted? (4) Docs the unit en-
courage the school to improve its score? 
When all of the uni ts had been developed, the score card t·1as mimeogra-
phed and sent to fifty men holding responsible positions in physical ed-
ucation in California. These e:;,-pcrts r~ndercd judgments by first alloting 
2,000 points to the five major headings and then distributing these allot-
ments to the various sub-headings. ~ Twenty-fo1Jr sumr.iary sheets were return-
ed involving the judgments of one hundred and twelve persons. Tabulations 
were made and medians were used as a guide while making the final allotment 
of points to each unit in the score card. Tne original score card was 
published in 1931, by the California State Department of Education, as 
Bulletin No. E-2. 
After consid~ring the problem of developing an instrument for the eval-
uation of physical education pro0ra:ns for men in colleges and universities 
it was decided to use the California Score Card as the basis. 
The autho1·s admit that this score card has imp::rfections. Some of the 
standards may be too high uhile others may be too low. An attempt has 
been made to make the units objective Hherevcr possible but certain units, 
such as the pcrsonali ty and character of instructors, e.nd the teaching 
effectiveness of instructors, could not be made objective and yet could 
not be eliminated because of t'.11~ir importance. 
Tne score card may be used voluntarily by colleges and universities as 
a check list to locate particular points Hhere il':'lprovmne·nt in programs can 
be made. The value of the card lies .not so much in the total score, as in 
the analysis of t'le detailed score in each unit. With the approval of the 
department head, outside scorers might b::: used in making the survey. This 
score card will be found us::ful in stimilatin;; improvement in prograr.1s 
rather than in comparin[an institution's standing with that of another. Its 
use should result in sugsestions to the authors for improvement in the 
score card itself. 
May 1, 196.5. N.P. Neilson 
James L. · Comer 
Leon E. Griffin 
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A SCORE CARD FOR E'TALUATIOH OF PHYSICAL EDUC.!\.'):'IOH 
PHOGP . .A!·1S FOR nw rn COLLZG.SS AND Ul.JIVE!"tSITIES 
Ucneral InstX'llctions for Scoring 
121 
In the score card there first appears a brief statement of standards, 
then explanations of technique of scoring, followed by the scoring device. 
Each unit may be more important than the score allotted to it indicates, 
because some units are interdependent. For example, no students enrolled 
in physical education would negate other units and outdoor courts and fields 
are possible only on a school site uith sufficient area. 
A reasonable time before the scoring takes place, the department head 
and physical education instructors of the institution should be informed and 
asked to assemble the necessary data. The follouing information should be 
ready and in convenient form at the school: transcripts of all professional 
preparation completed to date by each staff member; receipts for dues or 
membership cards s:10wing present affiliation with professional organiza-
tions; dates held and nature of professional meetings attended during the 
past twelve months; places and years of teaching experience in physical 
education; record for each instructor of a recent examination by a physi-
cian; dimensions of all rooms used in connection with the prog:'.'<>Jll; number 
of bleacher seats; dimensions of outdoor play fields and courts; list of 
gymnasium and outdoor equipment; number of men taking physical education; 
the number enrolled in eao\1 p!1ysical education class; total number of 
minutes weekly each physical education instructor is assigned to duty; 
sample record cards used; '·1ri tten material on the school m-1ard system; 
yearly program of classes taught by each physical education instructor; 
records of the intramural and intercollegiate athletic programs; a list 
of professional macazines available at the school; and an alphabetical 
list of all p\lysical education books in the school or physical education 
departmental library (library card file by authors may be sufficient here). 
Better results will be secured if the following suggestions ·are 
observed: 
1. The scorer, the department hend, and the physical education 
instructors concerned should be thoroughly familiar with the 
score card. 
2. The scoring should be done by a person approved by the 
department head and one uho is familiar uith the physical 
education program in general. 
3. Scorer should.be fru~iliar with uhat constitutes adequate 
heat, light, ventilation, and sanitation of the indoor 
plant. 
4. The person doing the scoring should do all the writing on 
the score card. 
5. Scoring should be done in the presence of ei thcr the physical 
education instructors, the department head, or both. 
- 2 -
6. · Score each unit independently of all others. 
7. Scorer should score the conditions as they exist at the time of 
scoring and not include improvements contemplated for the future 
(unles"s under construction). 
8. Under indoor and outdoor facilities, score less if the facili-
ties which are used are far removed from the school site. 
9. Keep in mind that in certain uni ts the score has been increased 
to avoid using fractions or decimals; hence., the total must be 
divided by a given ni.unber. 
10. In units where evaluation is almost or entirely subjective., 
secure the combined judgments of three adult persons competent 
to judge those units; 
11. The final score given to each unit in the score card should be 
to the nearest whole number of points. 
12. The scoring should be cpmpleted during one day. 
THE SCORE CARD 
A. IHSTRUCTl:ON..''i.L S'l'AFF 
I. PROFESSIOHAL PREPARATIOH (KIND) 
When considering "an instructor or professor for employment., adminis-
tors pay particular attention to the professional preparation the appli-
cant has had in the field or fields for which the person is being employed. 
All other things being equal., it is assumed that e;::tended professional 
preparation gives the instructor or professor an advantage which is re-
flected in the progress of his students. 
Several modifica.tions in course na.r.1es have been made as a result of 
recent professional conference reports. To assist in better interpre-
tation when rating the professional preparation of personnel., alternate 
course names in some "instances have been indicated., or may be allowed. 
Some courses have been judged to be of greater import.ance than 
others for the preparation of physical education teachers. The courses 
listed are grouped and according to jud&rrnent., have been assigned points 
according to their importance in professi·onal preparation. As· each 
person is not.expected to have had ail of the courses listed,, the total 
riumber of p'oints allotted may be greater than that required for a per-
fect. score in.order to give a reasonable selection. 
TO SCORE: Under staff mer.l!:>ers write in column 1 for the first mem-
ber the number of points allotted after each cours2 for which he can veri-
fy, by an authentic transcript fron1 an insti tu ti on., some crecli t of college 
grade (credits earned· in high school o.nd tea~hing e:q::erient::e not to be 
counted)•. In cases n:1ere the staff member has completed the course bUt 
122 
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received no college credit, it may be counted, provided equivalency is 
established. The scorer is to judge equivalency of names and courses. 
The second staff member is recorded in the same way in column 2; the 
third in column .3, etc. Include all persons tea.chine; in the ments 
physical education department, whether it be in the instructional per-
iod, special classes, intramural athletL:::s, or intercollegiate athlet-
ics. Any instructor assigned to three hours or more per week should 
be included. 
Where the staff member has completed courses in groups B to E 
inclusive, which cannot be checked against the course names that appear 
!ii the form, then list and allm-1 one point for each quarter hour of 
credit the person has completed. The maximun number of points to be 
so allowed must not exceed .30. These points should.. be recorded, cir-
cled, and then added to the other points madeo 
After all staff members have had their preparation scored, add 
points across to the right, then add all colurnns dmm. The sum of the 
"total points made column" shpuld equal the swn of the totals of the 
-individual staff member 1s columns, and this divided b"<J the number of 
staff members gives the average number of points. The average number 
of points equals the score giv.en. 
It should be remembered that check marks are not placed in the 
staff member columns. The points allowed are placed in these colu.r.ms. 
If desired, the staff member's name may be written at the top of the · 
column in which he is scored. Construct an additional ch~rt if needed. 
12J 
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J . I 
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' C ( Int.roci.uctor-1 co~Jrse) 
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) course) 
J C 7 Sociolo::,-y (Introductory 
0 course) 
u 
R 
s 
s 
8 
I Total 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
35 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
70 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
35 
------
"B" 
E 
)) 
---'--l~-.-.E· 1,___ 1 Child Gro~·:th and Develo1::.ient ~ 1 n ~ 2 Directed '.leaching 
(Practice Teachini~ 1 9 ;l.8 9 
u 
c 
~ A 
~ T 
d I 
,.!: '0 
:i ?I 
\ 
l.J c 
0 
u 
R 
·s 
E 
s 
Totd h- 82 • E-Prl:--!--l --I 
-::-This column to be used only in connection •ri th the undergraduate 
p . ..-::.::;rnm as inciicc.ted o:"! ~t.t;e 72 ~n the; score card. 
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Q Prof o F· 1. Stat~ i1eii'i138i3 er11s 11 Group Hoo Course Na.'ne Cro Educ. Pt.so .::. 1--.:!-. 
nn~2 11 l Gymnastic Activities 1 --i------v---~-.+--.::..-. 
S . (Appare.tus Activities)! 2 6 3 
1r A·-,,._~ . 
l U C __5 __ tf-'urnbl:i.ng ___ J_!__ 2 
-- --,-1,=F"'=~·==-----,~ ;~_~/11L= . - D_ ,-
n 3 Ballroom Dancing 1 2 1 
A A -;, I , ... ~, 
N C 4 Folk Dancing 1 2 1 '-i ~ T • i-2._( ifodern Dance ~LI.__: 1 ;--:---1-
~~ Sguare Dancing 6 2 
1
1 1 g 
llD~4ll 1 . I 
_J_'.!::_rchery _1 _:-_2 .--,--t---1---1--: 
~ 8 I Baclr.iinton ~ 2 . 1 
~ ~ ~·Baseball G_[L·{,--2-1:---. --- I 
~ .. /i 10 Basketball I 1 6 I 3 _ ,-, 
~ 'f ~-··1 Bm·rling l 1 . 2 1 ,--i--
TI I l1 . ,--12 Football 6 3 
~ llLloolf . GJ 4 2. ''-+----~ 
14 lHandball I 1 [ 2 I 1. · ,--, . 
;-1:.crosse I 1 L 2 r:;::rtJ=-
~f soccer ' l I 4 I 2 ~LI I · 
;-·lsortban f i l_Ll-~CI ,- ( 
~b:dball '.--W 2 LI I , -;iT~nnis tti_u-3-[_=·t ,---
~lrrack and .Field 
-;;r volleyball 
~Fleight Training 
e--,r,~ ------=--~-
L ·=L;a-~---~--------~-~--- 1-=i _ _J 
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1.30 
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II. PnOFESSIOUAL Pi"EPA''..:i.TIOH (EXTr;:ii'l') 
It is possible under pr.ofe·s-sTonal preparation (kind) for an in-
structor to secure a nigh sco~~e by lnvin::; a ver; li!ni ted ai:1ount of . 
experience in nearly all the courses mentioned taken durinG four years 
of college work. This unit gives the industrious and ambitious in~ 
structors the advantage over others by allowing additional points for 
15 quarter hour intervals above the baccalaureate degree. Instruc-
tors who teach activity courses only are given full credit if they 
have the master's degree (45 hours). 
To Score ~ Each instructor verifies~ by transcript of record, 
the t~numbcr of college credits he has earned. Three quarter 
hours are equal to two semester hours. Graduation from college :i.s 
considered to require 180 quarter hours. Record for each staff mem-
ber in the appropriate column the number of points assigned opposite' 
the number of quarter hours he has earned. Include all persons 
teaching in the men's phys.ical education department, as eA--plained in 
Unit I. The average for all staff members beinG scored is the score 
given. 
L _ . -~~~ing_. --·-·---:~ 
.,ollege credit earned Theory- or Theol~ Activities Only 
~bove the baccalaureate and 11.cti vi ties . ·• 
degree Points Points 
·0~15 quar~er hours 45 50 
16-30 qua:i:ter hours 75 100 
31.,;45 quarter hours 100 150 
46-60 qu'l.rter hours 120 
61~·75 quarter hours 135 
76~9~~T hou:::_~ 145 
~-
91~above ouarter hours 150 -'~------'l<-- -·---
The total points mri.de • divided by the number of instruc~ 
tors --~ equals the s·core Given • 
Score Po:::sible Score Given 
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V0 ATTENDAITCE AT PROYSSSIOlL/1.L !·illETINGS 
It is generally coriccd.c"O. th_a_t.st.aff rr.er.1bers need the stimula-
tion to be gained through frequent contacts with others in their 
own field or in educ2.tion generally. Professional development should 
result from voluntary attendance at meetings where educational prob-
lems, in which the member is interested, are discussed. 
TO SCORE - Count· meetings where attendance is required or 
voluntary, Nee tings called by the immediate department in Hhich 
the person is working are not to be counted. Include al1 persons 
teaching physical education in the men 1s department, as explained 
in Unit I. The maximum score for any one staff member is 50 points. 
Record for each member in his coli.unn the number of points alJotted 
according to the number of professional meetings, other than regu·~ 
lar departmental meetings, which he has attended during the 1ast 12 
months. The average for all staff members being scored is the score 
given. 
NUmber of Professional l'lectings Other Than Points 
!Departmental_, Att12nded During I.ast 12 Months Possible 
bne 10 
Two 25 
Three I L.o 
Four 50 
[ · _ - Staff Hombers 
-.--No-.---! 15 I 16 I 11 I rn I 19 I 2~ t. 21 22 23 2h 
score _(_J__ l_J_I_ -[-1--1--
..____I ____ .,. _____ . _J _ _ . I 
Total 
Points 
Hade 
,,~.....,_-
The t,otal points made ; divided by the number of instructors 
~' equals the score giveno 
Score Given 
L-=i 
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III. PROFESSIONAL PREP P.R'I. TION ( R."":CEHCY) 
Sor:ie staff' r;iembGrs fail year-after year to t.::ke additional 
courses to improve their professional preparation. This unit attem-
pts to 1heasure recency of train.i.ng, by the 'willingness of st2.ff 
members to take additional training in extent.ion or residence courses. 
TO SCORE~ Record for each staff member in his column the num~ 
ber of points according to the reeency of the credit hours complet~ 
ed. Exrunple: If a staff member has completed nine quarter hou:cs 
· within the last four years immediately preceding the time of scor~ 
ing, he would be scored 60 points; if he has corapleted only three 
quarter hours within the last eight years he uould be scored 20 
pointso Score each staff member only once. Include all pGrsons 
teaching physical education i.n the men's.~department, as explained 
in Unit I., Do not rate staff members 1·rith dector 1s degrees. The 
average for an·- staff members being scored is the score given,. 
Staff member has 
coinpleted the Credits 
number of quarter l_l_l_-"~--LL hours within: Points !t---i-rI'hree Years 60 .. 75 
Four Years . -;-~~' 
Six Years 30 40 50 
Eight Years G 30 I 1.r0 
The total points made , divided by the number of instructors 
. __ , equals the score given., 
Score Possible Score Given 
Ci] D 
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IV. lIBi·1BSRSHIP Ill PROFK-5SIOJ·!1\L ORGAl!I7.A TIO!'!S 
---One criterion of professiomlattTtude is Hillinr:;ness to contri-
bute support by voluntary affiliation with locaJ.j state, and national. 
organizations. 
To Score - Record for each staff me~:iber in his column, the total 
points earned according to t:1e sch3d;ile :.n the table. The score for 
any one instructor cci.nnot exceed 50 points. Include all p3rsons 
teaching physical education in the rn:::m 1 s department, as explained in 
Unit I. The average for all staff rner;ibers being scored is the score 
given. 
At time of scoring the Instnictor is-a I Poin-ts" 
. ember of the fol1o~~~g o'.E:gEnizatio~~ Possible 
0 American Association for Heal thi PhysicaJ. --i· .. 
Education and Recre_a~t_i_o_n ____ ·----------~~:~--
g. National Education Association 
3. State Association for Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation 
h. State Education Association 
5. J;1er (List) 
6. Other (List) 
~------~--
10 
8 
The tota:l points made , divided by the number of instructors 
--' equals the score given--· 
Score Possible Score Given 
D 
1,36 
VI 0 TEACHING F.XPERIEI·JCE ( LEHGTH) 
EXpert judgment seems to indicate that the average person improves 
very little, because of teaching e~1)Grience only, after the fourth or 
fifth year in the same posi tlon. So::ie stn.fi.' r~embers profit .r.1ore by ex-
perience than others. The points allotted fo:.' ex-perience increase rapidly 
up to five years, and then increase gradually. 
TO SCOl1Z - Only teaching experience in physical education, or the 
equivalent, is to be scored. A particular year of experience can be scored 
only onceo Fractional years of experience in physical education are to be 
given when service has been half time or less. Points for a yea.r's ex-
perience are not counted unless the year is more th.an half completed at 
time of scoring. Include all persons teaching physical .education in the 
men~s department, as e),.-plained in Unit I~ Record for each staff member 
in the appropriate column the points allotted according to his length of 
teaching experience. The average for all persons being scored. is the 
score given. 
'Years oY-"ifeaci1I"ng .c.xperJ.ence in Pnysical l!.aucafaon ---r!'Oilt-CS-
One --{~~ 
Two 7.L 
-
Three 95 
-
Four 115 
Five ----~ -~ ........... .....,,,....... __ __..~-~-~=_i:iine 
-
. [_ 15~ Ten and. over 
Staff Hembers 
r-- Staff J.iembers J Total 
-No-.,.-. ~ [ u_pa -1L.19 [[20 l 2~ 1~J132_l[31tJ'.~u~~~--
sc i:e_L l ____ .--k - .. ~ J_ ~ 
The total points macle , divided by the number of instructors 
______, equals the score giveno 
Score Poooiblc Score Given 
G~ J CJ 
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VII. FITHESS OF STAFF 1:I~i·il3ERS 
Staff members dealing with students should be good exampleso Organ-
ic fitness is cspcci8lly important in physical education due to the nature 
of the work. 
TO SCOTl.E - The person doing the scoring should use, if such is 
ava:i.lable, information secured by persons authorized to give health 
service. The points in colwnns a, b, and c are to be assigned as follows: 
General Appearance. The first generul impression which a layman 
can judge: (a) good, -(b) average, (c) poor. 
General State of Health. Usually a physician's judgment as to the 
general :i'unctioning conch tion of the individual. The i tern might be 
checked by a record of the person's absences due j;o illness: (a) good, 
(b) average, (c) poor. 
Organic Defects. Specific defects of particular organs. Such de-
fects siiOuid be determined by persons authorized to perform health ser-
vice: (a) none, (b) 'of minor importance, (c) serious. 
Posture 0 Correct body balance. Tne judgment may be made by a lay-
man and ~hould include anteroposterior and lateral vieus: (a) good, 
(b) average~ (c) poor. 
Vision. Can be checked by use of an eye chart: (a) normal, (b) cor-
recte'd-;--ccJ defective. 
Hearing. Can be judged by use of a watch or more accurately by an 
audiometer: (a) good, (b) average, (c) :impaired. 
Teetho Should be judged by a dentist. Teeth should be clean and 
free from caries: (a) good condition, (b) fair condition, (c) not clean 
or repairs needed~ 
Weight. Considered in relation ~o height and body type: (a) nor-
mal for the individual, (b) ove:r·1·1dght or underweight, (c) seriously-
. overweight or uncl,erweight0 · 
Score all persons teachine; physical education in the men's dcpat"t~ 
ment as explained in Unit l. Record .for each member in the app:copriat3 
column the points allotted undo:t•:(a), (b), or (c) opposite each item 
according to judgments of fitness. 'l'he average for all persons bej_ng 
scored is the score giveno 
.;~::,.~:::ranee ~=~ 
·2. I G. eneral state of 112-fB1 14 
health 
~1~01~~rc-de"fecrs-1-1~c~:·i:; 
17:' Posture 1-=··1-r;;·-1 ··2· 
~-;. 
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The total points made , divided by the rrumbcr of instructors _, 
equals the score given-.~~ 
Score Possible Score Given 
I 12 [ l. 
VIII. PERSONALITY AND ·CHAR;\.::::nR OF STA?F Efil1BERS 
. DuetQ the difficulty of' disfanp;uishing betHeen personality and char-
acter traits they have been listed together. Good personality and charac-
ter of a high order are essen"tial to the success of persons in a11 fields 
of instruction. While other personality and character traits might be 
added to the list given, it is believed that the ones mentioned are a fair 
sampling of the more important traits. 
TO SCOHE - Evaluation of the personality and character traits of ea.ch 
staff member should be the result of the combined judgments of three adults 
who know the person intimately; one may be the person himself. Score all 
persons teaching physical education in the meri: s department, as e>...-plained 
in Unit I. The definitions of the columns under points are: (a) excel-
lent, (b) good, (c) average, (d) below average, (e) poor. The definitions 
of the traits used are: 
Accuracy. Freedom from mistakes; precision; correctness. 
Alertness. Watchful; ready to act; on the lookout for danger. 
pooperation. T'ne ability to work harmoniously with other persons. 
Honest.lo Trustworthiness; integrity; truthful; free from fraud. 
Industrz. Steady attention to business; diligence; not slothful or idle. 
Initiative. Enerey- displayed in the development of new fields. 
Judgment. Making intelligent decisions; logical discriminations. 
Leadership. Showing the way; directing action or movement.; being followed 
byothers. 
Loyaltl• Giving active supyiort to the policy of the institi.1tiono 
Neatness of dres~. Beine clean and appropriately dressedo 
Refinement in Ifanners. Moderation and taste with respect to what is 
pieasing and iil"good usage. 
Self~connol. Self-direction; control over c':lotions; havinr; balance. 
Sense of h'.llllcr. Ability to ~pp~cci~te awusing situationso 
Socfal Adaptabil.i tl· P.eing friendly with people and at ease in their 
presencee 
Sportsma.nsh:!J?.. Fairness; a good loser and graceful wlnner. 
Tact. Disc.ernr.ient of the best course of action under given conditions; 
- ability to deal with others without giving offense. 
Record for each staff member in the .appropriate colwm the points 
allotted under (a), (b), (c)j (d), and (e) opposite each trait accord-
ing to the ccrnposite rating of the judges. The average for all persons 
being scored is the score given. 
1.39 
No. Traits 
:C-1 Accurac~· 
Points Points f 
2. ~ertness 
3. Cooperation 
Honesty 
Ho. Traits a b c lj;_j e 
,_-_9_.-~_1_o_y_a_1_ty-----.i-i1f-1--7-1 j 4 -2 
10. Neatness of Dress · 8 "I l~fi~-, 2 
11., I Hefine::nent in ·--i-af-:;:. 6j4,.2 
manners _L l_J 
Staff J.IGmbers 
_l_,...l-·-21-~-3 -· 4-iw---5-_11~---~,-= 9-P--10 -r 1--1 11_?_f13 c::-~ 
_scor_e - L_L.I I I I L l L_J_J~_,J 
No. 
I Staff HemhJrs . Total 
Points 
No. 
-
17 Na.de fEJ 18 I 19 r 20 I~ 22 23 24 I r-- -- _I_ ' ---~ ~-~l . Id ___ 1 J Score 
-
The total points made _, divided by the number of instructors __ , 
equals the score given. 
Score Possible Score Given 
[125 i l J 
IX. TEA.CHING EFFI.CI:Cl!CY AND EFFECTIVEIL~:ss CF Il!STRUCTOR 
Physical education offers a rich opr;or·turli ty and a tremendous chal-
lenee to the educator. Hiah morale, perfon1ance of duty, and constant 
improvt;ment result from effective teaching. The problem of the leader 
is to utilize su-::h techniques, devices and procedures as will assist stu-
dents to help thP.raselves in attaining proper objectives in the least 
amount of time and in the most efficient manner. The items listed have 
been grouped under: (a) teaching, (b) organization, (c) kno1·rledge, and 
(d) personal. 
Evaluation of the items listed under teaching efficiency should be 
the result of the combined judgments of three adults who know the work of 
the person intimately. One judge rnay be the instructor himself. 
140 
·To Score. Score all persons teaching physical education in the men's 
department as explained in Unit I. The defin:.i.. tions of the colur~ns under 
points are: (a) excellent, (b) good, (c) average, (d) below average, 
(e) poor. Explanations of the items listed are: 
Attention to Individtwl Needs. Daily adaptation of program for each !JUpil. 
Disciplim~. 'foe ability to direct and focus the attentio:1 of the class on 
the work at hand. . 
Teachine Techniques. 
Ability to Orcan'.ize. 
and ilme schedi.°11e o 
Procedures used in teaching students. 
Logical arrangEirnent of students, pro[;ram, facilities, 
Daily Preparation. A lesson plan thpught out for each class periodo 
Economy oi''.B..me. Efficient arrangement of procedures to enable maximum 
accompiish.'Tlc:mf-during the day. 
Knouledge of Subject Hatter. Ability in the activities cor.ibined Hi th 
rGiatecl knouleciee. 
Attitude Toward \fork. Is the instructor cheerful, enthusi~stic,, and sin-
cere toward the pro·G1er.1s to be met? 
Efficiency in 1.faking neports. Is the instructor prompt and accurate in 
making reports. 
Promptness. Is the instructor habitually on time? 
UseCif""Enelish. Is the instructor 1s speech effectiveJ free from slang and 
profunity,-a5°Hell as gra.i"':llllatically coaect? 
Voice. Is the tone clear, pleasing, Hell pitched; does it ha...-e the requ-
isite volume; and does the instructor speak at a moder«.te rate7 
Record for each staff member in the appropriate column the points 
allotted under (a), (b), (c), (d), or (e) opposite eelch item according to 
the ccmposi te rating of the judges. The average for all staff members 
being scored is the score given. 
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Attributes of -
Teaching Points 
Effic.ioncv a brc-ra-
12 
subject matter 
Abili ~Y to -..,,1r1 tj s--12· 
c 1i(n01·rledge.of 10 ,-7 ,4-
-- Attitude touard 12 10 i·-7 r-1 Hork 
.ErT:Icicncy in 12 10 ·--r 
!'laking r~ports -~-1; --::r 
orgam.ze 
B ~ily Prepara- rrpTltr. ITjn·· 
tion . •I I. 
EconomiCif'l'iliie 13. 11 T[S'T2 
D Promptness 
Use of English 
Voice 
I Total 
I 12 10 7 
12 -10,7-4 
12 10 1-·rrT 
150 120T90l"5'4 
The total points made __, divided by the number of instructors __ , 
equals the score given. 
Score Possible Score Given 
11>0 ] I J 
~CILITB!?, 
I. ..A.lfilA OF SCI-IOOI, SI'I'E 
The modern physical education proE;r<'~•1 in the college and University 
stresses th3 use of differ_cmt acti vi tie5 which necessi tatc la:r.r;c, level, 
outdoor play areas. 1·Jhere sufficier.t land is not available, the [;ame 
tyPe of progra.-U beco~es impossible. Thia unit is so arranged as to re~ 
quire an incrco.sed acreage lv:i. th an increased enrollJ;ient of the ins ti tu-
tion. 
TO SCOR~.. Determine the total nm:1bcr of acres in the site, then de-
duci:. the ap;'.)ro:drno.te :i.crc:ige. which is unsui'l,able for buildin~s, plaJr areas 
or for other play purposes. This is the acreage usable. · Next dE::t<;rmine 
the total cr.rollr.;.:;:at, (n:en anci w.:xnc:n). The:: points in the column under 
acreai;e (usable) .:tnd opposite the tot.al enrolb1ent are the number of 
--:r 
pointi;; to be given. Circ1e the points <rncl r'3cord in the squn.re 11 3cor.:: Give;111. 
IJm:fr~r of Ac1-.:,::; Usnblc 
Total ~~;I ~~ .. 11~-1 r.~-1 ~~: ri~; Ti~~::T~6;· Enrollment 
o-500 --r!~~---65 ,-95 -r~15T~~~-r~~~-1~50 -,-150 
. ;,o l 55 _r;-l 10;] 130 I 145 f~50 T;_so 501-1000 
1001~2000 35l_~J ;;195_I~20.L1hol1so _J 150 
-
30 I 40 r 65 J 85 I no I 135 hso I 150 2001-3000 
rn 
125-\-!i 55 r-;-r~1-;:;1150 - l~O ~°1;"Li000 
11001~?000 -~~L 30 ~5 . r 65 ·190 l 125 I 145 _ 1)0 
5001-10000 _J~J.1Ll.Ji.J 55 _G::J.&IEL~ !22~-~£?.._=i-=~~1.~~t~r 4?.J~J~~J 12? . ]_!:5 15001~20000 · 5 f 15 .1 2Ll .. 11.2.J .. ~ .. J~I ~1;f 135 
~1-over oJ 10 [~o I. 35 1. 50 I 10 195 . I 125 
Score Possible Score Given 
II. PL.l\.CF.llENT OF BUILDIJ!GS ON SCHOOL SITE 
Not onty shoi.ild~lSl te i1icl1i'cle enough c~cr~<tge to r.ieot the 
standards set, but ~ t is also important that school buildint;s ba placed 
on the site so ~ to leave unbroken play space for physicnl ed11cat.io11 
. purposes. rn1cre buildings are badly placed, areas too small for regule.-
tion fields and courts often result. In sor.1e cases, because of poor 
bi.dldinz; placement,, courts and fields are located uith the long a:ds 
other than north and south. 
TO SCOP..E. Record the points found opposite the statement Hhich des~ 
ci'i bC?s most nearly the condition vhi'ch e:dstso 
S~orc Pos3iblc Scor0 Given 
.C.=1 
14:2 
1{(3 
Ill • INDOOR FACILITIES 
If students are to be sui tab1y dre3sed for and have shoi·rer b<tths 
after taking part in a l-rnll-balanced probrrun of activities, certain in-
door facilities are essential. Heal th service rooms,, rest rooms, office 
space for staff' members, storage space, dressing rooms, locker space, 
shouers,. toilet facilities_, and exercise floors are necessary. 
Standards for Each FacHity 
1. EXERCISE FLOOR ~ Minimum size should be as follom~:. width 70 feet; 
length llO feet; and height to square 22 feet. Naple .or other hardc1ood 
floor; appropriate lines for all court games to be played painted on the 
floor in varying widths and colors so as to be distinct but not confus-
ing; walls smooth; interior painted light color, b~t not glaring~ if' win-
dows, easily opened; radiators recessed if lm·rer than seven foot le·vel; 
adequate light, heat, ventilation and sanitation; away from academic 
buildings; accoustics good; accessible to students and public; mari:r.ium 
of six basketball goals (tHo cross courts and one end court); smooth area 
at least twelve feet high along one end or side wall for handball or 
tennis strokes. 
2. BASKETBALL FLOOR '-JITH BLEACHERS - Nain court of regulation size,, a 
mininium of ·six feet (eight feet preferred) at the ends and sides of all 
basketball courts; spaced provided for folding bleachers installed on main 
floor; amount of space Hill vary ac.cording to enrollment; roll-a-way 
bleachers should be recessed if feasible; uhen number of seats exceeds 
5,ooo., at least. one-third should be of roll~auay type; structural sup-
ports should not be in front of bleachers; Hidth of each seat should be 
at least 18 inches; line of sight correct; bleachers safe and clean; floor 
should be constructed of maple or other hardwood; appropriate lines pain-
ted on the floor so a.s to be distinct but not confusing. 
3. FIELDHOUSE - The primary function of a fieldhouse is to provide in-
door facilities for outdoor activities. It is not a substitute for the 
gyrnnasitun1 but is CO~ilplcment~·ry and SUP:1ler:ientary to other facili tics 
used in the conduct of activities. Activities coP.ducted in this struc·· 
.ture may include physical education classes; intr<u:mral activities; s.nd 
practice in various sports such as footbflll 1 basketball, track [.:.nd field, 
baseball., tennis, and archery. A fielclho.use ui th spect.Ator accomrnoda~ 
tions may be used flor basketbo.11 ga:-Jes_, demonstrations, tournaments, 
exhi bi tj.ons, concerts, and c o:nr,iencer.ic:mts. Size should be in direct pro-
portion to activities accor1u:1odatedo 
4. APPAHATUS OR GYE!:!ASTIC ACTIVITY P..'.JOH - A smaller exercise floor where 
mats, apparatus, etc. ara !·:ept; to be used for a second activity room; 
minimmn size: width !rO feet, length 70 feet, and' hcir;ht to square 20 feet; 
maple or other harduood floor; walls sr::ooth; interior pmnted light color, 
but not gla1'ing; if Hindo•-rs presc11t, er s:i ly o;_JGnod; adequate lisht, hc?.t, 
ventilation and sanitation; accessible; separn.te facilities for storing 
temporary equipment. In ins ti t.utions with l:h.ii ted enrolJJ,ient, it mny tc 
used also as a corrective room, urestling roo:n, or w.;it;ht trainipg area 0 
5. '.Lf\~1D:J.'.T.L :;OUTIT3 - An acc·:;;:;t:J.i)l~ size for o. ;1...;,;;d'.:iall cot:rt is 20 feet 
wide' r,o f :ct long; an - 20 fed :1igh. l·:cchnnical vontilation and artifi-
cial liehtine should b0 provided. All in.side court surfac::s, includin[;' 
the doors, should 'uc fl:ish Hith no p·ojcctions irwid" of the court area. 
The floor sl10"·.1lcl 'oc of first grade ne.plc, splinkr proof, and of natural 
co:\-or. ~'.alls sho:1ld be of l:ood construction over which is laid a diag-
onal snbshcatin;; "Jeri tcal-c;raincd fir s:10uld be laid on top cf the 
subs'.:'lcati!'g. \·Ialls .?.nd ceiling s'.1ould be ~~aintJd flat ul1itc. Cdlir.g 
lights should be cr;ibcddcd in the ceiling and a type of reflector us~d 
that thro;·rs the lie;ht directly on the front uall of the court. 
6. KITC'.-i.Sil 01 KITGT'!:1I:~Tr;:; - The social, recreational ~1sc of the. g71n-
nasiu11 requires ti1c inclusion of a ki tch.;n or ld tcho:nctt::::; outside 
delivery entrance; stove; sinl~; hot and cold uatcr; cupboards, dis:1cs; 
silvcn-;arc; service counter to open area. Give credit if located clsc-
wher~ in the school. 
7. DA"'C:S ?!DOR - Size approximately 40' x 80 1 ; minirnmn height 16 1 
(cql{ipn::mt is scored under equipr.~ent); adequate lisht, heat, Yentilation 
and sa.nitation; arrang~ncnt .zoocl; acccssi~lc. Assuncd to be part of 
fac:i.li tics provided for uo::icn and u~cd jointly by men and uomcn. 
8. CBSS ECCI:;s - To be used for physical education cl<:.ssc·s, t2.ll:s ~;y 
instructors to athletic tca:·.18, a!1d gcncra1 announc<:!;.wnts; nininu:n size, 
20' x 30 1 ; equipped Hith scat inc facilities; blackboard space, clcsl~, 
bock shelves, closed;, r:iovin(; ;1ictnre screen, and c'.10.!'ts; adcq1:atc light, 
heat v:~ntilation and sanitation; in lart;G institutions, f'art of physical 
education plant; in sr~al1 ins-!;.i tutions, convsn:Lcnt to !')hysical cduca ti on 
depark:ent. 
9. J.ARJ:8 J.,l'~GTF'.0~ ll'~)CJ.1 - To b::: .used for lectures to largo or coll1bined 
classes; audio-visu2.l facili tics; rninimnm size to accrn-:iodatc 60 to 80 
stud":mts ar:cl size to increase with enrollr•cnt. 
10. SE?T!A~1 Ain:J C:J!I?~~'.E'~CI~ HJ0!1 - To be used for scr:Jinar clasS':'S and 
staff conv~r:,nccs; r:Jinir.rnr.1 size 20 1 x 30' and r.;ay be increased :.-rith 
cnrollr.1ont; cquipriod 1-J:i.th mova',le ta:~10s, chairs, blackboard, a1;d audio-
visual facilities. 
11. Re:S:~AP.C:-I AI'.D T.S~TI!''G J.u\BO::~ - To be used as a teaching station 
and ts3ting laboratory for undsrt;raduat.s and graduate: students. Ninimum 
size, larg0 onough to accCJ;1odatc 20 or 25 st.udcmts and tlic necessary 
c·quipnont and sup;1lics. 
12. Ir:Al',TH lJ'.lIT TI.OO?:s - This unit should include one or riorc rooms to 
be used for fir-st-al.CI, health :.·x:;:;;~:1inations, p.:;rsonal health confc:r,'.!nccs, 
and by physic.i.an, dentist and m.trsc. 0!1c roor:: nay serve all of these 
purpos:-~s up to nn cnrollm-:mt of s-'OO iac:n; Nh2re; enroll;;icnt exceeds )00 r.:cn, 
oth.:r roo:1s should b: addcd to include an office for· physician and nurse 
and a Hai tins room; adequate lisht, h~!at, ventilation a:1d sai1i tation; 
cquip:-1cd 1·rit.h one or r:orc hos;:·i t?..J. be:ds; not and cold ~rater; first-aid 
supplies; chairs, dcok; sink; soap; si tz ti1b; Cj'C c'.-iart; f•;J1-·1cn,::;t~~ 
mirror; one or ~ore folding scrc:ns; files; ta1~e; toilet facilities 
adjoinint;; closet; and cabinets. i'.r.y be: locat:d in a health s.:_rvicc 
~uildirig if buildin[; is n·~ar the r;y:nnas:1-m.:'. 
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13. OFJ.i'ICES FOR STAFF - In an institution havin;; one or two physical 
education staff mcr:ibcrs, a sin;;lc offic:: 10 1 x 12 1 may suffice; Hith 
several staff me;;ibcrs, an aclninistra ti vc office and individual offices 
should be provided; aclcquat'! lir,ht, heat, vcntile.tion, and sanitation; 
conveniently locat~d for supervision of fields, locker roor:1 and exercise 
flocr; shouers, dressing room and toilet facilities for staff members; 
book shelves for dcpart::icnt library; dcs:rn; files; chairs; and mirrors. 
14. SUPPLY E.00!·1S - Locat~d in the gymnasium, field:10usc and stadium. 
Minimum floor area, 100 square feet; size to increase with enrollment; 
used to store supplies Hhich are in constant use; adequate light, h.:::at, 
ventilation, and sanitation; equipped uith shelves and delivery counter; 
convenient to offices and dressing rooms; store..:;:: spac:: for clean and 
soiled toucls. In larger institutions a spearatc room for towels and 
swimming suits is desirable. 
15. STJPJ\GE ROOI1S - Located in the gymnasium, fieldhousc and stadium. 
To be used for storing supplies not in daily use; should be adjacent 
to supply room; minimum floor area, 150 sqt:arc f:;ct and size to incrcas-: 
with enrollment; adequate light, heat, ventilation, and sanitation; 
equipped with shelves, storage bins, and clothes hangers. 
16. DR.ESSPD POOHS - Locakd in the gymnasiu..'11, ficldhousc and stadiun. 
Area to be used for drcssing purposes; larg.o; enough to provic'le fr13c 
spa-::e ( cxclnsi v~ of lockers) equal to 12 square feet per st1.idcnt for 
the largest nu.'T!ber dressing in any one class period; adequate light, 
heat, ventilation, and sanitation; provided ''i th strong non-moveable 
benches; adequate drainage so floor can be hosed ou-~; roorn painted 
light color, but not glaring; toilets aclj2.cent; drinking facilities; 
l-mshing facilities; mirrors; location permitted under bl':'acher areas 
providing sufficient head-room, one outside: 1·mll, and floor not more 
than four feet below ground lc·'el. Dressing roor,is not to be placec' 
under other floor areas; dressing room built in one story and uith 
skylights in ceiling pref erred. 
17. EX'PRA DRESSIPJ I"CO!-'.S - 1Thcre intercollct;iatc athletic cornpeti ti on 
is he id, an extra dressing room for visi tint; tea:;1s is desirable. It 
should have a minimum floor area of 400 square feet; adcc1uate light, 
. heat, ventilation, sanitation; toilet and s[1m·;er facilitfos convenient; 
provided with. lockers and hooks u~1cr0 clothes ca.:1 be hung. In larger 
institutions additional dressing rooms, ui th sl10ucrs, ar0 necessary 
for faculty, athletic teams, and community grours. 
18. AT:!L'STIC-TPJHm:?!G RCOI1 - This unit should consist of a minimum of 
one large roor~, t 1.-ro smaller roons, and a supply sto.re>-Ge closet. The 
large room should serve for bandaginG and rc2.dying of the players. 
One of the snall rc:oms should contain hydrothcrm?..l cquipwent, Hhile thG 
other should .house the electric thcr~.:c'.Jtic equif-!:icnt. The supply. 
closet should be· large enough to store all medical and training roor.1 
supplies. A slop sin!< should te in or nc:ar the tra:1.ninc:; roo;n sui t·c. 
There should be hot and cold running \rat.~r, a numb::r of electric ('.ut-
lets, and ample s:r•<>.cc for a movable uhirlpool thcra~cutic bath. Ec_ch 
smaller room should be not less than 10' x 20 1 in size, Size: of th3 
gene.cal service roor:i will dcric-nd upon the size of the athletic squads 
it serves. 
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19. LOCr::'.RS - Individual steel lockers, 12 11 x 12n x 36 11 or 9 11 x 18" x 36" 
_preferred; lockers in double tier, set on four-inch concrete or tile cov-
ered base, and arranced properly as to light ancl conscrvci.tion of spacr:; 
indi vidu.al cor.1bination padlocks or combination lod:s preferred; larse 
indi vHlual lockers for use by athletic team r::;r,1bcrs durinr.; a s.:::ason. 
\·fucrc othor types of syster1s, such as basket syst:on, cubicle syste1;i, 
eight or six to one, arc used, scorint; is to be done on the basis of 
adequacy, sanitation, safety and convenience. 
20. DRYING ROOH (SUITS) - Necessary in larger inst;i.tutions and es1x:::cially 
where no other provisions have been made. Used for drying s:vi~1ming suits 
and athletic uniforns; minimnn floor ar~a, 200 square feet and to increase 
with enrollment; adequate ventilation, and sanite.tion; equipped with heat 
and facilities for hanging suits. 
21. S'.-10:!',!;P.. RCOH - Size of roor.i ·to vai·y ui th enrollment of men in phJrsieal 
education; 15 square feet of floor area for each shm·rcr head. The number 
of shower heads re:cornI'1cnded j s one for each four men takin~ physical 
education during period having largest enrolimcnt; the r:iininum should be 
one for each six r10n; no institution should have less than four shouer 
heads; tiled floor area and walls tiled 4 '9" high, ~refcrrc:d; adequate 
light, heat, ventilation, sanitation, and drainac~; drainacc to side of 
room; no floor co'.~cring; no steps; hot and cold wabr; liquid soap from 
central container, from niclrcl plated wall stubs; shoucr heads and con-
trols exposed; piping behind Halls; fixed shm·:cr heads close to wall 
placed at thr::e levels at chin height to prevent i·rcttinz hair; overl1ce.d 
type not desirable; ct::ntral maxir:rm11 heat cont:rol; indi viduci.l hot and cold 
mixins valves at each shm·rcr; drying roo;;1 bct~·rccn s"lwHcr and dressing 
room preferred; size of drying room in proportion to enrollr~cnt; tm·rcl 
service conv-cnicnt_to drying room. 
22. 81/!IJ:'.J:!'G PGOL - General utility pool mc:.y be covered or open air, 
depeiidhgu~on cli111atic conditions; size 35' x 75'; depth, 3 1611 shallou 
encl, and 10 fcr:t in deep end; should not be und('r a building unless 
light ratio is pro;icrly maintained and in no case should the n:;t hcir;ht 
be less than 113 1 011 ; pool, rum-mys, and 5 10" l~ainscot prcfcrrcd in tile; 
an equate! light, heat, ventilation, sani tatio1~, and drainac:e; ladders 
rccesseod; rumrays surrmincling pool, minir:nrn uidth S f("ct on sides and 12 
feet on c2ch end; rummy not to c:·:cccd 12" abov~ water level in pool; 
provision for preventing srcctators in strc:ct shoes from 1-1alkini;; or 
stai1dh13 on the rum·mys; s•.-1ir.1':1crs 1 entrance to the pool throu:;h shower 
room; adcciuate machinery for heating, filtration and skrilization; 
standard sprin;:; '::loard; clq:ths of pool and floor la!"it::s r::2.rl~ccl; safety 
provisions; no exposed pipin;:;s; all radiators brass and rcccsscdj all 
exposed rnetal nonc0irosivc; bleachers for. one-tenth of stt;dcnt enrol-
J..rncnt (as a minir:mm); blcach~rs, t::irn;:;orary or pc:rnanent ( te:mporary 
prcf:-rred); blcacbcrs must be 'safe and cl~an. Siz-:: e.nd depth rr:ay be 
dii'i't:rcnt fro!'!. a"!:loYc for pools planned for instruction and di ·.=i:-ig onJ.y. 
23. SAPITARY 1',IXTUR~S - Toilets and urinals should be convenient to . 
dressing roon and play areas; ce~cnt, tiled or tcrrazzofloors; urinals 
of vitrified china type uith tile or terra3 zo st:!p about 5 inches hich 
pi tchcd toward urinal. Toilet stalls 4' 911 high; wash basins; soap 
containers; paper towels or dr"Jin~ macr..in;:,s; mirrors; drinking fountain; 
custodian closet. All fixtures should be in. a sanitary condition. 
24. D!TERIJAL ARP...ll.~iGEVffiIT - Score convcnicn~c of arrangcncmt of different 
uni ts in gyr.masiun building. Uni ts should be arranged in logical order 
according to the services they are designed to render. 
TO SCORE - For each type of facility, three factors must·be 
cons).dercd: (1) the number of men enrolled in ph~rsical education; 
(2) the number of uni ts required; (3) th:; quality and condition of each 
. facility. The points to be given each facility after considcrinc these 
factors are indicated in the form. Yne score for each type of facility 
should be estimated according to how well it meets the standards given; 
the rating (a) good, (b)' average, (c) poor. Absence of. the facility 
(where required) would score zero. lfucrcver the facility is not req-
uired, i.e., an institution with 200 men would riot need a dance floor 
or a second excrci s.e floor, an asteri sl~ ( .,, ) has been placed and part 
or all of the number of points for this .facility allowed under 11Score· 
Possible" should be given, prov:l.dcd so:nc other facility can be used to 
accommodate the activity. In no case can the 11 'i'otal Points Hade"' be 
greater than the "Score Possible11 • Under "Humber of Rooms, 11 circle the 
nwnbcr of rooms being scor~d. · 
In small institutions, because of cost, it may be nc.cc;ssary for men 
and women to use c.ertain facili tics in cor:::.ion, \faerc this is done, the 
same facility may be judged for both up to a total school cnrolL'Tlcnt 
as follm-rn; Exercise floor, 300; apparatus or activity room, 1000; 
kitchen or kitchenette (total enrollment); classroom, 600; corrective 
fi'oorn, 600; health unit rooms, total enrolLr;icnt; S!·Timming pool, 1800, 
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IV. O'..~TlY..:QR :?ACEITES 
Certain tyres of V'.'lnablc acti vi ti~s in the physical :::clucation 
program must be carried on out of doors. F5_clcls and courts ha·Iin;:; 
various sizes and surfaces accordin[; to th;:; nature of tho activity arc 
imperative. 
Standards for I~ach l~acili t:r 
1. BASK!~T~"!i~LI.COl1RTS - Size 50 1 x 9h 1 plus 6 feet minimum on sides and 
end space; surfaced; for good draina :;;:; sloro 2 11 for 50 1 ; pcri::ancnt lin('.s 
marked; good b-;skctball backstops and ::;oals; courts running north an-l 
south. 
2. TZ!JlJIS COURTS - Size 36 1 x 7J 1 nd; total lrldth )0 1 ; tokl lcn::;t'1 
120 1 ; surfaced area 50 1 x 120 1 ; slope to net c0ntcr drain for rci.;.·id 
draina:;c, 311 for 60 1 ; lines rnal'lccd; good net and -n;.;t posts {rcr.1ov<'."bl:); 
court running north and south; courts surrounded by Ho. 9 chain link 
(2-inch mesh) fence, 1.2 feet hj_6h; metal posts of fence set in concrc-:-,o; 
at least one gate. 
3. SHOT-PUT-IUlJG - Metal band circb, with radius of 3 1611 , sun~ flus'.1 
l·lith the ground. Scratch board (1~ 1 long, 4-1/2 11 wide and 411 hi[;;1) on 
the portion of the circl.:i facing the throldng area; scratch board to 
be flush w:i.th inner edge of c5_rcb. Thr01·1:l.n::; ar.:;a of adequate size and 
located with regc-.rd to saf::ty of rcople in tho ar:a. 
4. VO!,J,~Y3!,IJ, C0UR'I'3 - SizG 30 1 x 60 1 net, with 610 11 borders, entire 
area surfaced; for rapid draina0:'! slop::: 311 for 60 1 ; metal or wooden 
posts (411 x 411 ) eieht feet CA,bovo ground; good not; lines marked; 
courts running north and south. This area could also ba used for 
bachninton. 
5. BAS:'.:J}'\.U, D:!:Ali8: 1D - Size 90 1 x 90 1 ; minimum field area 350 1 squar~; 
may b;:; superimposed on scm::i other fblcl in schools having 1-:;ss ti12n 501 
men enrolled in physical education; ::;ood turf in fLld are~.; dirt in 
good shape wi t'."i::i.n diamond arc;:i.; hor.w ;:late: in northeast corner; adoquat::: 
· backs~op; good· bases; lines marlc::od; fiold ap~rox~matdy lcvcJ. 
6. SOFT:'iA"T;:T, DIAI1J:!DS - Si zc 6'.) 1 x 6J 1 ; minimum fi:::ld area 250 1 
square; may be 3urJrimposcd on some ot'.1er field or in frc0 pJ..ay area 
if i;rass infield :.'.1d outfield; surface dirt for infield, in good sha: .~; 
ho:ne plate in northeast corn;..~r; aclcquat::~ backstop~ good bas,;s; lines 
r:1arked; field ap~roximataly level. 
7. FOOTBAI.L ?121.D - Size 160 1 x 360 1 ; 10 yards additional space on 
each side and cnci; standard i;oal posts; good turf; lines mar!rncl; field 
ru:mi?lg north and south; ackcpit-2 uatcrir3 and draina,:;G s;,·st:,ms; 
approx:i.r:1at.,;ly level. 
B. STADIUJ·: - A s;~~ctator structur~ providing scatins for ;:coplc to 
vieH athletic contests. Oth:r ross2.blc USC'S incbdc plays, i-•a.;.::a;its, 
lectures, c0r.::~1:-11cc~;3nt ~~~-:rcis.:13, a;1d oth::r special, sCr"lic~s. Si:aci.".:: 
underneath stadiu;·.1 sc:1.ts r-~c..~r i!"~c1~.~d:-: d1"cn3:!.n~ facili ti::;, of~ ... .;. ~!".JS ancl 
app~opr~at~ ~o.oms {"\a~? $'~f'a~~ ~or r::~:~ic::~ .~~~1?at.:?~~ c~~-s~c~. ~c·~:.:~tt~n~ ~c .. 
capc.C.L tJ s,_ou1d b~ ... 1.LLic._-.nt .,o . , __ t _.1 c.,~n t n ... ~''" l.-.tn .:,.o.,..,i1.,1 li ti,,o 
for ~x:•a!1sion to satisfy fut~1r . ., n-:.:Js. 
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S', S(:CCCl~ ?EJ.D ~ Siz: 165': x y:10 1 ; 15 r~·et ndditional s;-ac:: on each 
Sid~ a~:'. end; sl::\~dnrd footbo.11 g:1:;cl post:;; [;OOc1 turf; lir.~3 marked; 
fi(\ld rann:i.ni:; n.:irth a.nd. south; ad;;qu<,tc uat::rin:; and dr.?.ina.::;e system; 
ap!)roxinat,:11 1c:vsl. 
10. Sr.::!~''~I:;\J.!:__ 1''EL~. - Si ZC! 160' x 360 1 ; 15 fi.:!et additiontl space on 
each siclc c::'."ld e!1d; stn::c:e.rd football 3oal ;.osts; good turf; lines 
marked; :field runnir,3 north and south; adi!:qtiate uakrin8 and draina:;e 
syste:n:;; c-~~·::iroxi~-m t..e ly 1: v~l, 
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11. 'If:f·,c:~ - On-~-fourth nile, mimnn.m1 width 26: cxcqt straight.a~-my; 
220-yard st.raig:1tm·ray, 38' wid-~; curv:::s be.n~-::cd; curb of wood or concrete; 
rubb0r as?h.al t or cind::rs on sandy loan st:rfac.::;; drain tile and drainage 
b<:ds all aro'..l.nd b.e cd:-:;c. Trac~{ sho~;ld surround spcecl1.mll or football 
field. 
12. ror.;;;; V/.CLT !'IT - Sizc 14 1 x lh:; pit filled uith sm:d:tst (not rc:d-
wood)()r()t:1".:r soft: natcrial; st aixlarcl.s ~'lit.:1 r.10vablc ·center piece j uood 
or metal box for pole hole; sufficient lc;vc1 space for run on rubb.::r 
asphalt or cind'.)r or sandy loa17J path·.-my. 
13. BR.C-!1D JG';}' F:!:T - Size 10' x 16 1 ; pit filled with wet loos.c: sand 
1211 d2cp; sta~1d.r>.T'ds; s:Jfficient 1~v:;l s;:a~c for a straizht run on 
rubber as:::halt or cinder or sa.cly loa:'i :~at.'~l'.!aJ, 
14. HJ:G:i _Tr;:~-~~! - Siz<!J 10 1 x 14t; pit .filled ~rith samlust or oth:::r 
soft :i:akl'i&.l; :;te.nds.cls; irn.fficient lr;·nl space for a ri:-::;ht, left or 
strej_1)1t r·.·n on rub'b:!r a::;y-halt or cinder or sardy loarn rat~may. 
15. BJ,::-:,'...CT'.;RS ~ Outside bleachers for intercollegiate co~1r;ctition 
should b<~ a\;af1ai)16· for foot.0211, track a!:d fi:ld, and baseball; safe; 
not unsichtly; toilet facilit~_cs for t'.10 ;iublic, ccny:· nicntly locat~d. 
16. f.:r;Tnrf t/\.'::~s - Size 10 1 x 100 1 ; good tm·g·:t of standard riake; 
safe; t'.1rf. ----· 
17. GOLF nm~.~r_w_~:::?.:~ ~. Siz,o 10' x 12:; height 12 1 ; constrnr.tcd of 
s tcol f'r:='..m·:. and s::;all ';e s:1 wire or net; ca::.was d1·op at r:ack; r;ood tee. 
13. GOT..:~ Pl;'n'I''.·} G~3'~''. ~ S:l.zc 5J02'0 squi:,rc fo:;t for nin~ holes; 
sta.ndard turf; -~it~~i~cEii·d cu::.)s; si.:,rroundM by good fence. 
19. · HORS?S T):;;; C;JlJ'."?.T - Si zc !~'.) 1 l.Je:tr;:;n ::-.:::_;;c;; iron pegs; pitch board 
frD.:1:: arcD°ni-p:;g 6T"'x 6 l; pit.c:h:•!"·' s box filled i.-rHh cfo.~.1p. clay 611 
cl.cc); court on lcv.:.l ground; 18' bctH~en difi'cr.::nt co,.:rts; 10' of 
cxtr'.l. srace at ::om: cf cac'.1 court. 
20, :~.'~Hs.:::; - Good q:~<:li t:r c'1ain 1i!1~ fence s::rrounding outdoor play 
arec?s; i\::i;c.:>s •.-::1~·r;:-, n~o~l'."d to co:itrol s;·cctators e.nd a~1tq::i0':)il::s. 
TO SCORE 
-m 
(2) 
(3) 
- For each type of facility three factors Fmst be considered: 
The nnnb~r of r:,cn enrolled in :;hy0ical edncation; 
T'nc nu:.;bcr of uni ts required; 
The quality and condition of each facility, 
Points to be given each facility after considcrint; these factors 
are indicated in the for;·a, The score for each type of fr,cili ty should 
be estimated according to hm·r ucll it meets the standards gi vcn, the 
rating beine; (a) good (b) average (c) poor. Absence of the facility 
(where rcq1iired) would score zero. ln1crcvcr the f;;i.ci1i ty is not 
required, i,c., a.nd institution Hi th 200 men uould not need a s~cond 
swim;,1inc; pool, ·an asterisk ( ~') has been placed and part or all of the 
number of points allo:-red for this facility under 11 Scorc Possible" 
should be gi vcn, In no case can the "Total Points Eade" be c;r.::atcr 
than the 11 Score Possible." Under 11 Hunbcr of Uni ts, 11 circle the nmnbor 
of uni ts present uhich are bcinz scored. 
In institutions Hith limited enrollment, because of cost, it may 
be necessary for n;cn and lro11en to use certain f<:cilitics in cor,t'lon. 
Where this is done, the sane facility rnay be judt:.;cd for both up to a 
total enrollment as follows: Tennis ccurts, )00; for men's football, 
soccer, spccdball, hard baseball and for Honon's hockey, spcc-dball 
and soccer, the total minimun m;mber of sc,-.arate fields according to 
total school enrollncnt, should be e.s follous: )00 students 2 f;_clds; 
golf drivir.g car;cs, total enrollment; golf puttinc greens, total 
~nrollment, 
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• Greens l.z___., __ •_I "i.. ... :J_.,_l__: .. J......:.J '' L: .. J ..... : .... J ... :J . .: ... L.:.J .. : .... L:_..l§....i..l.~J_s_l_!§...J.]3..J 8 I 16 ! 12 ! 8 l Horseshoe ~I 00 1. : P.l_:_-l-:-!_ ... 5_:_t;_4 l :_[ti.~ ~ J~;J __ ~L~J .. ~~G-J ~J ;J·.'. ~l ~ I : 1.~ 1_· _: I : I : I : 1·i-. --8-i----1 
19 I Courts . ~l_0_!: . ..J....:.L.:...J_"_l_"_!_0_l_:_J_"_l_"_i_"_\_:J ........ £.L ... £L .. ±J~~L..~.J ....... ~..J-~j_2J~i~.2._ 
!--· ' 19 ' • l t; I • i • I O. ! ., i ~ I " L:J ~ i ., ~ " I .. ~ .. ! t; L:J ... i ~ ! 8 ! 6 ! 4 I 8 i G l:=:J 
[;] Fence E~l-;;,-6 r;::;-r~;i-;~r~;; 6 0~1--;J71;-;r7114 fiOi-6 i14~~10j 6 ,--1-4-.... ,---t 
Total 300 
The total points m'ade , . Score Possible 
divided by 2 , equals -- J j 
-- 150 
the score given. 1 
Score Given 
[~=1 ,... \Jl 
\Jl 
Vo EQD"IFi·1?NT 
I::qu.iprmnt inclLdcs in the main t:1ose facili tics uhich are r.iovab!e 
and usuaJ ly noed not be replaced as frcr::l~cntly as supplies. Som.3 activities 
desirable· in the phys:tcal education ;;ro::;ran arc possible only u'.icn c::rtain 
ty;-:cs o:f equip;·;1cnt arc on hando Cor:1:'.;<:.re;ic.l cquipi;icnt varies in kind and 
quality, therefore, a detailed description of each type is not attempted. 
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TO Seo:;:~ - The points indicated in the forn arc allotkd for nur1bcr, quality, 
ai1d condition of eqi.:.ip;ient according to cnrollic2nt. The corrective room 
equir.ment should incll:.dc lou 2.nd hif;h plinths, stall bars, stools, body 
mats 3~ x 61 , mirror 6 1 x 4', weighing scale, horjzontal ladder, balance 
bcar.1, square hair rillu1·;s> pcdogroph, scl12r.:0ttograrh, and hospit:o.l scre:en. 
HorizontEcl b<:trs should be adjustable. Hats m:i.ni:;i;'.?1 size 5' x 10 1 arc pre-
ferred. Hurdles should b.:: adjust.able, for 2 r 6n height ar;d 3' 6" hoit;ht. · 
· Maintenance equirmc:nt should incli.~de lino narJ~er, float, d:rac;, lmm mo•·rcr, 
ra.kcs,. hoes, shovels, hose, cai·t, 1·rh~:cl":)c..rrc1:1; sprinkl(:rs, cord and roll::r. 
(l1aint0na;;ce uork s'.'iould be done• by w:::·rkr;cn otl1cr than physical education 
instructcrs.) In the case of :;iats, horizon'L.?.l bars, clinbing ropes and 
hurdles, t1·ro rous o;f nunbcrs ar;·ear. 0:10 rou contains th() points and t~c 
other the ni.;r:ibcr of uni ts of eqnirncnt jud[;ed to be needed according to 
enrollrr.cnt. 
The score for C<lc'.1 type of equir:1cmt listed should be cstir:iatcd 
a-::cording tc hoH uc:J.l it PJ::cts the st~.nc12rc~s :si v-::n, the~ ratin; being (a) 
goocl, (b) avc;ragc, (c) poor. Absence of the cciui:~,r.1ent u:1crc r..zquircd 
·would score zor'.:l. In r.o c<1so can the 11 Tot2.J_ Points Eac\e 11 be ercD.ter t'.1an 
t'.1c "Score Passi bl·::;." 
Certain types of equipment may be used by both men m;d uorii:n. 
The total school cr.rollment, where the sa:;:c equi::-:~cnt may be used for 
both r:wn and ucr1cn is: piano, 500; m<>.ts )00; corrective roorn cqu:i.rment, 
500; clid:in3 ropes, )00; scales, 500; mai1~t~nar:ce cqui}'m:nt, total 
school cnrolJ.:·,~ent. 
VI. SuFPI.:;:n (G~;1u~n.) 
Suijplfos incll:de various typ2s of balls, nets, bats.9 bas:::s, 
score books, etc,, 1·;:1ich must l::c" cont.inufally rc:;lace>d, l\ot onJ.y shou1d 
supplies be stort:d on shelves in the stororco;n, but a sufficic;it nu>Jbcr 
·m1Jst constantly be rc:c_,Jy for use so as to ::·err.ii t the ra;-id 2.cquir0:ncnt 
of skills by studc:its tal:ing part in the rirozrn:i. 
I . . .. - . MEN ENROT,J&Q) PHY~~Jl!JQJ_ N ,- -- ~. 
NAME OF No. I 0- j 501- I 1501- I 2501- 35Q1.:-j 5001- I 7001- 10, 001 -i Score I Total 
EQUIPMENT 500 ' 1500• 2500 filiOO 5~---1~-~ over. .~Possible Points 
, I a Ll?_l_s_l-:l_'.'.J~I a L.~_i_s..[il~ 1_:._l_a_l_2-l..,;..~ ... £J ... P.J .. s...!...:J ... ~J c I a G_L£J Made 1 
, L}-:J_z_GJ1ol 1G_~l 1ol ~ 411017141101714110 I 7 -:J 10~ 10 r 3 c I . 4 l-r-5 ----,-6-~~ 10 ----12-r; 
. I 10 I 71 41~ 4 I 10 r 7Q 10 L...il 4l-1.Q_1_J_J 101 7t~Lo 71 41 10 7 4 
Tumbling 
M I (Gymnastics) A . 
1 I T r~· 
s Intercollegiate 
Wrestling I I I · r-:-r-Corrective . 
l.....:J~om F.quipment 
'1 I Horizontal 
3 I Bars 
' 
- ----
I Parallel 
.41 Bars 
5 Trampolines 
-· 
6 Rings (Pairs) 
I 7 
Climbirg 
Ropes 
i 
. l-2 :I . 1 · 1 1 I , .. 1° 1--. 1 l I l 0 • • 2° I 2 2 . i lO . ' 
• . LJj_J. 101 71 4 w 71 .r:r-r.1~J 4 ~ 7 4110 1 7.i 4.-'...d 71 4·' 10 1R 
11. 1-2 I , 1 4 I , 1 JJ , , JT.i.· J~l ,_,_JJ;:,_J 4. _,~:n:µ ,J +-,. ----1' I ' 
I I 1 I 1 . I . 1 ! . 1 t .. ,~.. ' ?. I ?. ! ~. I - •-.::5 -=l~' w_._1 ,1 .LJ_,_1.1 ·1,1 .r ,w__,_uJ ''--;-~: · · 
I 1I1I1 .. 1I11?. I 2' ?.' ' ' ~- .. LJ.JJ,J-i ,I,! .! ,ijj ,1 ~ ,UJ_,LI J,i ,, JlTil . . , l._:__l_:J._~ 1_J_:_I_:_. 1T.l_:_! .. _:_l_:__I .. 1_9 G_l-11~1 31 s I 4 21--:l-:r:ll 9 
• I .1. I . ! . ! .1.1 . 1.1. i .1 . I.I .1.1. ! . r.T.l ·~·1----1--
1-2 ·~_J-1J2! 5 ' 3 G~LJ 1! 5 GGI 5 Q~r~r~r~r=;i 31 1 ~1 5 I I 
.. 
-'. 1 _ ' -!-,..J.__L)"-J_J 1 ' '--L-17 I 2 I 21 . I 
f' 5 I 3' ! 1 ~ 5 ! 31, 1 I 5 I 3 !. d 5 ! 31 i 1~31 1, 5 I 3 ! 1 I 51 31 1 I 51 3 '1 I 
2-10 r_,l.1.l....2,1,- i---1 I -, . !-~- 5 
-!' 2 y-·;-?..,-1 I \ ! 3 t . 4 5 I 6. J 8 ' ' I, ,_ 
,_. 
\J1 
""" 
1_2 /. 61 4! 21~--~J-~L~L:L!!_0 4) 21 ·sl 1...?J sl:l2!LL~.-!_sl_:1L .. ~l 6 . -1 I 
:-1- , I · 1 l 1 __ _1 1 i 1 J 1 1~_?-.. L~-:::="'L·-··- ~"""'' --. =t I 8 Horse I ..... Vl 
"'1 
MEN ENROLLED IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
NAEE OF 
EQUIPMENT I I I I 1 ~ Score I Total No I o- 501- 1501- 2501- 3501- 5001- 7001- 10, 001- Po•sible Point• 
• 500 1500 2500 3500 5000 7000 10. 000 over " ·" 
· ::i : -:--1 : t~ : , : -:t 1~1~ : 1: i : 
1 
tf:l : r : i : 1~-:-, "'" 
. 9 I Scales 11-3 l~~I 1 2 . 2 --, 2 3 I 3 3 . r 5 
a· d. ~31~ 3 1 15 13 1 1 r-:i~G1 5 1 311 1 5 13.1 l ITT~ 5 3 1 5 3 1 LI Ste. icmeter -~- ~~l.~1~ 2 1~-1,·-, 3 3 3 
11 l Hurdles 20-~! 10 17 l 4 iili1-~J 10 I 7 G_!.10 .lJ_!_llo 17 I 4 ! 1017 14 I 10 7 14 I 10 
. I so I 20 I 40 ~ 40 I so r so I so l so ~I 
: 12 I Wdgh< T"ini"" "'" • , ,,, , j • l+i.l 10 wm.-:rr.r:ri-:-r:v:-110 I_! t~I lO 
I l-i-1--i-1-. -I,, 1.,j 1-~1-·-1--r-,-~~....:.. __Jl-2 . 
I :i.3 I Tr 1i;J!ng Room Eqpt. " 18 15 I 3 .1: 8 I 5 J 318 I 5 I 3 8 I 5 3 I 8 11 513 I 815 1 3 j 8 Is 13 l 8 5 3 8 I ; r i1.ll_~·-· . I I ' Rcs:archLaboratory ITl-i -. r-1- .-,-·- -i--;-11. m ¥ 
-4 Eqmpmo~ ' 1017 ! 4 E)_:__[!_kf,l_:_!~J 4 r:l21412'._ll_:_l 10 '.2,ril 4Cl 7 j 41 lO ! I 
~1ai.ntenance " I l v ! I ! ! 1 . I j 15 '''"pmor.< I 10J 714 i 10 ! 714 ! 10 I 714 ! lOJ J~ 10 I JJ,o I 714 r:-i, 4 "" '' 41 10 
. . . 
5 
I 
Total 125 The total points made equals the score given 
w LJ 
!-> 
Vl 
co 
VI. SUPPLES (G1~rr.:::Hfl.L) Contim:ed 
TC SCORE - The number placec in each e~rollr.:c:-. t colt::::n after each 
supply named is ·~he quantity of .;::;.ch sup!='lY judecd -::: be n.:<:dcd annually •. 
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The baucball catcher's out::.:. should include ::,::::; :-rotcctor; shin 
protectors; mask and mitt.; if li:::? is r::urchascd by -::-:c b~.rrcl rather than 
by the sack, estimate. in terms c: So pound sc:.cks. :t is assur.1ed that sets 
for horse-shoe and table tennis :·."ill include evcr-ft:::.::g 1:cccssary to play 
the game. In computing student ::'=riods .for number :: cl.:?a!'.: towels needed 
daily, include studcn-~ periods i:. intra::mral.and i::':.;:·colle;iatc athletics. 
If the quantity of supply J.:..3tcd is available ;;. ':; the school, of good 
quality, and is ready fer use, t:-.:::i give points a.12..:~;cd under "Score 
. Possible". The total number of ::;:ints r.iade divide\'.! ::,7 2 is the score 
.given. (See chart, pages 40, · 41, 42) 
VII. PP.OVISIOH FOR PnEVEl!1'IO~! A:-~ :=:::::J::n..JS!1CY CARE C:: ::::'JU?.ES 
For the prevention of injuri:;s in the instruct::.::::al r-r: gram, intra-
mural athletics, intercollegiate athletics, and fo~~ ::.-:cr;cncy care after 
injuries occur (first-aid), certain suprlics and p:·: :::dc:rcs arc essential. , 
TO SCORE - Record in the poi::ts r.mdc column t:-:.= points possible 
(or less) if the procedure is in ::sc, then add poi:-,"':.s :.w.de. 
Provision I Points r Points 
: Pcssi~e _· I·lade: 
, A written statcrnant. i;:o·.-~rns instructor:;; ...... 
in their prevention cf :.::juries and their 10 
renderinG of first-aid.· 
----·-
2. After first-aid, the st·..:jent is Sent to 
the college or uni vcrs~-'.;:;• Health ('.' . .:icrvicc. 3 
3. A stretcher is availabl-.? to the instruct-
or of a class. 8 
4. Basic first-aid SUlJpli<:5 are avai.la'.::lc tc 
the instructor. 13 
5. A trainer is employed f':ir intE:rcollcgiate 
athletics. 8 
6. A physician is present -.. int.:rcollc~iat>? -=-\J 
contests in f<;>othall,,. ':;:~~~ctball, base- 3 
ball. and track and ll:!_:J. . 
I~ Total 50 
Score Possible Score Givl'.!n 
I 
CE'.~ERAL SUPPLIES l o- 501- I 500 lhOO 
~ Ar':hery 3~ws I 1n 15 I 
" 
,, A;:c;':ir.;ry T vp;e!z & EP..~~l.~· 1 3 4 
-
1 
: I ;~ a:~r:"1;1JJ.~ 
2 de'.?.. 3 doz. I ~ 
I 1..t~.~l{.-:l"h.~.::1;, 8 ::.c r! I ij Pr·c~l:i-~J.?.~ 8 rn 
--l I I i f; ! Hand!i!3.JJ~ 12 16 
'/ i Sor.·:er S~}~.:. ~ f: I I l dcz. I · 2 dor:.I fl 
' 
Srf•',~J.1~ 
I I ' "ii r·T!f.vb'1.U:: 5 ! 9 4 
I I 1 I 
-1.Q_J ::\'l,eh'l1J B~~ec rzet~) I 1 
-1LI I I . I ~r.ft""'p11 !i~-~~~ (;,~ts' 2 r-:-i l?. Ba$eb,1ll Bats 12 
131 S0ftball Bats J.2 12 I 
14 !larnb<:ll Catchers' Outfits 1 2 I 
. (Mac!<~) I I 
P, Su[tball Ca':chet~' Cut:fits I 2 I 4 i 12 sets I Golf Clu!Js (sctz of four.) 8 sets , 4 sets . I 7 Jndi'"'.l Clu!Js (4 clubs in set• 6 sets 
I 1s r (SO lb. bags) i I Air Slacked Lime 12 I 16 
MEN Ef.Jl{rnLE'J P'f ?P-f.~ICN, EDUCATION 
1 I 1501- 2501- 3501- 5001-2500 3500 5000 '/OCO 
?.O I 25 I 30 35 
. ~ 5 7 9 4 do'?'. ! 6 dr.7., 10 dc.z. 
' I . I I 12 15 20 25 
I I I l?. lif: 18 20 
I I I 20 24 30. ::l?. . 
8 I 10 I J.2 14 I !, 
2 doz. I 3 dcz. I 3 doz. 4 do:; .. 
I l I I ' 8 8 l 10 '2 I ?. I 2 2 I 3 l ~ I l I I 4 5 
' 
6 I 8 
16 I 20 I 24 I 30 I 
16 I 20 I 24 I 30 I 
2 i 3 l 3 I 3 I 
I i I 8 ! 6 r 6 1 8 
' • 
16 sets j I 20 sets i 24 zets I 30 se:r 
I ! 
10 set~ I 8 sets I 8 sets ! 10 sets 
i ! i - I 20 ! 24 
' 
30 36 
I 7001-10,000 
".\O 
17. 
12 do:o:. 
I 
30 
24 
3~ I 
16 
6 dnz. 
16 I 
4 I 
10 I 
36 I 
36 
4 I 
10 I 
36 sets I 
12 sets I 
40 I 
10,001-
ever 
40 
12 
l?. do? .• 
30 
2"1-
::!h 
15 
6 doz. 
16 
4 I 
' 
10 
36 
36 
4 I 
10 J 
I 
36 sets j 
12 sets I 
40 
Score 
Posdble 
!3 
6 
8 
9 
g 
" 
6 
6 
7 
5 
5 
6 
5 
5 
4 
9 
4 
4 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Total 
Pc·int~ 
?Jade 
f-l-
CJ'\ 
0 
MEN &'\TROLLED IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Score Total 
GENERAL SUPPUES o- I 501- 1501- I 2501- I 3501- I' 5001- I 7001- 10,00it- Possible Points 500 ! 1500 2500 3500 5000 7000 10,000 ever Ma<le 
I I - I I ·I 19 Ball Inna.tors 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 3. 
20 Mending Kits 2 2 2 2 I 3 1-L 3 3 1 3 
21 I ·I I I 20 I I 
I Tennis Nets 8 12 I 16 24 24 30 30 7 
I I .. I I I I I I!] B'<m!rnon N<U · 4 6 8 .s 10 10 12 12 6 I Volleyball Nets I I I I ·10 I I I I 4 6 l 8 8 10 12 12 7 ~ _ Pistols a'.1d Shells 2 2 I 2 13 I 3· I 3 I 4 I 4 I 5 
I h!, I I 
. 
t I I I I 2.5 Baseb::ill Score Books 2 2 3 3 4 4 4 
I I I ·-i2 I 2~ Basketb:i.11 Score Books 4 6 , 8 Lo 12 16 16 4 
n7 I_ Football Score Bool<s I . 1 I 1 I 1 r l I 2 I 2 2 I 2 4 I ~._ .. 
1· Tem1is Score !looks I 2 i 2 I 2 I 3 I 3 I· a I 4 I 4 4 I ! r-i· ----~ . . f I 1 I 1 i1 · 2 I 2 I 2 , 2 4 
i l2 ia la la 14f4 
, ! 5 I 6 I 7 1~~1 9 I 10 
; ! 5 IH· 7 I 8 1 · 10 I 12 1. 5 
• , 5 I 6 I 7 I s I 10 I 6 
4 
5 
I 
I 
--;---;.---,- I I I . I 
I 8 10 . 10 I 12 I 12 ! . 
--, 3 l-: 1-4 I 6 T 6 I 4 ! 
3 
... _ l1 I 2 • ! 2 I 2 I 2 I 
~- .· 
[,___. 4 µ. 
·"' !--"' 
/ MEN ENROLLED IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
-
I o- !301- 1501- 2501- 3501- 5001- I 500 1500 ?.500 3500 5000 7000 . GEHERA!. SUPPLIES 
6 I 9 i 12 1 15 
.! 18 24 
I 
. I 
!I I! as Tennis Racquet$ 
37 I Towels A ~rean towel availab!e for ~ach student period participation 
- I . ' . ' 
70001-
10, 000 
30 
Scor.e 
10, 00~ - • Pos:ible 
ove~. 
36 10 
9 
Total 
Poi~ts 
Made 
fY """" I 2 I 2 i--:-i 3 J 3 I ' I 4 LJ ' w~lM"'" I, I ,I ,I·~.:, I,, .. 
4.0 l__.ro~).'l~ ! 2 I.I 4 I 4 · · 5 . . 5 I 6 I 6 ! 6 ; I 
'il I Shot.:(16-lb.) I 2 I 2 1· 2 I 3 I 3 I 3 I _____ ~ _I 4 6 
10 6 42 I V;rnltir.g Po!e~ . I 3 H r -- 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I ' I Stop w::ches i I I LJ I I r-i 
i..£.3-J - Watcli~:;--Gam~ Timer I 2 l 3 , 4 · 5 . 6 , . 8 , 10 I · 12 . I 6 
~ i Whl~~1.~s I 4 I 8 I 12 i 12 I 18 I" 18 l=:J ·. . 24 ,:--~-. -----1 
45! WhiteYam(f!~ls)__ f 2 I 3 '- 4 j 5 l s I 71 8 I =8 341 
. ·-------- • I Total = J 250 2 
The total points made __ , divided by.!.._, 
equals the score given. 
Score Possible 
1 · 125 I 
Score Given 
CJ 
'"" 
°' f\j 
C. PROGIUli OR.JAlTIZATIOH 
1. PEHCE:TTAGE OF STVD!':l!TS ;;;~'ROLLC::D 
A physical education rrocra1:i, no r1atkr ho1·: excellent, ci4.nnot 
be considor;::d adequate unlr:ss it. definitely affects all of the students 
in· the ins ti tu ti on, It should be un'dcrs tood that indi vidl1als uho are 
injured or ill arc cnti tled to tcr,1porary excuses, but t:1erc is no 
student able to attend the institution rcguL:i,rly 1·1ho uill not bcnefi t 
by some form of prorcrly adapted physical education procram. 
TO scon..:: - Students Hho report to the physical education class 
instructor for attendance; ar.d then arc assigned tc a modified activity 
progra-n, arc considered enrolled in rhysic2.l odt1caticn. Students w'.10 · 
participate in intramural and intercollegiate a.thJ.ctics arc cot>nkcl as 
enrolled in physical education for the rroportion of tirr:e spent during 
the quarter or semester concerned, Credit for enrollment is not given 
unless the student attends class. To secure the enrollr.wnt for a given 
year, add the enrollment for three qua1·tcrs and then divids by 3, or add 
the enrollment for tt-ro semesters and divide by 2, 
Compute the percentage of men taking physical 0ducation of the 
average number of men enrolled in the institution during the t1-10 semes-
ters or three quarters concerned, The points allotted to the range in 
which this percentaec falls is the score given, The average number of 
men enrolled in school ; the avcraec number of men taking 
pJ.iysical education ; compu~ed percentage 
erccnt ronrollcd in I 95 G9 82 75 ~7 59 50 41 31 30 
1y:~cal, ~d~~a tion, _ tc to to to to to to to to o.r 
f uile a J\;r, . .[,C nur.1Lcr 
of men in school 100 % 33 Bl 74 66 58 49 40 less 
...._ Points t~Jns l10519s 13517S!65!_ss]45.35 
Score Possible Score Given 
I~ 125 J ( r 
II. TIFE AI LOTTI,Y"FT FOR PEYSIC.AL .T:;DCCATIO!l CI/.SS!':S 
Adequate ti1"c is ncccsse.ry for t'.10 c>,cco;1plishmcnt of objectives, 
The objectives in physical education at the college c>.nd university levels 
are for students to acquire kno•.-:lcdge about physical education; devclop 
desirable interests, attitudes, e~11otions, and ideals ~n activities; main-
tain and further dc·:elop skills in knot-m acti vi tics; acquire new skills 
in additional activ:l.ties; and dev.::lop qr naintain a r;;;<?.sonaolc d<:;gree of 
strength, muscular endure.nee, and carclio-rcspiratory endurance. It seems 
obvious that students Hill havo a t;r~:atcr op~1ortunity to secure the many 
contributions to development and adjustment 11hich arc inherent in 
physical activities if. the time allottrncnt is adequate. 
16J 
TO SCORE - Only time .allott;cnt for t!10 instructional period in phy-
sical education is r1:::2.sur:;d here; it docs not include time Hhic)1 should 
be spent in rracticc for intra:"Jr2,l gau:s or for 1;artici;x1tion in intcr-
collegi.atc games. Periods longer the?.n 60 r:iinutes arc assuP1cd to be dcuhlc 
periods, Locate the num<:.,cr of tif':es physical cducatio:1 is required of each 
student rcr week; also locate t:w number of minutes in the class period, 
In t'.1e appropriak · sql1aro uill b.:: found the roints w:1ich are to be given 
as the score. If th"' length of class periods and til'1cs p<T week are not 
constant, then use av,:ragcs. Class periods d~votcd to '.:ce?.lth instruction 
arc not to b-J counted as phys:l.cci.l education ;:-eriods, The lcnr;th of the 
period includes ti:nc used in passing fror1 class to class and also the tir:1e 
used at the beginning and end of the pcr:lod for dressing which should be 
kept at a minimum. 
' 
-Tir1cs 1.cngt'.1 of Pt~riocls in ,.... ..L i·~~-nu vC:S 
. per 
Heck so SS I 60 
1 10 20 J 25 
2 2s hO I i)O 
3 L10 60-1 l':> 
-
III. IEAI.TrI EX/'JH'. 11~.:£r~·;!J OF STF;):~:·T_S ;:y y;ys:r:cL·0~:4_n·:;~·!TI~.:!,_ Jl .. !'iJ !'HIRSE 
The physical education :-r0sr2.r.1 s!:.ould be c:.d<>.rkd to t'.1.-: nc·c:c.s of each 
student. T:1cse needs nwy b:_~ dctcrr:!incd in part by rcrioc1ic referral for 
special cxariinationS.. Certain r.·[G"ts of t'y~sc examinatio11s ;:mst be given 
by the physician, dentist, or nurse, while oth.::r parts !:my bf c;iv<".n by the 
physical education instructor. 
TJ SCC:E.:~ - From the health exar:iination records, dct~r!;i~ne t:rn extent 
and fr,:quenc1 of the examination of stncknts. Record opDcsi·t·c each ite;·" of 
examination the cstir~atcd number of points a'ccordinc;. to t'.w frequency and 
percente,ge of men examined, If, for eXPJ;:ple, in the periodic examination, 
?O pcircc,nt of the men 1 s !H~dth records sho'r 2. fci1nily iwt.lth history, 10 
points should b·c a;:arded; for 60 1;er ·cent, 6 points; e>.nd for 30 rer cent, 
2 points. Similar intcrprct9.tions a:-c Viar1c for t'.rn othor items_. If 
ccrtci.in items of cxnmination are omitted, score thcr1 zero. 
In s:x:ie schools certain i tc:.;s of .:xam:ination under Uni ts III and IV 
may be inbrchang·:.d, but this s:1o·dd r:ot rcsul t in loss of points. 
164 
165 
Extent of 
E:xami nation 
Rt!fcrral 
E~:a?:iin3.tion 
Hhcn IJ·~<,dcd 
Total I 
Point:; 
l,11'.- rl"' J. .. c. ... t ..... 
Th·~ total points made , di vidcd by 4 ___ , 
equals the score given Score 
Possible 
GJ 
200 
Score 
Given 
=i 
IV. CLIHICAJJ I<:Xl'YPATIOH OF STUDEi!TS ?I FifYSIC.~~, Em·-;_:_ ?IO~! D:STRUCTORS. 
Health clinics hav~ been org.:nized so that ;:copl:: can be examined and are 
then fr:'.!e to follow the advice gi vcn concernin.:; thci::- :i::al th, Ti1e clinical 
approach should be used in r:hysical education so. the.:. colle:;;c students, after 
taking variot1s types of tests and cxa:ninations, can ~~ ?ropcrly advised on 
the selection of courses that will :::cet their p'.:lysical education needs. 
, 
TO SCOR::!: - Record opposi tc each i tcm in t'.1e list :.:-:e cstinatcd number of 
points according to the frequency and pcrc:cntasc of :-:e:i examined, If certain 
items under the exanination are or.iitted, score thc~1 z:ro. In some colleges 
certain i terns of t!lc ex<>.mination under Uni ts III and Tl nay bi; interchanged, 
but this should not result in loss of points. 
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Extent of Clinical 
E:xn;.1ina ti on 
Heicht 
Heir' ht 
~ Individnal G"'" u 111111 sll 9 I 6j 3f 17 I __ __, 
t Due.l Ge_incs ID:.z/ 11 _ill_:..~/_21 17 1:---~ 
. ~. Team G2ncs IL~d 1 I 11!! 50 ]_I 10 r 
Conbative Activities II (f])4!1 41-~-21--8 -,--i 
Acaue.tics ',~,! 1lr~7._ ILJ1lil,-5sµ-J~ 1106 I 
.. '.tiscular ,_-, 2~ 1 1;,-Jii~-- --20--i~--i ~!inkr Adivitics  4~~f I~nduranc~ ] H G Cardio-respir~tory JI ;.I 16 I_ g 12 ! 24 
i-"'-1il_e_t-ot_a_l_p_oi··::.. n-,t-s -rn~c - -- , d5 vid~-1--·~al ,!-)-O_ 0-i---i 
by 4 equals the scor.e given • 
Score 
7ossible 
Score 
Given 
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V. ASSIG?!HS~!T OF ST'..1D3:1fl'S TO CLASSES 
To prevent omission or unnecessary repetition of experiences iri physical 
education classes the program should be graded and student.s should be assig-
ned to classes according to individual ncods as diagnosed through the results 
of a clinical examination, 
TO SCORE ..;. Record-the score allotted to the descz:iption which most 
nearly describes the metho.d of assigr;ment being used. 
Score 
Method of Assi~~"l!ent to Classes r>ossible 
Students are allot·1e.d to register for any activit.T class 
. scheduled in the nrograTil without any restriction • 5 
Students are not allowed to regist<:r for the same nwa-
bered activity course more than once. 15 
Students are assigned to classes after counseiing out 
without the results of·a clinical examination. 25 
Students are assigned to classes after counseling witn 
the aid of the results of a clinical examination. 35 
.. I Total 35 
-.. Score Possiole m . Score Given .. I_ _.._ ...... 
VI. -SIZE OF CLASS:ZS (ACTIVI'l'Y) ·,·]Ofil~\L GROUP 
The optimum size of activity classes in physical education depends to 
a large extent upon the nature of the activities offered, the facilities 
present, and the calibre of the instructor. In the past, it has been · 
assumed that classes in physical education should be considerably larger 
than classes in other areas. With the re~lization that students should 
have the program adapteq constantly to their. individual needs, physical 
education classes have been reduced in size. Students doing individual 
exercises to correct or i."llprove certain conditions should be placed in 
classes smaller ·than the classes organized for the norlilal group. 
TO SCORE - Record the points allotted opposite the condition which 
most nearly describes the situation, Un1e.ss there _is no restriction on 
the size of classes, first find the total number of· men enrolled in 
physical education, and then compute the percentage enroll~d in class~s 
of 30 or under. If the percentage is less than 85, try computing for 
the next higher category. The sar:1e procedure in scoring is used in 
Unit VII. When scoring t:nit VII in institutions 11ith fewor than 200 
men,· allow full score if individual arranger.i~nts are made instead of a 
class organized, Ordinarily from three to five per.cent of the men 
should be found doing special corrective ~·rorl<:. 
Size of Classes Score Possible 
No restriction on size of classes 10 
More than 25;~ of the students are enrolled in 
classes over 50 20 
90% of students are enrolled in class~s of SO or 
under 35 I 
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90% of the students arc enrolled in classes of ~o or u:1dcr So 
·%% of the stud~nts are enrolled in cls.sses of 35 
. 
'.:r under 65 
t35% of .the students arc enrolled 'in classes of 30 or under 7~ 
l Total 75 
Score Possible Score Given 
75 · r· 
·] 
VII. SIZE OF CMSS'?S (COI?RECTI•m OR RZSTP.ICTE:D GROUP) 
{For the statencnt and i'nstructions on scoring, see previous unit.) 
,,, 
Score 
Size of CJ.asses Possible 
No class or individual arranzc:'lcnts nade for handi cap'.=·Cd group 5 
85% of students are enrolled in claSSC)S of 25 or under 1.5 
80% of skclents are enrolled in classes of 20 or under 20 
80% of students are enrolled in classes of 15 or under .25 
I 1'ote.l 2.5 
Score Possible Score Given 
VIII. TEAC~m~G LOAD (ASSIG: 1 ~D 1'IJ:I;~ 
An instructor should fUt i'ort.i' his ne>.~::.i.r:ium effort each period of the 
day whether he teaches ten or forty ~'upils in the class. A heavy teaching 
load means less opportunity and inclina.tion to give students .individual 
attention, 
TO SCORE - Co:.ir-ute: the avcra;::e nur1ber of r~inutcs pc:r weok each 
instructor is assi;:;n~d to duty by an acb1inistr-ator or the head of th•.: 
dcpartr.;ent; consider all instructors uho are assi[_;1i.::.d to' the instruct-
ional period, intra:.1li.ral athletics, or intcrcolJ.cciate ;;.thlctics; 
consider extra uorl: accordine to the ar.i01mt of tine spent; whore the 
teacher -:1a3 academic classes and also clCJ,sscs in :>-h2:sical education, 
record for his tctal teaching e.ssienmcnt. EstL:i2t;J average wcel:ly timi! 
where scasorml difforcnc·:!S in 2.ssign:~cnt occur, .Record for each instruct-
or in his colui:m, and opposi tc· his as:>igncd tir:1c, the n:m'::lcr of points 
allotted; add across c;.nd down. The tok:.l points !11aclc,, divided by the 
r.uinu.:r 0: instructors, is the fina.l score given. 
LEGEIID - Class contact hours (actiV:ity) ---lfoltiplicr --2 · 
Class contact hours (thcorJ)------Eultiplicr --3. 
Office hours ---------------------i~ul ti plier --1· 
Other assignments ----------------ifol ti plier --1 
SAEFLi;: CQ1.'.PPTA TIOTI FO!: Alf ESTTIUCTOR -
15 aci ti vty hours x 2 = 30 
3 theory hours x 3 = 9. 
5 office hours x 1 =_.2. · 
Total = 4h 
'l'ot2.l clock hours 
assigned weekly 
50 
--·-rtS 
--h6 
4h 
42 
-
~ 40 
38 
~36 
34 
32 
-· 30 
-
-
-, Score Possible 
J 10 20 
Lib 
60 
oO 
100 
- I bO 60 
I ho 20 
10 
I · · . . Staff Ecmbcrs . I 
t--::~r-e 121£rrrf119 I lO Tiffrl 
Tot2.l 
Points I ···~ ~-···· 
-~-·::-~r-e -.. -={-15-J=16 j·_-_17_,.1=-1c-, l,_·_19__,_20-· 21 l_22 J_23_ 2_t. 1:-'-5 -+l-.J.!-I-:ia-c1e--1l 
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Score Possible Score Gi~cn 
1 
IX. RECOF'.DS KITT Al!D USZD 
A variety of rcccrc1.s in physical education is a n0ccssi ty, . Records 
should bo kept pcrtair.ing to the instructional prcgr2.1:1, intramurd 
athletics, c>.nd int·:'.!rcoll0;).::.t0 .:-.... l'Jlctics~ 
I 
TO SCC·~r; - Estimate th(! score for each tyre of !"cc:-inl l~crt 2.ccord-
ing to ccrnplctcncss, ncatn::!ss., value a:1d ''SO made of ti1: r:;cord. 
Score z~ro when the tyr:c of record is not keFt. Tl1c total points 
made is the score civcn. 
Type of Record 
Class roll record 
Clinical examination record (by physician) 
Clinical examination record (by Instructor) 
Record of issue of supr;lies and equipment 
Record of student 1s intr2.mural accor.:plisirnent 
Record of student's intercollegiate athletic 
accomplishr.1cnt 
Record of majors and minors in physical education 
-
Score 
Possible 
3 
4 
6 
4 
4 
4 
5 
Record of graduate students in physical education 
____ -I- s I 
Record of accidents 
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Toto.l 
poii:ts 
made 
I 3 I r------------_::1=--4 i----
1 
Record of Financ2s for instructional prograri 
Record of financ:s for intrr,mur2.l at'llctics 4 
Record of financ:::s for intcrcollc::;iatc at!11cUcs 
Score Possible Score Given 
X. CREDI'l' 
There is nothin~ peculiar or sacrcd about c;ivine; credit for Hork 
accomplishe:d. Gi vine; cr:di t is a oookccping arranr;cricnt 1·:hich ci vcs 
us a s::.ort-cut indication of what the student hz.s done according to 
the instructor's judgmcr,t, ~-,'hen crodi t is ci vv1 for other subjects, 
not to give crc:di,t for plvsical education t8nds to ;ivc students t!ic 
ir.i:i;rcssion that physical cduc2.tion is unin;'ortant, 
TO scorn:: - Locat~ the points orposi tc tho condition· 1·:hich :::d.sts and 
record as 11 scorc [;ivcn11 , 
Credit for physical education activi tics PS corr.] OSSlU .C 
No credit given for physical education aci ti vi"ty cours.::s 0 
Credit given but not required for graduation 40 
Credit given and required for graduation 75 
Score Possible Score Given I 75 :1 
XI. GRJl.DITG IN ACTI1JITY COlRSES 
School grades arc :;ivcn to pupils t?.king aeadenie subjects and arc 
meant to represent the instructor 1 s best judgmcnl of the quality of 
work done by students. In and of themselves, grades have no direct 
value, but they serve indirectly a useful purpose in indicatinr; to 
the student and others',;ho might see them, the instructor's judgr:1~nt 
of the student 1 s uork. Grades should br! composed of composite judi;rnents 
on a number of important factors·, 
TO SCOF__,_-S - In schools having more than one instructor, it is ass-
umed a unifor11 system of ::;radin8 ·will have ken adopted for the dcpart--
ment, Record in the "Points Made" -colurm the mimbcr of points possible 
opposi tc each factor which is included b;r the instructor lhcn conputing 
the studcnt 1 s grade, If the factor is not includ2d, score zero for 
that factor, The total points made is the 11 Score Given". 
Factors considered in computing ;,:radcs in 
activity courses 
RcguJ.arit.y of attendance (Including tardiness) 
Score 
·· Possible 
10 
Points 
1-:adc 
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::::::rnanahi. I : t ---
,....-Kno-· ul--ed-'.':c----.,------1 $. I~----
. Achievement: Skills I 5 · c=: 
Interest, at ti tucks, c::-:otio:-is, ideals I 5 . I 
1-'_I_m_p_r_o_v_e_m_c_n_t_i_n_o_r;;.g._:m_i_· c_f_i_· t_n_c_s_s __ (~s_t_r_c_n..;;;g;...,t_h_a_.n_d_e_n_d_u_r_e __ n_c_c:f 5 . c·---
_R_e_ci_u_i_r_e_d_u_n_i_f_o_rm __ ( n_""_"'a_t_n_c_-r_, s __ a_.n_d_c_h_a_n_e;_c_rl,..e_q_u_i_r_E,_d_)--'--1 l 
~Total 
Score Possible Score Given 
XII. AT:-rr,;:;nc Jl.1.'A~D S'-'."~1Ti~i'.S' 
In most institutions a:rards of various kinds arc i:;i '1:::.11 to studont3 in 
athletics, dc('ating, drnma, and other activities, OhviouslJ, the purpose 
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of t!1csc a~mrds is to stinulatc student particiration and to r.:co.;nize: succ:;~;s 
attained through ef!ort. 
TO. SCOP.~ - . Record i_.TJ th: "Points I·E.dc" colu1.m the points possi bl.:: oi;pos-
i t.z each cri tcr:ton s~t.a t.::~ ::r widi ni:.; tl1c 0:.1.:i,rd sust.:.:m r.1ccts tl1c cri tcrion. 
Score· zero orposi fo any cri t:!rion not rr.et. The tottl points made is the 
score given. 
A- A':!A!'DS mn D!TR.A:IURAL AT:ILETICS 
Cr'i t:ria Score Points 
Possible HR de 
A1.•ards a1~ply to all activi tics sponsor~cl 4 
k·'ards are <<i vcn individuals~ to winniri.:; 
t·.~ams and 
4 
l):oghies -~'5· 0 to 5l;re c>.wardcd ;;ll'J.00) 
to tea:ns (cost: 
4 
Hedals are m·rarded to individnals (cost: $.50 to $1.50) 4 
T!1e cost of awards is borne by the 
intramural budget h 
.. 
-· I Total 20 
Score Possible Score Given 
r 20 
B- N::r.Jms FOR H!1-:::FCOT,LEGIAT"'. A.mr.-~TTCS 
·- - - --
·- -
Criteria Score Points 
Possible I·:adc 
Eligibility for auards is dckrmincd by 
adol1tec1 stand<1rds 8, 
~ 
Trop'.1ics and 1~~dals arc not given 6 
Felt numerals are -eivcn to freshmen 
team members 6' 
Block letters arc givrn to varsity 
teaM n~r.1bcrs 6 
S:-rcatcrs, jac:!;cts, and blan''c:ts if giY~n as 6 mmrds arc raid fer by th~ <.t'.llctes 
·--' ~ Athletes r.a:r r~ccivc a;rards in !:lore t:um or:e snort 6 Athletes ma.y rec:!ive more than one cn·rard in the sa::;c sport 6 
·---·----
Cost of a···ards is b::irne by the c?.thlct:tc budbct 
or by sp<:cial a;.;propri a ti on of the st·.Icient r body or:,;1rn'Lzation 6 
- I, 'i'otc.l ~o 
. 
Score Possible! 50 }score Gi vcn I I 4 
D - rn;:; :r "; (AC'rI7I'l'ES) 
1. I:lSTRUC'l'IO!'!AL PHO'_E'l1~: ( S'.~R?Ir-:!: P~O'.JR'l.!'l) 
--. Students-in colle.;es and uni VGrsi ties should acquire the develop-
ment which comes frc1J partici"'c>.tion in a nu!:lber of ph~rsical education 
activities, Each activity 1121.l..· .:t different contribution to make to the 
tl•::vclopr.1ent and. adjust::1ent of the individual. Instruction in a variety 
of activities, greater ernphasis on those uhich nalrn ultimately the [~r~ater 
contribution to the future life of the individual, and making the exper-
ience in these activities possible to the graat r1ajority of students, are 
the factors which compris~ the well-balanced activity program in physical 
education, 
'l\J. seem~ - \Pnen scoring this unit, failure to have a variety of 
activities in the in:3tructional procram c8.US'?S the institution to lose 
points, Do not count participation in intra;"Jural atl1btics or inter-
collegiate athletics as they are scored in l:.l1e uni ts which folloH, 'lhe 
total points appearing .. in the "Points Posoible11 cciluran is greater than the 
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.actual score possible in order to give institutions so1:ie· c:1ose of activitiss. 
Activities included in the ser7ice Points Points 
program Possible Hade 
I -1. A;iparatus activities ( gy:~mas tics) 20 
-
. '2. Archery 12 
3, Badmintpn 12 
-
4. Basketball . 18 
' I 5, Bowling 14· 
6. Correctives I 10 
I --7, Dancing (Dallroom) 15 
8. Dandng (Folk) 
' 
13 I 
- -
9, Dancing (I-:odern) 10 
D. Dancin~ (Square) 13 
-
11. DivinP" 7 
' I 10 12. Fenci n~ 
13. Golf 16 
lh. Handba;ll 10 
·, 
15. Ice Hockey _I 9· 
16. Life Sa-ring & i!akr Safety 10 
www::s ...... ~ .. ~~..:rJl"lt:K----· 
Ac ti vi ties inclnd·Jd in t:1e. service Points [ Poi:1ts 
pro:;ram - Po-Jsi~~ ~:ade 
l-'.'I. SofV:mJ.l ·.c 12 
-
,i;3, Slcatin·~ (Ice) 1.!l.__ 
----
2-2.!. Ski int; 12 
20. Socc::;r 16 
21. Speed ball 13 
-·---
22. Squash Is-
.____ 
23. S1·1i:irr.1ino: 20 
2lt. Tennis 20 
·' 
25. 'rrack and Field 18 -
26. Cross CountI"J Hild!1g r Runnin::; 15 c: 
27. Tunbling 16 
28. Volleyba11 15 
29. Heir.ht Trai,.ni\1g 10 
JO. Hrestling 16 
!·n 
I-·. ·=i ~ 
33. 
34. 
11c;. I 
"',• I Total 1_~100 __ 
Out of 400. possible points, 350 point3 is the r~axil;p_1·~ mn';:>er Hhich is 
allcnrnd, The total points r.1ade (not to exceed 3)0) j,.s t'.1e nee.re :;:i v0n. 
II. INTRU.;uRAL AT'.IL':TIGS 
Score 
Possible 
r 35cc I 
Score 
Given 
L J 
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'l'he tit1e allot!:lent granted physical education. in colleGes and 
universities e.nd the lar[;e m::nber of students to be tau;)1t ui th li::ii ted . 
sup:Jlies and facilities, na':es it quite im;;ossible for students to ac<Juire 
a desirea:)le a:no·.rnt of ef.fi:::ienc;,r in ne·.t:..·c~msc.uJ.ar skills durL1.; the 
instructional period. To give st;udents t:1is op:)or~uni ty and to provide 
them with wholesonw recreation durin::; their leisure, .the physical educa~ 
tion departr.ient should conduct an extensive intrar,mral athletic progrmn, 
It is des:i.ra~)le to :iave a lar:;e percenta:::;i; of t~1e enro11r.1ent tal:e part in 
t:'lairr act.ivi ties rat:.1er than '.m-.'e a feu, or evsn a lar;::e nu'.Tlocr, _ tR~{e part. 
in one acti-:ity. 
Ii 1 
2 
3 
5 
ACTIVITIES INCWDED IN 
INTRAMURAL ATHLETICS 
American (touch) Football 
Archery 
Badminton 
Basketball 
o-
500 
20 
6 
15 
40 
501-
1500 
50 
12 
30 
80 
MEN ENROLLED IN THE INSTITUTION 
1501-
2500 
80 
18 
40. 
120 
2501-
3500 
110 
24 
50 
160 
3501-
5000 
I 140 
I 36 
5001-
'7000 
180 
60 
90 
'7001-
·10,000 
220 
100 
130 
I 6 I Diving : ~ 8 r--12 I 16 I 20 I 28 I 40 l 
10,001-
over 
260 
140 
18·0 
60 
s·core 
Possible 
Total 
Point~ 
Made 
r~--
10 
I 10 
16 
20 
6 
I 
-i-1 
Golf 8 
'7 I Fencing .1~ 8 l 12 I 16 I 20 I 24 I 28 I 36 I 6 1 
10 I 20 I 30 I 50 I '70 l 100 140 I 200 • . 
~~ Gymna:tics I 10 I 2o I 30 . I 40 I 60 I 80 120 180 l 10 
14 
r 10 I Handb:ill _, 6 I 10 I 20 1 · 30 I 50 I '70 I 100 140 I 10 I I 
11 Horseshoes 6 ] 10 I 18 I 26 I 38 I 54 1~4 I 100 I 9 I 1 
12 Softball 36 I 60 I 84 I: llO I 140 I 180 I 230 I 300 I 16 , . 
.E_ Sk"fog{loo) I 6 I 10 I 20 I 30 I 40 ! 60 I 100 I 140 '==! 
14 I Slciing I 10 ! 20 I~ 40 l~_I '/0 I 100 I 130 f_1_0_-'l-.--!-
k-lsocccr I 30 I 60 I 80 I 100 I 130 J 160 I 200 I 250 I. 16 I I 
16 r Specdball I 30 I 60 ·1 80 I 100 I 130 _ I 160 ' 200 I 250 I 14 . 1-i i-i 
-J 
\Jl 
/: CTIVIT!ES INCLUDED IN MEN ENROLLED IN THE INSTITUTION Total Score I 501- - ,.... 1501- I 2501- 3501- 5001- 7001- 10001- j Po:;sible I Point~ ~--- 1500 2500 3500 5000 7000 ~0000 over Made 1 INTRAMURAL .ATHLETICS o-500 
rJ Sw\mm•"' ·' 20 I 40 I 50 I 60 I 80 I 100 I mo .L ... 110 ' 11' I I ~~I T~blP.'Tennis l 10 ~~I 40 .. I 50 (---W--~I 140 LtQ ~I Tennis 20 I 40 · .! . ·· 60 ~r 230 I 1so I _240 ___ I 320 I rn , 
~ Tr~r>k and "ield 40 I 60 I 80 I 110 I 150 I 200 250 I 300 ( 18 I • 
~ Cm< c. oo"''Y '"" 1· 10 I 20 I 30 I 40 I 50 I 70 100 I· 140 I' 12 I 
Lzk.._! Voll<wball I~ 40 I ;;o I 70 I 100 I i40 I 200 . 250 rn I 
23. l Weight Lifting I . 5 I 10 I 15 1---:-i 30 I 40 I 60 80 f B I 
2'1. l Wrestliny~_ I 1_()_ I _ 20 __ , 30 I _ _40_ . I 60 I 80 I 100 140 I 12 
~I I I r ---,--,----i . 
126. l . I l I ,:-1:---:-I -.4--1 ~1--------!,- !--~ 
~' ! I I- I· I I . : '. 12LI I .·- i I I· · I I I I I I 
Out of 300 possible points, 250 points is the 
·maximum number which is allowed. The total 
points made (not to exceed 250) is the score 
given. 
Score Possible 
I 250 I 
Total 300 I 
Score Given 
L I I-" 
·'1 
O"\ 
TO sc:)}l.E · - In the cnrolln~ent columns and opposite each activity listed 
there appears the minimum nm:ibcor of nen who are expected to r;articirate in 
a i•ell-organized intramural athletic procram, Using the points allotted in 
the 11?oints ~ossiblelf column, estiT:Jate the number of these points 1-rhich 
should be given to each n:ctivi t2r according to h011 well the ins ti tu ti on meets 
the standards set. Ea-::h stndent 1-!i thin t:1e minic;nm number snggested must 
have participated in the activity at least three times within the tuelve 
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·months preceeding t'.1e tir.1e of scoring, if he is. to be counted. Score zero 
for each act.i vi ty where no intrai.mral procra.':J exists. Th2 total r;oints 
possible is greater than the 11 Score Possible" to allm-1 for a choice as each 
school is not expected tc have an intramural prograr:1 in all the acti vitics 
listed. The program is not classed as intra;;iural unless it takes place cut-
side of the instructional class period. 
III DlTBRCOLLEGIATE A T:{T_,ETICS 
Intercollegiate athTetics snould be a definite part of the physical education 
program in the college and university. Whet~wr they are a desirable part 
depends to a large extent upon the r:iethod of organization and ad:,1inistration. 
Commercialization, exploitation of players by the school and co~;,nunity, and 
poor sportmanship anong st"'.l.dents, players, schools and cor:;.::i~mi ties can often 
be pointed to as bad features. On the oth:sr !land, intercollegiats athletics_. 
where well controlled, may contribute to a wholesome school spirit, furnish 
cor.ipetition for certain students who have attained the higher levds in 
skills, and ser..-e to stir.rulat,e the int·.-rest of students in the intrarmral, 
and servlce programs. 
TO -SCORE - Uherever an .?.sterisk (-i') appears, full credit is to be allo1·red 
if no team exists. When a tea:q is required, but none exists, score zero. 
The 11Score Possible11 is less than the total ''Points Possible" in order to 
allow the school a selection of activities, 
Activities Included in Inter- ,. Points Total Points· 
collegiate Athletics Possible I:ade 
1. Baseball 20 I 
2. Bas lee t ball 20 I'"··_,. 
-- T 3. Bo1-rling 10 
4. Crew·:< Li_I / 
5. Cross Country 10 I 
~ring - ---. 6. 8 
7. ;.noinc" I 7 -~ I Football . ~,-8. 9, Golf 
10. Gymnastics 13 
- !;iJ -
Activitji::s Inc1~.ids~l in· Inter- I-'oints l'oints 
coll:::giat':) ~'\.t~1leti::s Possibl~: Earle 
Jl. ~Iand1.Jall 3 
12. IaC:ross-::-. I 10 
130 Si~iin:-:-:' 10 
-lL Soccer 10 
' 15'. s;:~ec:d;Ja11 8 
15. S'.~i~:~::in.2 J4 
17. '!::miis 1), 
l~L Tr2.cl-: a!1:i Field ~ 19. 'lolleyball 
200 ~·Tei~ht Liftb'<'' I 6 
2L ~'r2stlin[! I 13 
22. I l 
23. I 
24 . I .. 
- I Tot;:i.l 250 l 
Out of 250 possible points, 200 points is t;!e :-1a.xi:":iur:1 numb2r Hhich is 
allowed. The total points r.iade (not to i:;:~c2ec1 200) is the score Given. 
Score ro.ssib!.e 
CJ 
For the score card to be relati vsly co:nplets, it b·3c::«ies necsssar;r to 
evaluate certc-,in 2.d.:1inistra ti ve r;rccedures. Ti1e important i tei:1s seer.1 to 
be: adr,;inistrativz organizati.on; ;;2neral "!.-;ud0et; source of bud:;et sup;:ort,; 
budr;ct ratio; rank, sclo-.ries, and d:_:ties of staff; recruitin3; assign:;isnt 
of gr2.nts-in-aic1; and distri '.-,uti 0:-i of ,srants-in·-aid. 
Io Acl1;iinistr2.tive Or;;:>.nization 
Unit. A_ In large institutions (above 10,0GO enrolllilent) 
178 
'~ 
TO SCORE - Select the i.tem which nost nearly dei.;cr-il~es the situation 
that exists and then record t.he roints possible in the Score Given column. 
1. 
2. 
Procedure 
Physical education including intercollegiate 
athletics is organized: 
a. as a separate college, school, or division 
b .• under the college of education 
c. under the college of letters a'.'ld science 
d. under some other coll er.re 
Ph~ical education and intercollegiate 
at'. et:i.cs are ad .. r:iinistered snearatr" 
Total 
Score 
Possible 
~· 
Points Score 
Possible Given 
15 
60 
')O 
40 
20 
15 
Score 
CJ 
UNIT B - In small institutions (below 10,000 enrollment) 
TO SCORE - Seleot the item 1.fuich most nearly describes the situation 
that exists and then record the points possible in the Score Given column. 
Score Score 
Procedure Possible Given 
1. Physical education and intercollegiate ath-
le tics are administered under one head of a 75 department or ·division. 
--2. Physical education and intercollegiate 
athletics are administered separately 25 
I Total 15 
-
Score Possible Score Given 
I I 
II. General Budget 
To Score - Record in the score given column the points possible if 
the procedure is in use, then add points given. 
179 
-
180 
Score Score 
Possil.Jlc Given 
-t-~.----~~--~----~------~--------~-~~-~·~~-~~+--~--·~4 
1. nwsic2.1 ednc:i.tion and intcrco1le3iatc 
at'1letics op2rate unrJ:::r sc;arate bud_:_·:ts 20 
- -~~·~~--~ 
2. In intercoller;iate athletics each activity 
h:i.s "- dc:fini te allcttnent in the bud.:;ct · 15 
3. In physical education each activity docs not have 
a diffore:Tt "2.J.J.!Jt"le'lt in t'.w ';:,11d;::et 15 
Score fossihle Score Given 
CJ 
TO SCO!Ll - Choose t'.1.e alternative that best describes the situation that 
exists ti1en record the points rossi~:·le in t'.12 score r;L'e·n column. 
Procedures 
1. 'l''Jtal ap~ro;_:.riation is a "!)art of th2 r;ener<:.l 
b'.1dc;et for t'.1e i:lsti t1Jtiori 
2. i:ajor portion of the a:-l::ropriation co,1es frorn 
the g2neral bud::;et for the institution and a 
~inor part fro:n ot'.1er sOl'.rces 
3. U.nor portion of t'1e ap:::-ropriation co;-;es fr 1:--:11 
gener:il bud:..;et and ma.jor ~ortion fror:i ot'1er 
sD·-~rces 
Score 
Possible 
55 
35 
Score 
::;iven 
4. Tobl a::::Jropriat:<.on co,1es frcr: s~r~s out- I ., 
oi0e of the O•doet for the in' ti tu~t:·-:;::-~a-l--~--:-:---,----..<f 
Score~ Poss5_1Jle Sco:t"'G Civ3n 
D 
IV. Br~xr~T R:\ TI·J 
K· SCC•}:E - Choose the al t2:::-nnti ve that best describes the situation 
V1at e:d sts then record t'.ie points possible in the score gi ve:1 column, 
-----· ·--
-. ___. 
Procedure 
'll1e .::-3.t.i.c of +~o .............. p:1ysical 0dl!cation budget 
(including the intrn.mural at!1letic budget) to Score I Score the budget of intercollegiate athletics is: Possible Given 
__ :_J~e to, two 50 f ii One to three 40 -, 
c I One to four 
-----
-,-;~-, 
-;, One to five 
-f!-1 e I One to more than five 
I Total 50 I 
Score Possible Score Given 
V. RANK OF STAFF 
TO SCORE - Choose the alternative that best describes the situation 
that exists then record the points possible in the score given column. 
It is assumed that physical education staff members are eligible and 
have rank. 
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-
. 
--I Score Condi ti on Score 
Possible Given 
- -
-
1. Coaches are qualified in phy3ical 
education and are eligible for rank 35 
2. Coaches are qualified in physical 
education and are not eligible for rank 25 
3. Coaches are not qualified in physical =i_l5 I education 8.:-Jd are not eligible for rank 
4· Coaches are not q'Jalified in physical I .. education but are eligible for rank 5 
l Total 35 
Score Possible Score Given 
I 35 [ I 
VI. SALARIES OF STAFF 
TO SSOP.E - Record in the score given column the' poi:-its possibl·a 
(or less) if the procedure is. in use, then add.points given. 
1. 
Condition 
~d.~.rics o'.'f ~.r:strnctors of y.'.1:rsica}. edu.c.?.tion 
in i;e~1sral a.r.::: in J.ine ui th s::il;::ries of oth~r 
f::,cult~· nr:::·:ib:::r::; of ef!110J. r~!n!~ 
2 ~ S~l:1ries of ·caac~:Gs in r:;ct~er~l arc· ::.n lin~ ~·i th 
the sc.laries of ot':ler fnc:1lt;:r ~·1enbers of equal 
rc.n!~ 
I 'fok1 
Score Possible 
75 ] 
VII. DrTI~S CF STlFF 
:.icore 
I'ossi>L.: 
40 
35 
JCOre G:Lven 
182 
TO SCO!:iC: - R~cord in t'.1e score gi vcn ccl1:nn the roints possiole, or 1ess, 
if the r•roccdnre is in use, then v.dd t:1e ~~cints t).ve:~. Ci10os0 on:;~< 
Score Score 
Condition Pos::d.ble Ji Ye:~ 
l,, I!1 an institution ui th 7500 students er OV'}r, 
~- t'.1e director of athletics has no coach:'.ng or 
te?..cbi11: duties 10 f . 2. rui i::!stitution 1·rl t'.1 ;'OOJto 1508 sfodents Pl:? .. 37" . 
* 1'"1 ·:- ~.-.. '"i · -rr.: ~ : i ,... + !l , • .... r.• du.tics 10 i.-. •• a ... vt .. a, .. CCcoC.1 .. n"" or ~e,.cn1.,0 
3. In an ir;sti tutio:-i 1;i th less than 50) students 
* 
t::i.e director of athletics has coaching or 
te~chir:g c~uties 10 
4. °Ii"le ~1ee .. 'i coac~1 of a sport does net r.lso serve 
as director of afoletics ·R 
5. If nn ~.ssisknt ~thletic director is ennlo"ed l . ~ " he is not also a head coach of football, bas~~et-ball, baseball, or trnck . field 8 e.: ·• 
6. Ul ccac:1es are c>,ss:.[;ned te~.ching duties at I so:~e tbe d'.1ri;~r- the acade;,ic "\•ear 8 
7, GtaL' r~emb0rs· assigned to tee ch physical 
:dli.cation l:iay also render r-art-ti:::e scr;Tice in 
bC!achin3 interc0lle6iate athletic teC:.~·iS 8 __ .. 
-~.-
Q Pi.Jblic relations including pt:blici ty, .; ..... Jo _., 
1andled by &. qualified :rerson a 
. 
i I ~- Totc,l I 50 I , 
Score T'ossi'.Jlc Score GiYcn 
50 
VIII. RECRUITil'!G J\ TJIL:-i:'rES 
TO SCOf-1: - Choose the alt2r .. '.'+.ivt" thr,t best c2scribcs the 
situation that exists then record the points possil:lle in the score 
i;iven <?olunm. 
Condition . Possible Given 
-1· Score Score 
T11e percent.7F~~7:;t;t;j:~;;;;:~oller:;ia t;'"I -
athletes for all sports, including fresh-
men, is: J 30 ,,-~---1. 20 percent 
I 2s ·1 2. _]O percent _________ 1_ 2_0 ,----i 3. 40 Percent ~: Ji~~;.,;;:f=.~r~==,;;,.=·r-c-=.~~=7-.. -.. ,-.=-----1--T-ot-a.-1--1 ~~ *··-·-=.~---_--1'"' 
Score Possible Score Given 
IX. ASSIGJ(l.3HT OF GP.Al'TS-rn-Arn TO AT:~ 
TO ,SCORE - Choose ':.he alternative that best describes t'.1e situation 
that exists then record the points possible in the score i;iven colunn. 
_1 · Score I Scoi'e 
1. G"ants-incaid to a:::::::o:"e assigned Cy the i=~~=-~·1,~iven 
same institutional autho1°i ty t'.1at 2.ssir:;ns . · . 
__ scholarships to students · · ~..lQ.....____:~~--~~s 
2, Grants-in-aid to athletes are 2.ssig:>ed by t'1e 
adr1inist.rator cf the physical education depL'.rt-
r::ent or college 20 
Grants-in-aid to athletes are assigned by I , 
the director o;.;:f:_~a;.;.t:.:.;h;.;:;l..:.e..:.t::.i.:.cs=-----------~--l;;;:.0"'------.----11 
i---4-.-:-Crants-in-aid to athletes are assigned by I ' 
indi victual coaches . . ~ 5 . I Total I 
3. 
30 
Score Possible Score Given 
D 
183 
184 
TO ''.CQil3 - Choose the alternative beginnir.g with r.ur1:.,cr 4, that b:::st 
descriS8s the situation that exists; thcil record t:1c roin'.:.$ posdblc :h t~1e 
score given colu~n. 
-~';IC---- =-
Score Score 
Condition Possible Given 
-
1. A reasonable nuriber of full grnnts-in-e.id 
(accorcing to ilC;\A regulations) are 2.vailable 
to varsity and fresh!'len athletes in all of the 30 
intercoJ.legiate activities }'arti ci pated in by 
the institution ~ 
2. :-Iinety or :>ore ;ercent of the full gr<',nts-ir.-oid 
are assi~ned to football backet'uall, baseball, 15 
and tr2.c , and field ' · 
3. Eighty or more :percent of the full zr2nts-in-aid 10 
are assigned to football ar.d basketba11 
4. ?eYe~t;r-fi v::: o:r more n2rcant of the full grant$- 5 in-c>.id are ass1g:"ed to footb.;.ll. 
I Total I 30 
Sco1·:;; Fosr.d.blc Score Given 
~ CJ 
JJoo!:s nnd r.iaz<.zines co:it2in the idee>.s of people in 11ri tton .form. Prof-
fesional ckvdo1:ner:t of a staff riei"Jbcr depnd::; r«'-J'tlJ ur·on his cbsire a~d 
ability to get frcr.1 printed soi.::·:::cs ideas "'1i·'.'.'.l. uill help him in hir3 ~mrl:, 
Irr.prover:ent of eac'.1 staff menb2r in his t:1inl:iry:, orgn.nization, and methad.s 
of Hor~~ uill creak? possibili tics for stndents to ir.i.rrovc in their contact 
~dth tho rhysical ed':cation rro:;r2.m. To be of !:iOSt he1;.., the boo':.:s, no.r;2.zincs, 
·and nicrocards s:·10uld be: ava.5_la1J1e either at the ;:;cmsraJ. J.i brc:.ry of t!1e 
ins ti tu ti on or in the physj.cal edu co.tio:i J.i orr:,ry. 
TO SC'JP_'~ - In the cc•lu::m 11 f::iir:ts Givcn 11 rc;cord t:1e m1:1bc:r of '.'Oi1-ts 
aJ.lotec~. to eac'·1 :r-~ fessional :::a:;nzi:12 J.h;t,-::d ~(ii ch is in the sc'.10cl or 
ne;"c>.rt::cntaJ. library and avC'.ilable tc t:1e ;;1en st?.ff :r:c::1':crs in physical 
ed1:cation. T;1e '13C•)re Possible" is less t'.w.n the tota1 r:t\.mb::r of roints 
listed in t'1e 11Fcir1ts Passi 'ole11 ccl,1:-:in in order to allow for some selection. 
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.--~~~-~-~~-~--~--~~--~~~~~--~--~--~~~~-.--~--~~ I Score Score Har:ie of Eagazine _ Possibl2 Given· 
i--1-.+-A-t_h_l_e_-ti_· c-J~o-u-.r-,n-a·l·------~-~------,---~l---11 __ _ ~ Dance I·~in~ · ~,"~~178 ___ 1 ___ -i 3.1 Journal of Health Pi1yci~al Education & Ree. 
h. r~~:r~~~~t~on A~_Q.::::---r--11---, __ _ 
~]Journal of Pl~ysical Education I 11 I 
~ll':odern G•rmnast >-.w ==-==~=- --,' Q 11·---~i 7. Physical Ed1.tcator 9 
Llrh:l;cal Therapy ~ ·- I 7 _ _l ___ t' 
'9. hesearch C:_·_u2.rterly (AAIIPYm) I 16 I----: 
~ ;cholastic Coach I 8 ., I 
i-;-11;.;,,•;,_i,.:S..::.p~o..:..r..:..ts:._.;;I;.;;l;.;;l~u.:;;,k,;.;"r:...:a;;..t;..;;Edl;;;:;·_-_·-_-_-_-~---... -_-_-_-_-_~_~_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~---~-,,._~_J.7_=11 __ 
12. btate Educat~on ~J~o•u~r~n~a~l-·------~~--------------: 
Jrlrrack and Field Heus I 7 -f----~· l~restling ;~::==---,,·~~~- ·ro· " · 1-- . 7 
ia.-:1,i5;.:,_. I! ____ ..,...., _......------=:J-~ !C;1:.:..6'-t-----------=-~......----' -·----; ~1.!..!.i'-1---~--.----------1 '----: 
is. 1[ __ To_tai_ .. 11 __ 13E 
Out of ..1..32--- possible points, 
100 points is the maximum 
number which is allo1-!ed. The 
total points made (not to 
exceed 100) is the score given. 
II. PROF.'.3SSim1AL BOOKS 
. 
Score Possible Score Given 
TO SCORE - In this section, it ses:ns desirable to list a rather large 
sample of well lmoun books by authors, titles, publishErs, and dates of' 
publication, Books are to rec2ive credit \·r:1en rublish . .=d in original or 
revised form from 1945 to 1965 inclusive. Place a check nark in the 
nscore Given" colum'n if at least one coo-, of the book is present in the 
school or physical education deFtrtment'iibrary. The 11Score Fossible 11 
is less than tbe total of the 11 Points Possiblerr column in order to 
give the institution some choice in selecting bcioks. ]';ultiply the 
check marks by the y:,oints opposite and record as t·1e score given. The 
score given must not exceed the score possible. 
1. 
List of Doo!~:J 
fl.!~'.ITTll-I'hysic::.1 :!:due a ti on for Hic;h Sc;1ool stucle.nts, 
1955' • 
ro:i.nt~3 
Possible: 
2 
:Jc ore 
~iv::n 
186 
2. . Alicn-· .. :.ascb:-11 rJ.~•r a.nC. Str~t0r~:r, ~{~~:1.ld Press. 19.c:'?. ·l---'l:::......--1----; 
Ar:drew::i, Sc:.urcorn,- 2: Schneidcr-rlr;i.lic:->l l:·dnc2.tion for I 
Todz·• 1 s Boys e.nd Girls, Allen <'.!':'.! J<.con, i960. 
3. 
1-r---t-..,._~ 4. Ar.t~.j~c-.cci ancl. B::irr-B:o.s'.~cUiall for 'Iounc Clw.:.:pions, 
hc;~rc-.w-:Iill. 1960. · 
5. Arr,ji..irustsr :d. Iruin-I3:o.sic Skills in Sr:orts (2n~l ed.) 
C.'V. l:osby, i?SJ 
~ J3:1rrc1J ,'":.: I:cGee- A rrnctical A:j!"rO·aGh. to !·;ea3ure:-:ent 
in r11"Sic:-.l -:'clucation I.ea ,•. Febir.-<:r J.96ti 
., . 
B. 
0 
". 
21 
11. 
.Jroer- :Ci'i'icie!1cy of 3una;i Lovement, ~!.Il, Saunders, 
1960 
:Uronson- Clark \·i. :'!etherin;;to:ri, Scientist and 
ryhiJ.osonher, University of Utah T'ress, 1959 
Brmmell f:.: !Ia[;r.ian- Physical Zdncation l~oundations 
and Principlss, :r:cGr<'.H-aiil, JS51 
E\1chcr- kbinistrC'.~.ion of School ;-Jealth and 
Physical Education Pro;,:r=-.. rs, C;J_. Eos:;v, 1955 · 
:>uch2r- Fou'1dat;_ons of P~1:,r;;ical Educe .. tion (l.ith ed) 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
I 2 
,-2 
12. 
C. V. Eonl>v. 1964 ~~-_,_-...,,.....,.,.---.,.----,-.,.....-,,..~__,.--,--~:1---------
lJu c '.1 er <:: Reacl.e-Physical :Crluci:~tion and Health in t;1e 
1.3. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
19. 
20. 
E1e::i:rnt?rv Sch001, :;2.cI!illan 1961'. 
:;',t~nn- Scientific Prfrciple~ of C('e .. chin3, 
Pr:m ti ce-:Iall, 1~55 
l:.Unn- The Art of Officiating Spor'ts, l'rc!:tirie-
Ha11 1°C::O 
Cc>.rter- '.Io~·r to Yake Athletic Eq11ipnent, J.tono.ld 
Press. l 960 · 
Cassidy- Counselin;; in the Ph:rsica1 Educo.tion 
Pro,:r2n, A:i!)leton-C::::r:tur.:r-Crofts, l'.?59 
Cassify- Curriculu:;-i Dev"lo:--rnent in Physical 
E,lucv.t:i.on, '-ln.r;·er !: :3ros. • 195h 
Gla1°l:e- Ar:;J. i.c<:.i~ic:; of I-:ea3i.1 r2nc:1'i; to !leal t!1 
ci.ncl I'hysical Education (ard ed), Frenticc-
EalJ,. 1922__ · 
Cool!i'os- Bu.sebf'.11, Indi vid1:al Fla/ and Tcan 
Str2.tei;..y, P:-entice-Hall, 1947 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2· 
2 
1 
.1 2 
1· 
Co~·reJ.1- Scientific ~"ou:-Jdatior:s of Physico.J. 
\clrcation Harner ": :::lro.Q. . ., ... ~ _,l_.? .. ·5 ... 3~~--...,,..------- -----~----s 
Gomoll ·:C ?r2.nca- Philosophy arid l'rinciples 21. 
1 of P'.11•sical Education Pr0ri .. :!:i.£.':!-:-:Iall:J_-'1:-'9c...6...:3"--------:-----:i-----1 
Gm-:ell C:: 'Haz,~l ton- Curri culur.i Desi.:;ns in 22. 
r:rsic::>.l Edi.JCP.tion, T:'r;ntice-lietll 19~5 2 
1 
l 
23. Cozens ('.~ St1~n~f- Srorts in Ansrican Life, 
t----'--'.:;..;L'n:.:.:.i versi ty or" Chfo~:;;o Pr10: S!l 1.,_l:::,;;.,9.:::5.:::3 ____________ !---=-----1----1 2li., L:rat·t.y- ~:ove:'lent i.3e;1a·:ior ar.d ~.at.or 
Learnin;;, Lea ~= ?ebiger, 1964 
187 
List of Books PoL1ts Scoi'': 
Possible Given 
25. Crisler- lfodern Football, Fu!'da;~c·ntals and 
Strater'"· J.IcQrr:.·-:-::n1, 19li9 ·-·-----·-----:--=---i----t ~ Cureton- Fhysical ?itness Arrraisd and 
i--.,,.:-r-G.,,.u_1_:d,.,..~':.i.. C, 7. i'.osb'0_ __ 1-"9-'h'-'"7-...... ------------i------
27. Cm'tice- 111e Passing Cro.ne in /oottall, 
Ronald Press, 1961 
2c, Davis- The FhilosoP'.'lic Process in Physical 
Education, Lea P. Febis;er, 1961 
29. Davis & LawtlKr- Successful ·j_"'"'e-a-c'"'h.,.i_n_r;....,..i_n _______ ;-----;------r 
physic2.l Ed1_ication (2nd ed) Prer:tice-Hall, 1948 
30. Davis ·~: Logan- Biophysical Values of l·.uscuiar 
--=-;.......,,,A_c..;t..,.i_v_i.,,..tr.,. t'n C, Bro1m, 1961 -
31. Davis ' 1.r2.llis- Toward :2ctter l'eacliI"1-1g-_-i ... n-·------:------:----1-
physical Efu1cation, Pre~tice-Hall, 1961 
· 32 • 1 Dayton-A th le t.i c Trai ni n::; and Conditi onl-,n:-g:-,------r--------:------1 
Ronal_d Press, 1960 
- DeCarIO::-rlancfL".':-0:-:0:11·:-: -:o~f""?;::r:-::o:-::t,:::-r~s_:-::-s~s":!"i-::v~e--r<"!J):-:. r,~.',]~~-:"""a"'"s"'"t.i"'"""c"'"s ,-----!,-----
Prent::. ce-HaH, 1963 
Dol10rty- Hodern Track and l"ield, frentice-
Hall, 1953 _ · 
35. Donnelly, Hel:1s; Li tchell- Active Gv.;nes and 
Contests, Ronald Press~ 1958 
36. Driver- '11eni-iis for 'l'each2rs, Spaulding 
Hoss, 1952 
37. Duncan ~or;-:. Introduction Sof'fijS.iear"' 
Sducation, Ro:1ald Press, 1S'60 
"' ' - d " l l b ll " . "l" . 1°53 .:..Jmery- hO ern. v o ___ ey _.El.. , l·~e~c;_·.cl J.et_!lt..,....._;; ______ _ 
• :;:;vans G: Gans- :.;upervision of Pivsica.L 
1----:~E~d..,.u_c_a_tion~ EcGraH-I·!ill, 1950 
40. Fait- Adapted Fi1ysical ~ducation, 
U,B, Saunders, 1960 
;-,,~--,-,---;:;--~-;---:-~......,...,..---~~-~: 41. lait- Fh:rsical Education for the .::..10:;-.entary 
School Child, ~·;. B, Saunders ,,___;;1'""9"'°6--"'4'-:--..,.---=-----------!·-......:~--!-----i. 
42. Forsythe-" .Acii.iin'cstn-:tiO-n-c;f High Sc:~ool 
Athletics UJ:i1L.£1L1'.ren ti ce-Ua1_h_~2§.?" _____ _ 
43. 1 ;{all- Dance, A Complete Guide to Social, 
1--....... -i·-,F-=-o--'-l]S and Square Dancing, '.!'!'ds·.rortl-;.?·.--1..,,.9,..,6"":"3 _____ -! ____ -: 
44. Hasel & Seymour- Aclninistration of Health, 
Fhysical Education, and Recreation for Schools, 
Ronald Press 1 196~1---·-,~~ ...... ------------------'-----:·------f 
·. 45, Hayes- The Teaching of De.nee, Ronald 
_ Pressz..._1964 
~lib.""" rtenderson- The ?:egro in Sports, 
Associated Publish;;rs, 1949 
List of nooks Score Score 
Po:rnihlc Given 
47. 
50. 
:·Iobson- Scisntific Basketball (2nd ed), Prentice-
:fri.11.. 1°t;S' 
i!ughes, French, Leh;;ten- Acl:r.inistration of F:1;.rsicc..l I 
Frluca.tion for Scho::ils a::d Colleses, ilono.ld Press, 1962 
52. Jo:mson, Johnson, ]UI:J:?hrey- l°O'Jr Career in r:wsical 
Education, Harper .:: Bros., 1957 
.?.3. 
54. 
Jokl- Eedical Sociolo:;y and CuIErar:1ritnropology 
of Sport and r:1ysical Education, Charles C, Thonas, 
Pu"!J,. 196h 
Jones- Lotor Ferforrr:ance and Gro,·1th, University of' 
Ca.lUornia Press. 1949 
5:.:>· I:~.rpov"ich- Physiology of ~:uscular A::tivity (5th ed) 
,---:--"1-J'"" •..;;;B'""._.;;S ~.unders, 1959 
56. Kiphuth & Durke- Basic S\·:!inming, Yale Jnf\'ersi ty 
188 
~ I·rqs~.'7'.1~0~~~-0"::"':-:--;;;"-:-~":-='~~~:-:--~"'.""l~""""~oi-~~-1-~_.::::.....~!~~~ 57 •. , Knapp e~ :1ar;nan- Teaching l:ethods for foys:i. cal 
I Bducat.~ on- rc:Jrr:-~-:-riJ;l, , 953 
53. I Knapp ": Je\·rett- I'hys:ical Education, st~1dent and 
Beginnin~ Teachim·, !-'.cGra·r-~-Iill, 1957 
59. i:rmrn- Folk DR'.lcin<;;. !'.ac::; 11?..n. 1952'.,...---------1---..----1----1 
60. Lc.rson, fields, G;:.brielson- Fro'->le:-:is-in ifoalth, 
Ph·rsic?l Educ'i:o.tion and Ilecreation, Prentice-
!i:n..11 1915'3 
61. LaSalle- U..._1ide.'.lce of Children Tbroush fhysic2.l 
, __ __. ... r ... ,';111 p:::.tion ( 2nd....s.c.:lL Ranald I'r~.i...J_j'.27 .~~·~-·---------1------i----l 
62. Leighton- Pro&;ressive ':!ei,;~1t Tre.ining, Jlonald 
a__;_ j}'ess, 1961 
:~.3. I Lomnan ·'- Young- l'osturul ii tness, Lea :. i'ebiger, 
_.1960 -'"!"""""" ..... ---..... -i.---=---:.---1 64. r:at:1eHS- I:c:asPrei'lent in Physical Edt!cation, 
(2!"!0. ed), 1·!,B, Saunders, 1963 · 
65. I !lcCloy £.: Young- 1'ests and Leasurenents in Hz al th ' 
_ .,.,cl Fh,rsic;:91 Edncation, Annleton-Century-Crofts, 195.3 
66~ p;eyers S.: Blesh- :-:easure;.1ent in Physical ii:d .• ncation, 
_____ l.Bonald Press 1962 · 
67. ::eyers (.; SHnford - S:·.rirnning and Diving 
Off; ciatin'!, ::ati bnal Press. 1963 
6J. ::orehouse ,·~ ~'.iller, Fhysiolor:;y of~E:-x-e_r_c...,i_s_e-,-----1---
- C.V. Hesby, 1?59 .__...,...... ____________________________________ ~----~--...J.--------'--~-' 
J_,ist of Books I Sco:re J ecore •-------------~----------:,Pos1oible r iven 69. Mortensen .:, Cooper, Track and Field for Coach 
___ .--?-ES!.. A~hlete, Prentice-Halh..19-.,.5~9 ___ ..,.,,.__,,_--; 
70. Euelle.r &.. Eitchell, Intramural Sports Ord I · 
ed) Ronald Press, ?:_?62 _____ g · 
71. Hurray - Dance in Elementary Education, I -· I 
Harner c\ .. lk2§... . ...!_J.:2.?J ____ ~--- __ 1 ___ +----1 
72. Nagel- Play Activities for Elerr.entary Grades I 
(2nd ed), C.V. Jfosby1 196).i __ l"'-----+---1 
73. Neilson & Bronson- Problems in Physical I 
Education, An Introductory Course, Prentice-
Hall~ 1Q6~ 1_"""'2=----i----t 
74. Neilson & Van Hagen- Physical Education f~f I 
i-,- Elementary S_sl10ols, Rone}d Pre~ 1954 _l_c--_2 ___ -1 ___ -1 
75, Newell II.: Bennington- Basketball uethods, I I 
_,F.2.!2§.;ld Pr~sJ 1962 ~ --~1---~-----t 
Nixon, Flanagan and Frederickson- An Intro- I 
duction to Physical Education (6th ed) 
W.B. Saunders, 1964 2 
77, Nixon 2.: Jeuet't- Physical Education Curriculum, I 
Ronald Press, 196).i · · 1 
73. Oaerteuffer- Physic.al I~dncation (revised ed), ,------
_ Jiarper ·~~ Bros., 1956 2 ______ ...,. 
Pape &. Eeans- A Professional Career in Id 
. 
_Physical. Edi_ication., Pre~l!.~'U:.!.~----l . 1 ·----a-
Pease- Body Build.inG, Group ••ethod, ii.onald, I 
'?ress, ;L963 1 i-----1 
. s1:- rPenrunan- Physic~l Educaticm for Col~ege I 
__J StudGnts, C.V. i·.cosby, 1961.i 1 . ----
P.asch &. 2ur}ce- [inesiolcgy and Applied I 
Anatomy, I.ea & Fe:.1i.ger, 1959 . _ 2 ·'.----1 
Rathbone-::-Correctl·ve fhysical'Zau.~r·· I . 
(6th. ed), H.B._ Sa~~?.1~::~_,_.1_2)9 2 · --. 
134. Rice, Hutchinson. and .Lee- A Erie. f HiStory ~
of Physical Education (4th ed), 
Ronald PressJ_9,?13 ·- __ .? ---+ 
85, Sapora f..· 1.;;_ tchell..;. T'.1e T:1eory of Play and I 
I'lecreation Ll.i;:~g,),,.,_1£!.;.E:J&.~~· 196.L__·~·· ~-2.----:----t 
36. Salt, Fox. and Stevens- Teaching Physical I I 
Education in the Elementary School, 
Ronald Pres~~-19§.?_. = . _,,£_ ---~ 
-S-7. Scott- Competitive Sports in Schools and ~B
Colleges, H~.:£2.er &.. Bros., 19)1 2 
33, Seaton et al- Plrrsical 1~cii.:cation :Lrndbook ----• 
1...,.,...,-.--C,.4_..,.t_h_~L P1:~_ntice-:1all 1965 _ . 2 :----1 
89, Seh.on et at- Phy,ical 1'ducution llefhcdu for I 
Elementary Schools (2nd ed) 
H.B. Saunders, 1953 1 
189 
190 
List of Books Score Score 
Possible Given 
S!:c:.~r, I'roest:r a11a GrbricJ.s3n- Individuo.l 
S'~orts for l:e:i, "J.B. S<'.'11r:.i:!grs, 1::..9~5..::.:J __________ ~---=l=----1-----I 
91. 
92. 
93. 
94. 
chepard- :ii'our:dations e.nd l·rincipJ_.'S Of 
T'h'Ts~cc:l :ldt;cation, Rci;2lcl Press, 1960 
Srai the11s (.:. C;ineron- Frinciples of 1:.valuation 
in P'.17sical ::r:11cation, I'.ar;-oer ·7: -:?ros,, J.962 
Snyd~r ~ bcott- ~ro1essional rrepara~ion in 
ik:2.lth, Physical Education and Eecreation, 
l·~c'-.r~~·T-:iiJJ_, l~.5L. 
sc~_:cler. ·~:: iiill- DD.sic i;ovenent, .. (O~ ~re.ss' 
JS53 
95. S:..=.ffrrd- S';orts for t:1e ,ia:~dicac~ca l !.nd eel) 
}'~·entice-'.fail. 19h7 
_96. Sto-.i'ford :: :~elley- Prevent:i.ve arid Corrcctj_ve 
?'.rrsical "Sducati on (3rd. eel) Tionald Press, 19.58 
ll·J. \·!illia:~s- Princinles of Fi1~rsico.l Zduc2.tio;1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 (Bth ed), W.B. S;unders, 1964 
~--~---'------+~ 
·- List of Books Score Score 
Possible Given 
111. Willia!~s, Brc,mell and Vernier- J\dninistration [-
of Health and Fhysical Education (6th ed)_,. 1964 2 
lI2: Zeigler- Humcl'n fiela ti ens end Adninistration 
of Physical Education and Athletics, 2 Pre nti ce-'.iaU. 1959 
--
113. Zeigler- Philosophical foundations .for 
Ph;/sical, Health, and Recreation Education, 
Prentice-Hall, 1964 2 
. m-
I Total i 168 
Score Possible Score Given 
III, MICROCARDS 
TO SCOHE - Micro cards i~ay be ordered from the School of Heal th, 
Physical Education, and Recreation, University of Oregon, Eugene, 
Oregon. Emphasis has been placed upon unpublished research materials, 
doctoral dissertations, Hasters 1 theses, and upon selected books now 
out of print. Check _the number of physical education microcards in 
the general library o'f the institution or in the library of the physical 
education df;lpartrnent against the list pu1•lished ~ n the most recent 
Microcard Bulletin.· Choose the alternative that best describes the 
situatiol) that exists, ,then re.cord the points possible for that sit,ua-
tion in, the score given column. · 
j· .. 
Condi ti on Score I Score 
Possible Given 
1. no micro cards in the library :0 
' 2, Approximately one fourth of available cards 
are in the library 15 
3. Approximately one half of available cards are -~ in the library · 
li. Approxir::ately three fourths of available 
cards arc in the library 40 
5. All of t'-1e c2.rds -available to date are in 
the library 50 
I Total I 50 
Score· Possible Score Given 
50 ] 
191 
192 
G- PROFESSIO?'.:~J, :SDUCA i':ICJ: FRCGfU.li 
A r;reat n1any colleges ci.ncl universities in the lini kd Statss have established 
profcssicnal education T'ro.:;ra::is in physical education on the undergraduate 
level, on the· graduate lev2l, or on both levels. 1:10 score card would not 
be complete without an evaluation of the courses ci ven. 
TO SCOP.E - The essential courses arc listed ur.der A-I:-istructional Staff, 
I. Professional Preparation (kind), ber;inning on pa6e 7 and endir1&; on page 
15 of the score card, T'ne seccnd colnrm labeled professional education 
provides space for the scorer to reccrd the points (all'tmed under the 
column labeled points) opposite each course listed if the institution 
·pro v.i.des such a course or t:1e equi ve.lent, A total for each group of coi1r-
ses may also be recorded, Record t:1e tot<:.ls in the fcrm belou, 
Group Tot.?.l 
Score 
Possible 
A li'oPndation Sc:i_ence Cou:-ses 70 
Tote.l 
Score 
Given 
B G·c:::cr<::.1 Educ2.·',ion Coc-rses fl2 ,...,...-.....~··------~~--~~~---11---::.=---t----1 
C lles.l ti1 .i:'.,d'..1ca ti on Cours,.."'_. s.--.,,----------·---+----'3?:-0~.---l-----1 
I D-1F~-,ysieal .2ducation sC:ie:1ce Co~J£SS3_ __ ---·---i---..::tl·'"'0'-----+----1 
D-21Co·_!rs(:s in S~unt As.!j. . ..;"-'.,;;i;..;t;.;;;i:.;;.e.;;s _____ ~---·4----'5~---1----t 
D-31 C::l11rses in D<lr.ce Acti·.·1=-· t."'1"'"'· "'~~..;s:::._._......,.,.... ____ ..--~--::-f'') ___ i-----i 
D-l~ C'rrses in Athletic ,\ctivi ties 1)3 
- D-5 Co·c:rses j_.n Co:·,oa ti 'ie Ac ti ·d ties-- _ _,..LL___.1-----t 
n _ 61~~,:~s~: ~-n ;;~;e~ A~ti~~::i~s I 12~ D 7 -'v.rs~·' :t.n. - .. tvr - ct·-""·•..;:;t;oc.1.;;:.e"""s __________ _l_j 
. 8 jCo~rs2s in ?orr:2.l ;:c,-s .. ~.'1£1'2 ==.J= 6 _ 
E- -(Eccre<~ticn ~es,______ __L.~1..___.I_. 
[;;nd Total I 392 · I -·--·· 
Score Possible "Score Given 
[ 
GP.AJ!l'i\TE PEOGPJJ: 
It is assurned t!1at in ins ti ti.: 'dons where the r.w.stsr 's degree and doctor's 
dcgree (uith 2. najor iP. physical educntio::i) are both offored, t'.1nt in 
sc·rnr2.l insto.nces candidates fer both types of dec;ress r:ay be c=nrolled 
in t'.1e sa:·.1e clc:.ss. Tuo r;rcd'.late courses in health cd~1cation ar.d two 
graduate courses in recreation ar:; includc:d to give the physical ed'..1catlon 
specialist a. choice of at least O!le basic course in pach of these 
clos2l;:r rch.tccl fields, 
Courses in 11 Foundations 11 and in 11 Recent er Current Trends 11 in Ph,ysical 
educe.tion are not included since the content in such courses is usually 
a duplication of other uell-osta'Jlished courses. :'.:n smne cases the 
wor:d 11 seminar11 may be a<lded to the title of the course. 
II. Ei\STi:R Is i•.2:GR.SE PilOGRAU 
TO SCORE - For each course listed, record in t'.rn score given 
colur:m the points allm-ied· in the score possible col1!mn if the course, 
or its equivalent under a different title, is.offrred by the 
institution. Allow credit if the course has be?en i'.1cluded under 
the doctoral list of courses. 
Names of Courses Score Score 
Possible Given ,____..r--------------~-~--------i~~:;.:;..:;..;;;:~-1-...:;.;::...:..;:::.:.:.+ ~Problems in Physical Eckcation :----,,-,------J:~--~-1._5_~:----i 
2. Research hethods in PhysicaJ. Edu.cation 
·· (Intr~duction to ResearcJ:i) ~-~~-------~---l-..5 ___ :1------~ 
3. Interpretation and Obdecti ves "[Philosophy 
of Plwsical EducationJ ~--~-- 10 
4. J:'hysical Education in Ele:centary Schools 
-----'~Ad~aQ£~d cours~91s-~~s-")----------::---l;.;. O~. -·"4----f 
;;. jCurric1,lm1 Construction in Ph;rsical Educo.tionl 12 
6. ::easurerient ar ..d Eval'Jatioi-i"C11'8'St.sin -1------f----r 
Physical Ed'Jcation · 10 
::t:JP!Fsical Edi.~io;:J-rQ':;-t~d ( _ _..1,..,0,......_+I----+ ~"P12Y,-si.~l:,~s_~i"M 1 ____ 10,__. ___ 1 ___ _ 
_ 2.:,_~:-iistorz. of r:vcsical l<.:sJ..l-1cati'2!2...:._= . l: _ __.;;1;;.;0;...__-!----1-
10. Ip. robl~r:~ ·.i~,.~thletics (~ntramural, in~I 
..._ schoJ.asc.20 1 int3rcol1~5:>..at~_f,~. __ 1_0 ___ ;-----1 
11. IP:roble:ns' ih. Cop.ching (includes cor:ditioning I I 
-"~;rd i12..i.E.icl _ 20 :----i 
l.?.! .. _iPJ.c:nning 1:£-S:~~-~~s · _ ·~. . l___2 __ 1 .~ ~ • ~r~~~ L· i x~.2-c~ 1:_::@20.~- 1 2 __ r ___ -t 
lh. l:teadin<?s in fhysics.l i'.:ch:cation · I Q I 
E~ Indi vid11a~_ S~ud·-r ~.~1de~?~·;.;·CI~;:;--t'St~7Fr-J: __ ... 2 __ .:----t-
lo. Easter• s Thesis SeminarTh8!2.1e ping the I 
student uith his t!1esis design) 10 
:f+..:-- ];!aster 1 s T~12s:i.s I~. _1,.,,.0_--1,-----1 
.l..::.!_1Prob1e!T'.s in Health Education J __ l,...5,..-____ _ 
19. !Proble;;1s in Recreation I 1.5 
~~,- ' . 
21. I -----+----~ 22. I G.tal I 208 
Score Possible· Score Given [!fil o· 
193 
'£0 sc;:.r.£ - For each course listsd, rc;cord in the score ;::i vcn colmm 
the points allowed in the score posd blo colur:m if t:1e course, or its 
squivalcnt under a different title, is offered by the institution. AUq1·1 
crcC::it if the CC'.ll'Se has been included under t~1e master's list of courses. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Nanes of Courses 
Advanced Stntistics A~;t.'lied to P:wsic~l Ed1~cation 
Lcnsurer.:ant ::i.ncl Evc>luation of Tests in Physical 
Edu cc-. ti on 
Tec'.miaucs in He:1abili ta ti on 
Hec!1anical-Ana tonical An~.l~rsis of r:1ysical 
Education Ac ti vi ties (kinesiolor:ic<>.l anal:rsis) 
Psychologice.l ~":. Sociolo[).cal Analysis of 
Score Score 
Possible Gi·ren 
, i:: 
---1Q. 
10 
10 
s. 
6. 
10 Ph,rsi ~al Ecl11 W~S'J.J .. ~cti vi tJs..,:s~~~---,-------1--...:::.;;;_--+---1 
Physiolocical Analysis of Activiti8s ·:'.: Orr;anic 
Differences 
7. Selection (c Evaluation of Physical Education 
Activities 
C. Anal;p:iis of Leadership Proble-:;1s in Physical 
Education 
, () 
, i:: 
10 
10 ~!~uncrvision of P!1vsical 2rlucation 
10. Professional-Frerara-t~i~. o ... n __ -1,,...· -n""'1=0 :,...n.y-s1,,...· c .. "'.'.-,1,,......,E..,d_u_c""'a ... t"'"i-o-n'"'· --·~----..i----1 
1.5 
-10--
10 
( SP.•:en Ye::>.r c\:"'r"":r:"i'""c:..;t'"':,1::..-:t'•·r.-;:.... )-::· :-:~--~----------,.,....+ 
11. Anal•;sis of I;~ofsssional Li ~erature 12. Se::;ir;ar · :'..n Pirrsical t::2f;'";;f,'u:i-o_n _____________ ·:--...,...-=---1-----1 
10 
10 ii 
15 
15 
I Tottl 200 
-1---
Score Possible .Score Given 
GJ D 
sec R~ CARD s::JYARY 
P~~~~~le 13~~:~ J ~:~t 
i..-----t,..-.P-r-o-fe_s_s_i_o_n_a_l~P-r_e_p-ar_a_t_i_·o-n~(-K_i_n_d_)~~--~~;~-1-7-5~~=, 
Professional Preparation (Extent) I 150 . r----t-,7'". --t 
Prof~ssional .. Preparation ( ftecenc; ~[~J=,--{1~-~ 
l'~mbership in Professional 0:.£_ani;:ation.:...J So -r-__ ·--t----1 
Att~ndance at Professional I'.eetings I se I ·-A 
il,,_T_e_a_ch_i_· n_g_E_'x_r_e_ri_· e_-n_c_e_(_r._e_ng_t_h_)~~·~~--~~--1_57_05 ___ ,(~ 
Fitness of Staff Hernbers 
-·~--~---~~--~--~-----~---:---~~~~ 
Personality and Character of Staff 
Members ... 12~ 
Teaching Efficiency o;·~nstrucfor ·. 1 · 15':__~_J __ _ 
::"'i'? -- ,,,.~· ..... - .......... -..-.-'.:;,.~---==:=.n~ z"';':-,~ ........ ··-· .. - ··;.; . .-.~=·=.:=-==t-
Total for A-Instructional Staff I 1000 I 
=:;~~-;~i~~-~-~~ o. n---- Sc·h--ool-S~-t-e- 1,~:0 -i=i 
Placement of Buildings ... :;; 
B 
G 
!-r_n_d_o~or_..,.F~a=c-i_l~i-t_i_e_s=-..... ~~~·~_..~~-----r--l~S-o __ -=-j~~· 
Outdoor F2.C:i.litics ,,. L 150 c=.-=J 
""'""'=-~~~~~~--~~--~~~.~: 12~ I 
Eq•Hprnent • :;; 
Supplies (2eneral) 
.Provision for Prevention and Ernergen_cy 
Gare of Injurie.s 
Time Allotment for Physical Education 
Classes · · · 
Health Examinat:i,on of Student by 
Physici.ci.n, Dentist, and :rurse 
Clinical Examination of Students by 
Physic:al Education Instructors 
125 
50 
. 75 
50 
l 75 
195 
c 
D 
Sr: ore Score 
·Possible Given 
Assi.gnr.lent of Students to Class~s 35 
Per 
c~~t 
Size of Activity Classes (!·!orr.ial Grrn:p) 75 : 1~S-i_z_e_o_f_C_la--sv-~e--s--(_C_o_r_r_e_c_t_i_v_e~o=r=-·----,_,..--~~;,...__......,_.,~l:·:--------·1------~ 
restricted group) · 25 l----~-----I 
t-·-Te_a_c_h_i_n_g __ L_o.;;;a_d_(A;...s;...s_i_· g_n_e_d_t_i_i~-e-)------.. 100 ci_:..---1 
t-R_e_c_o_r_a_s_:_~e_p_.t __ a_.n_a __ u_se_d ______ ~..---~~'--·--~-1----1 
Credit 75 
Grading in Ac ti vi ty Courses 45 
General Bt~dget 50 I 
i--~~~~~~~_....~.~~~~-t-=~"7=--5~.-1--~--:,·~~~ 
Source of Bndget Support 
1~~~-------1-~-t--, Budget Ratio 50 · 
i--Ra--n-k--of __ S_t_a_f_f _____________ ~-------;·~-35~...--:--~~,:·'~~--~ 
·:-.--~--..... :-------1· 
- 75 I I I 
1 ·: I a 
Assign::ient of Grants-in-Md to -~etes 30 LI 
rn.strib'.1tion of Grc-.nts-in-~\id to At'.-lleteJ 30 . ] . ,:----I 
- ~ ' ~-·""'--"_,.---::....-="'-"·""~~=---=-=-·-- - -·.---
Total for :!:-.\d~1in:tstra tion · - . j 500 I J 
... .,.,.,_ -- - _... .. . ~ 1.-.,,,,,.,_,...,,.,_,,,,~ 
Salaries of Staff 
Duties of Staff 
Recru~ting Athletes 
196 
ProfGssional ~agazines 
F Profcs:>ional Books 
endert;radnate Pro;_.:ram 
Total for Score ·Card 
Dividing Score by 50 
Percentage Score for 
Date 
Scorer 
Scorer 
Scorer· 
Scc·re Sr.:or0 
rossi';)lc Giv'.:m 
1~1Q 
150 I 
208 
5000. 
100 
,':l:-:'.rooJl 100 
Fer 
Cent 
197 
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